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USEPE  
U-SPACE SEPARATION IN EUROPE 

 

This report is part of a project that has received funding from the SESAR Joint Undertaking under grant 
agreement No 890378 under European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme. 

 

 

Abstract  

Drones are a growing business in Europe, delivering services in all environments, including urban areas. 

Mapping, infrastructure inspections, precision agriculture, delivery of goods and e-commerce are just 
some of the services possibly using drones. New use cases together with the expected higher number 
of drones confront stakeholders with new challenges in view of strategic planning, regulatory and 
operational issues. One of these issues is the safe movement of drones.  

The goal of USEPE is to propose, develop and evaluate a concept of operations and a set of enabling 
technologies aimed at ensuring the safe separation of drones (from each other and from manned 
aviation) in the U-space environment, with particular focus on densely populated areas. 

This report is the deliverable 3.1 of USEPE, where the USEPE Concept of Operations Outline is 
elaborated, based on the stakeholder needs and requirements gathered, to identify the potential 
design concepts that meet the needs and requirements. These design concepts are evaluated and a 
selection is made to further elaborate the uses cases and operational scenarios that will serve as input 
for the design concept development in WP4, which will be simulated and validated in WP5. 
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Executive summary 

The U-space concept was the response of the Warsaw Declaration in 2017 to use drones as a leverage 
for jobs and new business opportunities. The U-space Blueprint published by the SESAR Joint 
Undertaking in 2017, states that “U-space is a set of new services and specific procedures designed to 
support safe, efficient and secure access to airspace for large numbers of drones”. 

The number of drones' applications is increasing and, with them, the number of drones flying 
simultaneously in a same geographical area. Drones will need to be safely separated between them 
and from manned aircraft and spaced from where buildings and extreme turbulent wind shear appears 
close to them. 

USEPE is aware of these issues and its objective is to research on drones’ separation methods in high 
demanding environments such as cities. This research will be accompanied by a concept of operations 
that will describe the proposed system to be implemented and simulated for its validation.  

This report is the deliverable 3.1 of USEPE, where the USEPE Concept of Operations Outline is 
elaborated. 

The current use of drones in densely populated environments is limited by different factors that range 
from regulatory to technical issues. These limitations jeopardize the fostering of the economy as large 
potential number of drone applications cannot be deployed just on demand. 

Initially this deliverable describes how drone operations are currently performed and what the 
restrictions are in densely populated environments- in the context of the USEPE project. By 
understanding the present issues, it will be possible to make future decisions as proposed by USEPE. 
The proposed system contains the operational policies and regulations as well as presents the 
environment surrounds that affect the drone operations in terms of their separation (also described). 

The USEPE project has not only considered that the vision of the consortium is the most valid. It has 
also appraised a survey delivered to Stakeholders and organised a workshop last March 2021 with a 
wide set of Stakeholders including the Advisory Board Members where all views, positions and 
concerns have been taken into account. 

These actions have allowed to identify the existing separation methods, not only proposed by 
members of the consortium but other SESAR projects (including ER4) as well as other institutions 
outside Europe, as NASA.  The identification of a large list of separation methods led to the need to 
shorten it. This activity was conducted by considering the specific objectives that USEPE had at the 
start, along with the simulation limitations that are present in the consortium.  

The short list ended up with a set of four separation methods which were considered the most 
relevant. However, to be able to select one of these methods in a scientific and replicable manner the 
stakeholder needs were considered to elaborate a set of criteria to allow the use of a mathematical 
decision making technique (the Analytic Hierarchy Process). The result was that, although some of 
these four methods were more suitable than others, none of them accounted to solve more than the 
50% of the stakeholder needs. This evaluation led to make an additional decision within USEPE: to 
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elaborate a new separation method that comprises the benefits of the short list of methods so that 
the result guarantees that this new method will take into account all stakeholder needs.  

This new method is based on a density-based airspace approach together with the addition of the 
airspace structure based on high-speed corridors and (layered) segments described using the 
geovectoring syntax. This new method has been named “Dynamic Density Corridor Concept” (D2-C2, 
for short) 

With the D2-C2 method described, the USEPE project has again considered the stakeholder needs to 
define the operational scenarios where this method will be used. The three scenarios proposed by the 
stakeholders were urban surveillance, last mile delivery and emergency situations. The scenarios have 
been described taking into account the D2-C2 method. In addition, for each scenario, two use cases 
have been elaborated. The first one deals with nominal situations, i.e., where the separation is 
provided as expected by the D2-C2 method. The second use case reflects non-nominal situations 
where the D2-C2 method, for any reason, fails to provide a safe separation and additional measures 
have to be taken. 

Finally, with the D2-C2 method described, USEPE has derived a set of systems requirements. These 
requirements are proposed for the inputs and outputs that the D2-C2 method has to comply with to 
perform its functions. 

In summary, USEPE deliverable D3.1 presents the concept of operations outline with the new 
separation method proposed to apply separation in urban environments and the requirements that 
separation method has to comply with. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Purpose of the document 

The purpose of this report is to present the results of USEPE WP3 Separation Concept. More 
specifically, this report is the deliverable D3.1 USEPE concept of operations outline. 

1.2 Scope 

Based on the stakeholder requirements a concept of operations outline is elaborated and, for this 
concept, the potential design concepts are identified and evaluated in order to select the most 
promising to be implemented. In addition, a number of operational scenarios and use cases, 
considering the stakeholder inputs, are defined. 

1.3 Intended readership 

This document is intended to be read by the following organisations and projects: 

• SESAR Joint Undertaking and Commission Services. 

• EASA 

• Members of the USEPE Advisory Board (current members1) 

o Municipality of Enschede. 

o Madrid Local Police. 

o Spanish Guardia Civil. 

o Spanish Aviation Safety Agency. 

o Spanish Technological Centre for Security. 

o IFATCA (International Federation of Air Traffic Controllers) 

o IFATSEA (International Federation of Air Traffic Safety Electronics Association) 

o ETF (European Transport Workers Federation) 

o Airbus 

• Other U-space related projects result of the ‘Call H2020-SESAR-2019-2, Topic SESAR-ER4-31-

2019-U-space’ 

o BUBBLES 

o DACUS 

o ICARUS 

o Metropolis 2 

 

 

1 USEPE will seek during the overall duration of the projects for additional members of the Advisory Board who 
could improve the results of the work. 
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1.4 Background 

As declared in the ‘SESAR European Drones Outlook Study’ in 2016, and recalled in the’ European ATM 
Master Plan: Roadmap for the Safe Integration of drones into all classes of airspace’, the drone 
marketplace is estimated at a value above 10 billion euros annually. Most of drones’ applications will 
be oriented towards a diverse variety of business which impact on the whole airspace ranging from 
controlled to uncontrolled in rural, sub-urban and urban areas. 

Moreover, the growth of urban air mobility will “result in market value of at least 2 billion euro 
annually”2. 

With the adoption of the U-space approach following the Warsaw declaration, the investment required 
by stakeholders to implement an infrastructure enabling the operations and control of drones, even 
leveraging existing infrastructures, is around 4.5 billion euros by 2035. 

These large amounts of investment and the estimated marketplace from drones require to adopt quick 
and efficient measures to allow the return on investment as soon as possible while ensuring that drone 
operations, in any environment, are as safe as possible avoiding potential conflicts and loss of 
separation between the large number of drones flying. 

USEPE contributes to the advance of U-space services to enable the safe and efficient operations of a 
large number of drones, without adversely affecting manned aviation by ensuring safe separation 
management of drones through the relevant flight planning management and de-confliction 
(strategical and tactical services), with a special emphasis on urban areas where cohabitation with 
manned aircraft, especially emergency or homeland security ones operate will be frequent, for 
example during a massive sports event.  

This contribution is made by the evaluation and selection of appropriate separation methods for the 
operational scenarios that are of interest for stakeholders and members of the USEPE Advisory Board, 
as well as by the development, simulation and validation of the selected separation methods. 

1.5 Structure of the document 

The document follows the following structure: 

• Section 1: Introduction, contains mainly information related to scope of the document, target 
audience, background, acronyms and terms 

• Section 2: Contains the current environment for drones and the separation methods already 
in use. 

• Section 3: Studies the separation methods that are currently being researched and analyses 
the environment in which they will be used in a U-space context. Then, the separation methods 

 

 

2 European ATM Master Plan: Roadmap for the Safe Integration of drones into all classes of airspace 
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are evaluated and the most promising are selected for future development, simulation and 
validation in USEPE’s WP4 and WP5 

• Section 4: In light of the evaluation of the separation methods, a new separation method is 
described to take into account the benefits of the methods evaluated 

• Section 5: Presents the operational scenarios and use cases where the selected method will 
be implemented. 

• Section 6: The summary of the outcomes is presented and conclusions presented in terms of 
operational, organizational and regulatory aspects. 

• Section 7: In this section, the references used for the elaboration of this report are listed. 

• Appendix A: The stakeholder needs elicited and stakeholder requirements are presented. 

• Appendix B: The system requirements for the development of the separation method selected 
are presented. 

• Appendix C: The mathematical explanation of the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) for 
decision making on the methods selections is shown. 

1.6 Glossary of terms 

Term Definition Source of the definition 

BVLOS operation Beyond visual line-of-sight (BVLOS) 
operation. An operation in which the remote 
pilot or RPA observer does not use visual 
reference to the remotely piloted aircraft in 
the conduct of flight  

 

ICAO RPAS CONOPS for 
international IFR Operations  

 

DAA  

 

Detect and avoid (DAA): The capability to see, 
sense, or detect conflicting traffic or other 
hazards and take appropriate action.  

 

ICAO RPAS CONOPS for 
international IFR Operations  

 

RPA  

 

Remotely Piloted Aircraft: An unmanned 
aircraft which is piloted from a remote pilot 
station.  

 

ICAO Annex 2: Rules of the Air  

ICAO Doc 10019: Manual on 
Remotely Piloted Aircraft 
Systems (RPAS)  

RPAS  

 

Remotely Piloted Aircraft System: A set of 
configurable elements consisting of a 
remotely-piloted aircraft, its associated 
remote pilot station(s), the required 
command and control links and any other 

ICAO Circular 328  
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Term Definition Source of the definition 

system elements as may be required, at any 
point during flight operation.  

 

Remote pilot Remote Pilot: A person charged by the 
operator with duties essential to the 
operation of a remotely piloted aircraft and 
who manipulates the flight controls, as 
appropriate, during flight time.  

ICAO Doc 10019: Manual on 
Remotely Piloted Aircraft 
Systems (RPAS)  

 

RPS  

 

Remote Pilot Station: The component of the 
remotely piloted aircraft system containing 
the equipment used to pilot the remotely 
piloted aircraft.  

ICAO Doc 10019: Manual on 
Remotely Piloted Aircraft 
Systems (RPAS)  

 

UAS  

 

Unmanned Aircraft System (UAS): Any 
aircraft and related systems without a pilot 
on board, either remotely piloted or 
autonomous.  

 

N/A  

 

U-space airspace UAS geographical zone designated by 
Member States, where UAS operations are 
only allowed to take place with the support 
of U-space services. 

 

COMMISSION IMPLEMENTING 
REGULATION (EU) 2021/664  

of 22 April 2021 

on a regulatory framework for 
the U-space 

 

 

 

U-space service  

 

Service relying on digital services and 
automation of functions designed to support 
safe, secure and efficient access to U-space 
airspace for a large number of UAS. 

 

COMMISSION IMPLEMENTING 
REGULATION (EU) 2021/664  

of 22 April 2021 

on a regulatory framework for 
the U-space 

VLOS operation Visual line-of-sight (VLOS) operation. An 
operation in which the remote pilot or RPA 
observer maintains direct unaided visual 
contact with the remotely piloted aircraft. 

ICAO RPAS CONOPS for 
international IFR Operations  

 

Table 1: Glossary of terms 
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1.7 List of Acronyms 

Acronym Definition 

4D Four Dimension 

ABL Atmospheric Boundary Layer 

ACAS Airborne Collision Avoidance System 

ADS-B Automatic Dependent Surveillance Broadcast 

AHP Analytic Hierarchy Process 

AI Artificial Intelligence 

AIP Aeronautical Information Publication 

AIS Aeronautical Information Service 

AMC Acceptable Means of Compliance 

ANSP Air Navigation Service Provider 

ATC Air Traffic Control 

ATCO Air Traffic Controller 

ATFM Air Traffic Flow Management 

ATS Air Traffic Services 

BVLOS Beyond Visual Line of Sight 

C2 Command and Control  

CAA Civil Aviation Authorities 

CDU Central Decision Unit 

CFMU Central Flow Management Unit 

CONOPS Concept of Operations 

CORUS 
Concept of Operations for European Unmanned Traffic 
Management (UTM) Systems 

CTR Controlled Traffic Region 

D2-C2 Dynamic Density Corridor Concept 

DAA Detect and Avoid 

DACUS Demand and Capacity Optimisation in U-space 

DLR Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt 

DOMUS Demonstration of Multiple U-space suppliers 

EAD European AIS Database 
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Acronym Definition 

EASA European Aviation Safety Agency 

ETF European Transport Workers Federation 

EU European Union 

FBD Functional Block Diagram 

GCS Ground Control Station 

GM Guidance material 

GNSS Global Navigation Satellite Service 

GPS Global Positioning Service 

HEMS Helicopter Emergency and Medical Services 

ICAO International Civil Aviation Organisation 

ICARUS Integrated Common Altitude Reference System for U-space 

ID Identifier 

IFATCA International Federation of Air Traffic Controllers 

IFATSEA International Federation of Air Traffic Safety Electronics Association 

IFR Instrument Flight Rules 

ISDEFE Ingeniería de Sistemas para la Defensa de España 

LES Large-eddy simulation 

LUH Leibniz Universität Hannover 

MaaS Mobility as a Service 

MAC Mid-air collision  

MEDUSA Methodology for U-space Safety Assessment 

N/A Not Applicable 

NOTAM Notice to Airmen 

PAV Personal Aerial Vehicles 

PBN Performance Based Navigation 

POLIS Promotion of Links with Integrated Services 

RP Remote Pilot 

RPA Remotely Piloted Aircraft 

RPAS Remotely Piloted Aircraft System 

RPS Remote Pilot Station 
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Acronym Definition 

RUNP Required U-space Navigation Performance 

RwC Remain well Clear 

SAFIR Safe and Flexible Integration of Initial U-space services in a Real environment 

SERA Standardised Rules of the Air 

SESAR Single European Sky ATM Research 

SORA Specific Operations Risk Assessment 

SSID Service Set Identifier 

sUAS small Unmanned Aircraft System 

TCAS Traffic Alert and Collision Avoidance System 

TMA Terminal Manoeuvring Area 

TMX Traffic Manager 

UA Unmanned Aircraft 

UAM Urban Air Mobility 

UAS Unmanned Aircraft System 

UAV Unmanned Aerial Vehicle 

USEPE U-space SEParation in Europe 

USN University of South-Eastern Norway 

USSP U-space Service Provider 

UTM Unmanned Traffic Management 

UWB Ultra-Wideband 

VFR Visual Flight Rules 

VLOS Visual Line of Sight 

Wi-Fi Wireless Fidelity 

WP Work Package 

Table 2: List of acronyms 
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2 Current environment and separation 
methods 

2.1 Background, objectives and scope 

The current use of drones in densely populated environments is limited by different factors that range 
from regulatory to technical ones. This limitation jeopardizes the fostering of the economy in certain 
aspects as the potential of a large number of drone applications cannot be deployed as expected. 

The objective of this section is to describe the current situation to understand how drone operations 
are currently performed and what are the limitations in densely populated environments in the context 
of the USEPE project. By understanding the current situations, it will be possible to make decisions for 
the future operation as proposed by USEPE. 

Within this section, the operational policies and regulations, as well as the environment that surrounds 
drone operations and that affect their separation is described.  

2.2  Operational policies and constraints 

Drones, U-space and their application to Urban Air Mobility are fostering new applications that evolve 
quicker than the regulatory framework. This situation generates a number of constraints that impedes 
the proper implementation of such applications. 

The major advance in the regulatory framework came with the publication of the ‘Commission 
Implementing Regulation (EU) 2019/947 of 24 May 2019 on the rules and procedures for the operation 
of unmanned aircraft’, the ‘Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2019/945 of 12 March 2019 on 
unmanned aircraft systems and on third-country operators of unmanned aircraft systems’ and their 
amendments ‘AMC & GM to Commission Implementing Regulation (EU) 2019-947 — Issue 1, 
Amendment 1’ and ‘AMC & GM to Part-UAS — Issue 1, Amendment 1’ 

This regulatory framework establishes the basis for the safe separation of drones within the European 
Union and EASA Member States. 

The key aspect of these regulations is that they have adopted a risk-based approach based on the 
weight and specifications of drones with regard to the type of operation that they perform. 

More concretely, Regulation 2019/947 defines the drones’ categories according to their operations. 
Specifically, Regulation 2019/947 considers three categories: 

‘Open’ Category:  It is the more open category in terms of risks. In this category the drone operators 
are not required to ask authorisation for flying but the safety of the separation is guaranteed when the 
operator complies with a set of requirements established by the regulation. 
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The ‘Open Category is also divided into three more categories. For information, the requirements for 
the drones, operation and pilots are summarised in the following table (extracted from EASA website 
https://www.easa.europa.eu/domains/civil-drones-rpas/open-category-civil-drones) 

 

Figure 1: Open Category Classification from the 1st of January 2023 

Currently, drones existing in the market do not have a class identification label as it was not mandatory. 
However, from the 1st of January 2023, the class identification label will become mandatory and 
therefore there is a transition period until then, where drones without such identification label are 
allowed to fly only when respecting the above classification. 

https://www.easa.europa.eu/domains/civil-drones-rpas/open-category-civil-drones
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Figure 2: Current Open Category Classification 

 ‘Specific’ Category: This category considers operations with a higher risk than in the ‘Open’ category 
and the operator is required to ask for an authorisation to the National Competent Authority, which 
has to be accompanied with a safety risk assessment. 

However, the authorisation is only required when the operation is not covered by a standard scenario. 
A standard scenario is a predefined operation included in Regulation 2019/947. Up to now there are 
only two standard scenarios defined: STS-01 VLOS over a controlled ground area in a populated 
environment and STS-02 – BVLOS with Airspace Observers over a controlled ground area in a sparsely 
populated environment. Moreover, it is foreseen that as they are being developed, Regulation 
2019/947 will be amended with new standard scenarios. 

‘Certified’ Category: Finally, in this category is required that the drone is certified due to the high risk 
for safety. In the same manner, the operator has to be certified as well as the pilot has to be licensed 
by the Competent Authorities. 

These regulations are applicable since the 31st of December 2020. 

These limitations imposed by regulations may limit the type of drones that USEPE stakeholders want 
to use for their applications. It is very unlikely that in a densely populated area a ‘Certified’ category 
drone will fly for any specific purpose, at least in the near future, but the nature of the applications 
and the high risk concerning the operation of multiple drones in a densely populated area separating 
one from each other will require the use of the ‘Specific’ Category and, therefore, the requirement for 
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the drone operators to be registered by the National Competent Authority, unless those operations 
comply with the requirements of one of the two standard scenarios defined in Regulation 2019/947. 

Another impact of the existing policies derives from ‘ICAO Annex 15 Aeronautical Information 
Services’, which establishes the recommended rules and methods for the Aeronautical Information 
Services. ICAO Annex 15 is relevant as far as it foresees the publications of Notice to Airmen (NOTAM) 
under certain circumstances. A NOTAM is a publication that contains information about the 
establishment, condition or modification of any aeronautical installation, service, procedure or danger 
whose knowledge is essential for the personnel involved in air operations. In the case of USEPE, 
NOTAMs are important because they may impede the drone operations when there are changes that, 
for example, affect the operation in forbidden areas due to search and rescue operations.  

NOTAMs have to be communicated, at least, seven days in advance of the activation of dangerous, 
restricted or forbidden areas, or when activities require temporal restrictions to a portion of airspace 
not due to emergency operations. In the case of emergency situations, NOTAMs can be published on 
short notice. Aircraft in flight affected by the NOTAM are informed about the restrictions by the Air 
Traffic Controller. It has to be highlighted that Air Traffic Controllers will inform the remote pilot about 
restrictions published on NOTAMs on short notice. For the rest of NOTAMs, the remote pilot is 
responsible for checking the NOTAMs available at the area or operations. 

In this sense, NOTAMs have to be taken into account when the operation is being defined and the 
separation of drones between themselves, from other aircraft or from the closed area, has to be 
established. In the U-space context, the geo-fence provision service will provide changes to the drones 
immediately. 

It is important to note that NOTAMs have to follow the Regulation 2020/469 regarding the quality of 
the aeronautical data and information. 

NOTAMs have to be published by the respective designated office by every state for their publication. 

2.3  Description of the current situation 

2.3.1 Operational environment 

The operational environment foreseen for drones’ operations, in the context of USEPE, is the air and 
ground environments that comprise high densely populated areas, i.e. urban environments, or 
suburban environments such as industrial areas, roads or highways for entering/exiting a city. 

This operational environment has many specific characteristics, which cause the limitation of drone’ 
operations. In the following, an analysis of these reasons for this current limitation is presented. 

2.3.1.1 Operational areas 

Urban areas are characterised by the existence of buildings, open spaces and people on the ground 
that generate conflicts when performing a drone operation.  With the existing regulations, drone 
cannot fly below a certain altitude either above the ground or above the highest obstacle, e.g., a 
building.  
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Due to this limitation, the number of applications for drones are limited, for example to observe 
gatherings of people or road traffic, amongst others. When an operator aims at performing an 
application involving the use of a drone close to a building, either the drone operator meets the 
requirements of a standard scenario as defined in Regulation 2019/947 or asks for a specific 
authorisation which may impede the execution of such drone operation if the safety measures are not 
met through the application of a Specific Operations Risk Assessment (SORA). 

The fact that current regulations do not allow the simultaneous flight of several drones in a small area, 
and under no circumstances the simultaneous command and control of several drones by a single 
licensed pilot or from a vehicle in movement, generates another limitation: different operations with 
different purposes cannot be carried out in the same area, e.g., the surveillance of a building structure 
and the surveillance of the road traffic simultaneously. This does not mean that simultaneous 
operations have to be performed always, but at certain moment it may be of interest for authorities 
or private drone operators to conduct theses simultaneous operations in a small area. 

2.3.1.2 Airspace 

Many cities around Europe are close to an airport or within the Terminal Manoeuvring Area (TMA) 
above the corresponding CTR (Controlled Traffic Region) of an airport. Moreover, within the 
Aeronautical Information Publications (AIP) the airspace class of airports and TMAs are defined. 

Due to the high risk for manned flights, the operation of drones is restricted in many cases, especially 
given the characteristics of drones (whether they are equipped with Mode C Transponders, the 
capability of performing complex manoeuvres or their speed, amongst others). If a drone intends to 
fly within urban or suburban environment that is close to an airport or is within a TMA, special 
authorisation, outside the current standard scenarios, shall be given. Given the nature of these 
authorisations, the involvement of both the competent aviation authority and the Air Navigation 
Service Providers, as well as Airport Authorities, is needed. 

Special attention has to be paid to the restricted areas for flying, either published in the AIP (e.g. 
military areas or security related airspace) or notified through the issue of a Notice to Airmen 
(NOTAM). In this situation, unless permission is granted neither drones nor manned aircraft can fly. 

Finally, urban and suburban environments are regularly overflown by security authorities, e.g., police, 
on a daily basis. These situations have to be carefully considered when asking for authorisation to fly 
because at any moment priority is given to the security of citizens and the drone operation may be 
delayed or forbidden. 

2.3.1.3 Meteorological aspects 

Compared to larger commercial aircraft, drones are much more vulnerable to small scale spatial and 
temporal fluctuations of the wind field, which are well known under the term turbulence. Atmospheric 
turbulence can be generated by two mechanisms. The first one is mechanical production by wind shear 
that is generated because of friction at the solid earth and building surfaces or vegetation. The second 
mechanism is based on buoyancy that is generated if air flows over warmer surfaces that have been 
heated up by incoming solar radiation. Both mechanisms appear near the surface and define the so-
called atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) with heights of typically 1000m, where the atmosphere feels 
the direct effects of the surface. The wind field within the ABL is turbulent in general. Spatial scales of 
turbulent eddies reach from 1000m (the ABL height) down to a 1mm. While the strength of the eddies 
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decreases with size, the vorticity (the shear within an eddy of a specific size) increases. Drones are 
sensitive to both changes in the magnitude of the wind, and to wind shear that appears over distances 
of the size of the drones. Statements about safe drone operation should carefully consider the 
turbulence conditions within the atmospheric flow. 

The urban boundary layer is generally characterized by stronger turbulent wind fields than observed 
in more rural areas. The main reason is the additional friction on building surfaces, which act as 
obstacles to the flow. If building surfaces are heated up by solar radiation, buoyancy (rising warm air) 
can further increase the turbulence level.  Additional effects of buildings are channelling of the flow 
within street canyons or wakes behind isolated high-rise buildings. All these effects strongly depend 
on the magnitude of the mean wind speed, and the wind direction. Moreover, the general level of 
turbulence is controlled by the atmospheric stratification, which is the change of temperature with 
height. Generally speaking, rising warm air from heated surfaces significantly increases the turbulence 
level during daytime (unstable stratification), while cooling from the surface during night time due to 
outgoing longwave radiation reduces turbulence and can even make the flow completely laminar. 

All these effects illustrate that the turbulent wind field in an urban environment can be very 
heterogeneous, both in space and in time. While operating drones in one specific city quarter might 
be safe, thresholds for safe operations might be exceeded in neighbouring quarters. Conditions may 
even change within one street canyon. 

Knowledge about area-wide urban turbulence conditions require either wind tunnel studies or high-
resolution numerical models. Because most wind tunnels cannot take into account stratification 
effects, turbulence resolving simulation (so-called large-eddy simulation, LES) is currently the only tool 
to predict the micro-scale flow in urban environments. 

Beside turbulence, there are other singular meteorological events with extreme changes in the wind 
field and also heavy precipitation, which are relevant for drone operation, e.g., passages of cold fronts, 
showers/thunderstorms, and related extreme gusts. These are meso-scale phenomena which affect 
cities as a whole without any local differences, and which can be well predicted by weather forecast 
models. 

2.3.2 Components and interactions 

Drones are usually understood, for the non-specialist community, as the flying element. However, 
there are more elements that made up the complete system and that interact between themselves for 
the flight and, of course, for the purpose of separation. The following lists the components: 

• Drone/Remotely piloted aircraft (RPA)/Unmanned aircraft (UA): It is the airborne component 
that executes the operation foreseen. It may be equipped with a camera or other sensors 
according to the purposes of the operation. When flying in controlled airspace, requiring the 
support of Air Traffic Controllers, they are equipped with a transponder that let the Air Traffic 
Controllers to know their position and apply separation with other aircraft if needed.  

Depending on the size and maximum take-off mass of the drone, the drone may be also 
equipped with an Air Traffic Control (ATC) communications relay between the ground 
component (RPS/GCS) and the Air Traffic Controllers. 
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• Remote Pilot Station (RPS)/Ground Control Station (GCS): It is the ground component where 
the operation of the drone is planned and executed. The remote pilot is commanding and 
controlling the drone from the RPS/GCS and can take manual control of the drone when 
needed or when the flight is not performed in an automatic manner. The RPS/GCS also includes 
the aeronautical radio to communicate with air traffic control (which is commonly performed 
using mobile voice or data communication), when needed, or the ground element of the ATC 
communications relay. 

• Command and control link (C2): The C2 link is the component that allows the remote pilot to 
send commands to the drone, e.g. to separate from other drones, manned aircraft or buildings, 
as well as to receive control information from the drone, e.g. position, speed, altitude, level of 
batteries, or health of on-board systems. 

Drones can also be equipped with additional elements such as lights, for flying at night or have external 
elements as launchers, when the drone cannot take-off using its own propulsion system, or parachutes 
when required to guarantee the safety of the people and goods on ground when the command and 
control of the drone is lost.  

The following figure represents the interaction between the main components. 

 

Figure 3: Components and interactions 

2.3.3 Interfaces to external systems or procedures 
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Drones, pilots and drone operating companies are registered in a national database managed by or on 
behalf of the Competent Authority / CAA. Registration is typically done using a web-based application 
and registrations are available for the ATC.  

Airspace structure is provided by access to static airspace information from European AIS Database 
(EAD) at Eurocontrol. The EAD provides centralised quality-assured aeronautical information and 
enables users to retrieve and download AIS data in real time. 

Dynamic airspace information is managed and made available nationally by security, military and civil 
authorities.  

Up to now, flight plans have been requested from and approved by ATC using radio or mobile phone 
voice communication between the pilot and the ATC. Following the new regulation, solutions using 
web or native applications over internet are being deployed across Europe. ATC can accept, reject or 
adjust a flight plan in the system and communicate the approved plan to the pilot. Procedures for flight 
plan handling is according to ICAO, adapted to drone traffic. 

2.3.4 Capabilities or functions of the current separation methods 

Separation, i.e. the concept of keeping aircraft at a minimum safe distance from each other found in 
aviation, is necessary to reduce the residual risk of a Mid-Air Collision (MAC) between participants of 
a shared airspace. For drones, the SESAR Consolidated Report on Supporting Safe and Secure Drone 
Operations in Europe [10] postulates that U-space itself is ultimately responsible for maintaining an 
adequate separation among UAS/UAM, manned aircraft, airspace, weather events, terrain and other 
relevant operations by providing appropriate conflict management services. This is typically done in a 
three-layered process, which could also be applicable to U-space [11]: 

• Strategic de-confliction: planning a flight that does not conflict with others before departure. 
To do so, operators have to share operation plans with relevant parties to reduce the potential 
loss of separation. 

• Tactical de-confliction: maintaining situational awareness, visually or with instruments to keep 
a safe separation distance from “unforeseen” (during the strategical phase, caused by e.g. 
emergency situations) aircraft in-flight, i.e. that the operation according to the drone are 
aircraft performances do not enter into a collision course or a loss of separation. 

• Remain-well-Clear (RwC) and Collision avoidance: last course of action if the above separation 
provisions fail. Detect and avoid systems to give UAS equivalent capabilities to those currently 
known as “see and avoid” for manned aircraft and enable a Remain-well-Clear (RwC) 
procedure. 

The common approach known as “Specific Operational Risk Assessment” (SORA) provides a 
classification of drone flight missions based on ground risk and air risk factors. While mostly geared 
towards the “Specific” category of drone operations, it is also generally applicable to other operation 
types. The part that is important for separation considerations, air risk, considers the likelihood of 
encountering other manned aircraft in the airspace, based on the density of air traffic. Introducing 
mitigations can reduce the risk class, e.g. by adding additional equipment to the system or making use 
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of subscription to a U-space service that provides mitigation measures. SORA Annexes C and D define 
the following mitigation options [12] [13]: 

• Strategical mitigations by operational restrictions: imposing bounds on either the geographical 
volume or the operational timeframe in which an UAS operates 

• Strategical mitigations by exposure: limits the time of exposure to operational risks 

• Strategic mitigation by common structures and rules: imposing a common framework of rules 
on all aircraft within a certain class of airspace to lower the risk of collision, this is applied by 
the competent authorities 

• Tactical Mitigation Performance Requirements: highly dynamic, variable and complicated 
process that is simplified using an air risk model and a feedback loop that reduces the rate of 
collision based on real-time aircraft conflict information, suggesting either “see and avoid” for 
VLOS flights or “detect and avoid” for BVLOS flights 

Ultimately, SORA does however not particularly consider the risk imposed by multiple drone 
operations being conducted simultaneously, therefore the CORUS project’s Concept of Operations 
introduced a holistic approach to the U-space safety assessment known as the “Methodology for U-
space Safety Assessment” (MEDUSA) to combine the operator perspective of SORA with an airspace 
perspective that includes U-space service provisions. To do so, CORUS defined three different airspace 
types, with a varying degree of available services: 

X low demand, low risk no conflict resolution 

Y higher risk than X, approved operation plan strategical resolution 

Z higher density than Y, or a particular risk Strategical and tactical resolution 

Table 3: CORUS Airspace volumes 

The strategic conflict resolution service is intended to process operation plans submitted to it in two 
phases and depends on a capacity management service:  

• Conflict detection: examination of probabilistic 4D trajectories predicted by a drone operation 
plan processing service to look for pairs with a reasonable probability of violating their 
separation distances 

• Conflict resolution: changing the trajectory of either of the pair coming from a standard set of 
“recipes” (e.g. lateral resolution – changing the flight path – or time-based resolution – 
delaying the flight path) 

Tactical conflict resolution services on the other hand have to rely on some kind of feedback loop that 
consumes the position of all airspace participants in real-time from a separate tracking service, predicts 
conflicts and then issues advice or instructions to aircraft to change e.g. their speed, flight level or 
heading. Therefore, it has to work (and deliver its results to the UAS pilot) rapidly and reliably. 
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In a first batch of research projects, the SESAR JU has demonstrated several initial resolutions for 
strategic conflict resolution (e.g. using delay in SAFIR and EuroDrone or rerouting without considering 
terrain or other issues in DOMUS). However, during these flight trials, no vertical separation was used 
as the demonstrations were limited in their ability to de-conflict. 

New, advanced strategical separation methods are essential to perform multiple drone operations 
simultaneously and tactical resolution methods should be handled similarly.  

2.3.5 Descriptions of inputs, outputs, data flow 

Direct control of RPAs is done by the remote pilots only and the information is purely managed by 
them. However, when flying in a controlled airspace, the involvement of ATC increases the number of 
communications and data flow. This means that ATC must contact the remote pilots by radio or mobile 
communication. Separation is managed by making available information of ongoing flights, assuring a 
reserved area when required and allowing for establishing new and conflicting reserved areas with 
priority when necessary. 

Prior to a flight, the flight plan request is filed to ATC specifying the area and time to be allocated for 
the drone operation. Flight plan approval, rejection or adjustment from ATC is returned to the remote 
pilot. Registered flight plans and NOTAMs inform general manned aviation of ongoing operations. 

During flight, ATC monitors airspace and is able to contact the remote pilot to request change in flight 
plan or order drone to hold or land to avoid loss of separation (this situation does not always occur, 
especially with military drones/aircraft). Through ADS-B, remote ID or similar, drones are to an 
increasing extent capable of reporting position, altitude and speed from drone to control station and 
ATC. 

After flight, mission data are stored for the event of investigations. 

2.3.6 Performance characteristics 

Any separation concept and the corresponding methodology has to consider the performance of the 
systems it separates. Most importantly, separation is a function of Performance-based navigation 
(PBN), as it is important to consider how well the relative position of aircraft are known: ICAO defines 
PBN in terms of a requirement set consisting of [14]: 

• Accuracy: The volume of space an aircraft can be found in. 

• Integrity: The correctness/the level of trust of the provided navigation data. 

• Availability: The proportion of time for which navigation data/service is usable. 

• Continuity: The capability to provide uninterrupted navigation information. 

• Functionality: Functional requirements. 

This leads to the necessity of a set of validated specifications that define the “Required U-space 
Navigation Performance” (RUNP), from which these PBN parameters can be derived. These 
performance aspects lead to questions that can be applied during both, the strategical phase (e.g. 
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“how closely can our aircraft even follow a given, conflict-free trajectory and how large of a safety 
buffer do we need around it to account for uncertainties?”) and, to a larger extent, the tactical phase 
(e.g. “are we really where we think we are right now, and are the other aircraft really where they say 
they are?”). 

Additionally, the environment (e.g. weather) can impact the performance requirements for a drone 
and its navigation subsystem. One example is the impact of wind speed, where it is assumed that a 
drone can fly safely up to a speed of 𝑊𝑖𝑛𝑑 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 = 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑(𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑐𝑟𝑎𝑓𝑡 𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒), but the individual 
performance will still differ between drone types [15]:  

• Multirotor aircraft using fan arrays with many small fans can generate wind profiles that allow 
better control in higher wind speeds 

• Light UAS will naturally be less stable that heavy UAS in the same winds, but can hold their 
position more accurately in still air 

Another example in an urban environment could be the degradation of radio navigation systems in the 
vicinity of large structures or when flying in urban canyons between buildings due to not only the 
interference of external communication signals but also, for the satellite based navigation systems 
typically employed on drones, the reflection of global navigation satellite system (GNSS) signals (e.g. 
GPS) that increase the signal travel time in unpredictable ways and significantly decrease the GNSS 
precision that relies on just these travel times.  

For a successful de-confliction, be it strategic or tactical, it is of course imperative to keep the flight 
dynamic characteristics of the participating aircraft in mind: speed, acceleration, turn rates (or even 
types of motion, when comparing for example multirotor aircraft to fixed wings), etc. all have a 
significant impact on the way trajectories can be modified (e.g. to fly around the intruder in any 
direction, horizontal or vertical) or flights can be delayed (e.g. if it makes more sense to decelerate or 
stop completely and let an intruder pass or to accelerate and get ahead of them). 

2.4  Users and affected personnel (roles) 

There are different main roles in the operation of drones: 

• Drone Operator: A drone operator is any organisation (individual or a company) whose 
purpose is to operate drones in a professional or recreational manner. They have to be register 
in the State where they are residing or where they develop the economic activity, not being 
possible to be registered simultaneously in more than one State. 

Drone operators must be registered when: 

o They use a drone of the ‘Open’ category with a maximum take-off mass of 250 g or 
more or, in the case of a potential collision, the kinetic energy transferred to a human 
is above 80 J. 

o They use a sensor that is capable of capturing personal data, unless it is compliant with 
Directive 2009/48/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 18 June 2009 
on the safety of toys. 
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In addition, if they use a drone of the ‘Specific’ category, they must be registered in any case. 

Also, as mandated by European regulations, the operator has to be in possession of a liability insurance 
because of the damages that could arise during the flight. 

In the context of USEPE, given these requirements and the limitations described in section 2.2, all 
drone operators must be registered by the competent authority. 

• Drone Pilot: The drone pilot or remote pilot is required to have certain competencies and be 
a licenced pilot. Depending on the drone category, they are required to meet different 
requirements. 

o Drone pilots flying drones of the ‘Open’ category shall: 

▪ Follow an online training, self-training or theoretical training depending on the 
specific ‘Open’ category (A1, A2 or A3. See Figure 1) 

▪ Be informed about the drone operation and the geographical areas of the 
State of operation, as well as check the environment to detect potential 
obstacles. 

▪ During the flight drone pilots and drone operators have to avoid flying close 
to or inside areas where there is an emergency situation unless they have 
permission to do it. 

o Drone pilots flying drones of the ‘Specific’ category shall: 

▪ Have competency with the requirements set by the competent authority as 
established in the operational authorisation or in the standard scenarios. 

▪ Be able to execute operational procedures in every situation and maintain 
bidirectional communications with Air Traffic Control using aeronautical 
communications. 

For USEPE purposes, all drone pilots shall be licensed according to the above requirements. 

• Competent authority: The competent authority is the responsible organisation for: 

o Enforcing the application of the European regulations  

o Provide drone pilots with the proof of completion of the online theoretical knowledge 
as well as issuing, amending, limiting or revoking the certificates of competency of 
remote pilots. 

o Make available to the drone operators and drone pilots the digital information of 
drones’ geographical areas of the airspace of its State. 

o Plan for audits on the risk profile, compliance level and safety performance of drone 
operators. 
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The competent authority has to be designated by the State and one or more competent 
authorities with different duties within the overall responsibility may be designated. 

• Air Navigation Service Provider: ANSPs are the organisations in charge of providing air traffic 
services (ATS) to aircraft. One of these functions is to provide Air Traffic Control to aircraft 
during all phases of flight. This function is performed by ATCOs who manage and supervise the 
flight plans within the sectors they are responsible to avoid conflicts between aircraft. In case 
any conflict appears, they provide instructions to separate them from each other. 

• Final user: Final users are those individuals or organisations that are the receivers of a service 
or product by any drone operator. These services are based on a contract between the final 
user and the drone operator. 

The final user does not necessarily need to be aware of drone specific regulations and drone 
operations but of its own business. Therefore, the final user may be specialist in certain 
applications, e.g. building inspections or road traffic surveillance, either from a static 
perspective or by means of using conventional manned aircraft (e.g. helicopters). 

When a final user intends to use drone by itself, then it has to comply with the drone operator 
requirements, thus performing both roles at the same time. 

2.5  Support concepts 

In the current situation, Air Navigation Service Providers play an important role when drones are 
expected to fly in controlled airspace (A to E). Due to the airspace classes fragmentation in Europe, not 
every Member State will be able to follow the same procedures for separation of drones and manned 
aircraft as the in the same environments. The following figure shows the mentioned airspace 
fragmentation. 
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Figure 4: Airspace classes fragmentation in Europe (Source: Eurocontrol) 

This means that depending on the altitude or in the vicinity of an airport or TMA, the applicable rules 
for separation may vary depending on the type of flight. For example, If the drone is flying under Visual 
Flight Rules (VFR) it will be not possible to separate it from a manned aircraft flying Instrumental Flight 
Rules (IFR) by an air traffic controller if the flight takes place in a class A airspace. The most convenient 
situation to provide separation from the Air Traffic Control side to drones flying VFR or IFR and manned 
aircraft also flying VFR or IFR would be if the flights take place in class C airspace. Nevertheless, there 
are also speed limitations for such airspace classes that not all drones may be capable to meet. 

Moreover, Air Traffic Controllers use a very specific and standardised phraseology which, following 
Regulation 2019/947 drone pilots, specially flying a ‘Specific’ Category drone has to know. This leads, 
as mentioned in section 2.3.2, to the drone being equipped with the appropriate equipment for 
carrying out aeronautical communications. 

In addition, current Air Traffic Control Procedures do not have fully implemented the identification of 
drones and how to deal with them (for this reason, drones have to be equipped with a transponder). 
How to deal with drones and manned aircraft is a complex issue that has not yet be fully solved due to 
the difference in performances (not only between drones and manned aircraft, but also differences 
between different types of drones) and separation procedures. 
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3 USEPE Concept and design concepts for 
separation methods 

3.1  Background, objectives and scope 

Separation management of drones is way behind separation for manned aviation. This sub 
development does not only apply to IFR drones, which is being further developed within the SESAR 
Industrial Research in PJ13 ERICA, but also to smaller drones. This situation becomes worse when 
considering separation of drones from themselves or drones from manned aircraft at Very Low Level 
(see 3.2.1) in a U-space concept. 

Although recent research has approached the separation problem from different perspectives ranging 
from airspace optimisation to conflict detection and resolution, these different approaches makes it 
hard to decide on which method is better. Moreover, in a densely populated urban environment 
complexity brought by buildings, micro weather conditions, noise pollution and many other aspects, 
provokes that the selection of an appropriate separation method has to be deeply studied following 
formal approaches to decision making to avoid the subjectivity of the research team. 

This section will formulate the proposed USEPE concept of operations for drones in urban 
environments in relation to separation management of flights and will provide, extracted from past 
and current research, potential design options for separation methods. After the identification of such 
potential options is made, a formal decision-making process will be described and applied to select the 
most appropriate separation method for drones in densely populated environments. 

3.2  Operational policies and constraints 

Let us remind that USEPE is targeting the identification of separation methods applicable to the safe 
separation of drones between themselves and between other aircraft flying at very low level (VLL) in 
densely populated environments under a U-space concept. More in detail, USEPE considers both pre-
flight (strategic) and during flight (tactical) separation. 

3.2.1 Airspace and drone categories operational policies and constraints 

To start it is necessary to agree on what is understood by VLL. According to the Standard European 
Rules of the Air (SERA), its paragraph 5005 f) establishes the minimum height for manned VFR flights 
at VLL: 

(f) Except when necessary for take-off or landing, or except by permission from the competent 
authority, a VFR flight shall not be flown: 

• (1) over the congested areas of cities, towns or settlements or over an open-air assembly of 
persons at a height less than 300 m (1 000 ft.) above the highest obstacle within a radius of 
600 m from the aircraft; 
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• (2) elsewhere than as specified in (1), at a height less than 150 m (500 ft.) above the ground or 
water, or 150 m (500 ft.) above the highest obstacle within a radius of 150 m (500 ft.) from the 
aircraft. 

U-space is conceived to be applicable at VLL and in the CORUS Concept of Operations it is assumed 
that the ‘Specific’ and ‘Certified’ drone categories, according to EASA Regulation 2029/947, are 
indistinguishable from the Air Traffic Management perspective and from the U-space services provided 
for them. 

Therefore, it is necessary to specify what drone categories are applicable to USEPE. In addition, CORUS 
also defined three different airspace volumes at VLL applicable to U-Space. In order to identify the 
constraints imposed to USEPE by previous regulatory and U-space work, it is relevant to characterise 
EASA drone categories and CORUS airspace volumes. 

Airspace Volume (CORUS Concept of Operations) 

Volume X 

• Areas where there is a low demand of U-space services. 

• Low ground and air risk. 

• Pilot is responsible for separation (Visual Line of Sight operations). 

Volume Y 

• Areas where there are significant demand of drone traffic. 

• Over densely populated area. 

• VLOS and BVLOS flights. 

• Pre-flight (strategical) deconfliction (separation during flight, tactical not considered). 
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Airspace Volume (CORUS Concept of Operations) 

Volume Z 

• Areas where there is a significant demand of U-space services, exceeding Y airspace 
demand. 

• Over densely populated areas 

• VLOS and VBLOS flights 

• Pre-flight (strategical) deconfliction and during fligth (tactical) deconfliction. 

Volume Z is divided into: 

• Zu 

o Conflict resolution provided by U-space services 

• Za 

o Conflict resolution provided by ATS (VLL airspace controlled by ATS, e.g. Controlled 
Traffic Region – CTR) 

Table 4: Airspace volumes 

• It can be seen that the X volume implies low air and ground risks, which is not applicable to 
densely populated urban environments and that the pilot is responsible for separation as the 
flight is conducted under visual line of sight, thus not making use of the separation 
management service of the U-space concept. This reasoning implies that USEPE does not 
consider the X volume. 

• In the case of the Y volume, air and ground risks are higher than those of the X volume, thus 
being possible to fly in densely populated urban environments, however, the U-space concept 
only considers conflict resolution at strategic level. This is outside USEPE scope that aims at 
studying separation methods applicable to strategic and tactical level. For this reason, USEPE 
will not consider the Y volume. 

• The Z volume has the higher air and ground risks and it is the most favourable airspace for 
densely populated environments. Moreover, considers the conflict resolution at strategic and 
tactical levels and also environments where ATS services are provided (e.g. cities located inside 
the CTR volume as a result of having an airport in the close vicinity). Therefore, the conflict 
resolution is provided by ATC, through the Collaborative Interface with ATC or Procedural 
Interface with ATC U-space services. For environments outside CTR, the conflict resolution will 
be provided by the U-Space services themselves. Following this reasoning, we conclude that 
USEPE will consider the Z (Zu and Za) airspace volumes and will be the ones that are imposing 
operational limitations. 
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Drone Category (EASA Regulation 2019/947) 

‘Open’ 

• Drone operators not required to ask authorisation for flying. 

• Remote pilots responsible for separation. 

• Visually control the surrounding airspace. 

‘Specific’ 

• Drone operators are required to ask for an authorisation to the National Competent 
Authority or its delegates.  

• Authorisation not necessary if flight falls under one Standard Scenario (EASA). 

• Required to submit an operations plan. 

‘Certified’ 

• Requires that the drone complies with airworthiness requirements. 

• No specific regulations are applicable to this category.  

• They are supposed to be covered by existing regulations applicable to manned aircraft. 

• Required to submit an operations plan. 

Table 5: Drone categories 

• As in the ‘Open’ category the pilot flies under VLOS and is responsible for separation, it falls 
out of the scope of USEPE as no separation service will be provided by U-space. 

• The ‘Specific’ category is more interesting as flights can take place in Y and Z airspace volumes. 
Since USEPE scope addresses the Z volume, as explained above, this category is relevant for 
USEPE and it is the one that imposes operational limitations. 

• Although the same occurs with the ‘Certified’ category, the performances of drones (in terms 
of speed, turn radius, etc.) may be excessive for a densely populated urban environment. 
However, there may be exceptions such as drones equivalent to manned helicopters (e.g. 
security forces or Helicopter Emergency and Medical Services - HEMS), unmanned aero-taxis 
or personal air transport. Therefore, the ‘Certified’ category will be considered for relevant 
scenarios only. 

In summary, USEPE only focuses on airspace volume Z, either Zu or Za with drones under the ‘Specific 
category’ 

3.2.2 Stakeholder’s operational policies and constraints 
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During the stakeholders’ needs elicitation by means of an on-line questionnaire and during the first 
USEPE Validation Workshop, that took place on the 23rd March 2021, participating stakeholders shared 
their concerns and needs that USEPE intends to take into account. 

3.2.2.1 Demand and Capacity Balance 

It is clear that the airspace over cities has limitations in the number of drones and aircraft that can be 
flying simultaneously. The expectations that drones are creating among different users is leading to a 
huge increase in airspace demand. Therefore, a balance between demand and capacity is necessary.  

During the strategical phase, the balance can be found by accommodating the number of drones asking 
for flying simultaneously to the capacity of the airspace at that moment. Additionally, an initial 
separation, considering the foreseen trajectories of drones and other aircraft, can be provided thus 
ensuring safety as well as the demand and capacity balance.  

However, at a later stage, during the flight, different incidents can occur that may end up in a loss of 
separation. Some examples of these incidents can be a loss of command and control link because of 
buildings, sudden turbulent winds or emergency or security events. In these situations, a tactical 
conflict resolution providing new or increased separation can reduce the airspace capacity while 
creating additional conflicts with other drones.  

A suggested approach, used by the DACUS project (a project responding to the SESAR JU Exploratory 
Research 4 Call) is to establish airspace capacity in terms of separation and not the opposite during the 
strategic phase. During the first USEPE validation workshop, stakeholders representing the DACUS 
project and USEPE consortium agreed to establishing a coordination between both projects to enhance 
their respective results. 

3.2.2.2 Noise pollution  

One important concern for citizens and European cities representatives with the expected amount of 
drones flying in urban environments is the noise pollution. Incidents that generate new trajectories for 
drones may impact on the amount of noise perceived by the citizens. Therefore, it might be a limiting 
factor to the maximum capacity or minimum separation. 

USEPE has to take into account this operational limitation and provide recommendations for urban 
planning to include the use of drones in the urban ecosystem. In this case it is recommended to 
consider account Urban Air Mobility and Mobility as a Service concept. USEPE has on board, as part of 
its Advisory Board a City Council representing citizens’ interests to obtain their feedback and validation. 

3.2.2.3 Availability of communications 

Urban environments are composed by a wide variety of structures from high buildings to open places. 
Air to ground communications, such as the command and control link between the remote pilot and 
the drone, either when flying in VLOS or BVLOS, are impacted by the presence of objects or structures 
that can shadow the link provoking a loss of communications. If the loss of communications is not 
recovered within a certain period of time, the drone has to execute an emergency manoeuver. The 
emergency manoeuver may have an impact in the separation with other drones or aircraft in the 
surroundings and a conflict may occur, thus being necessary to establish a tactical deconfliction. 
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Therefore, the urban layout and structures have to be contemplated when planning the drone 
operations and considered within the airspace capacity and separation during the strategical phase. In 
case a loss of link, due the urban structures, occurs, then a tactical deconfliction has to be executed.  

3.2.2.4 Urban Air Mobility and Mobility as a Service 

One day prior to the first USEPE Validation Workshop, USEPE members participated in the “First 
Encounters with Urban Air Mobility” Webinar, organised in the framework of the POLIS ACCESS 
Working Group Meeting. 

The concept of Urban Air Mobility is becoming more and more a reality. However, Urban Air Mobility 
forms part of a broader concept named Mobility as a Service (MaaS).  

The MaaS concept consists of a combination of all transport modes, both public and private, through 
a single portal that creates and manage the travel of any citizen using one or more transports means. 
The process begins when the citizen plans a travel, if such a plan includes the use of autonomous air 
vehicles with the passenger on board, e.g. a “manned drone” (or just a personal air transport), at any 
moment of the travel and then using a ground transport, like a bus, the MaaS concept foreseen that 
there is a synchronisation with the arrival and departure times of both transport modes. 

MaaS imposes a new operational constraint to airspace capacity and demand as well as to the 
separation between drones and drones and manned aircraft, due to they will need to be provided with 
a trajectory free of conflicts during the strategical phase and in case any conflict occurs during the 
flight, tactical conflict resolution activity will need to be executed. 

3.3  Description of the USEPE proposed design concepts for 
separation methods 

3.3.1 Operational environment 

USEPE operational environment, as explained before, is limited to densely populated urban 
environments where drone flights take place at VLL airspace within a U-space concept. 

To be more precise, the operational environment can be divided into ground and air, which has vertical 
and lateral limits. 

3.3.1.1 Ground operational environment 

The ground environment is composed of the different structures that make up an urban environment, 
namely: 

• Private buildings: homes, flats, offices, warehouses, factories, etc. 

• Public buildings: museums, hospitals, schools, city councils, public administrations, etc. 

• Open spaces: parks, streets opened to road traffic, pedestrian streets, city surrounding 
highways, trees, etc. 
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In all of these structures there are people living, walking, working or performing any other daily task, 
road traffic, which can be private vehicles or public transport, as well as other goods such as urban 
furniture. These structures have to be protected against any air vehicle colliding with them avoiding 
possible damages, injuries or fatalities. 

Some urban environments have one or more airports in their vicinity, or even inside the city. The 
following picture shows an aerial view (extracted from Google Maps) of Madrid where the four airports 
(civil: Adolfo Suarez Madrid Barajas and Cuatro Vientos; military: Getafe and Torrejón de Ardoz Air 
bases) are highlighted. 

 

Figure 5: Madrid city surrounding airports 

The situation of any airport in the vicinity of the city or even within it, establishes ground lateral limits 
to the ground environment. For the purposes of USEPE these lateral limits are considered at the airport 
fence. 

In addition, ground lateral limits may appear when there are no fly zones or geofenced areas due to 
special events (e.g. sport events) or emergency restricted areas. 

Ground lateral limits are also considered in those areas where the volume of airspace changes from 
Volume z to volume y. It will be explained more in detail in the following section. 

3.3.1.2 Air operational environment 

As explained in section 3.2.1, USEPE addresses airspace volume Z, which is the one with the higher air 
and ground risk, and in which U-space strategic and tactical conflict resolution are provided. 

Airspace volume Z is the one expected above densely populated urban environments.  

Due to the existence of airports in the vicinity of the cities, it may happen that the airspace above them 
are controlled traffic regions (e.g. a Terminal Manoeuvring Area – TMA). In that case the airspace 
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volume Z is classified as Za because the conflict resolution is provided by the Air Traffic Services 
through the U-space Procedural or Collaborative Interface with ATC services. 

Other cities may not have controlled traffic regions in the airspace above them, thus being the Airspace 
Volume Z classified as Zu because the conflict resolution is directly provided by the U-Space strategical 
or tactical conflict resolution services. 

Following this approach, the lateral limits of the air operational environment is established by the 
points where the airspace changes from Za or Zu to Y or X volume. 

Similarly, to the ground lateral limits, air lateral and vertical lateral limits may appear when there are 
no fly zones or geofenced areas due to special events (e.g. sport events) or emergency restricted areas. 

Moreover, due to U-space is limited to VLL airspace, vertical limits are established by the height above 
ground which does not form part of the VLL airspace according to SERA. 

In Figure 6 the USEPE operational environment is represented together with its lateral and vertical 
limits highlighted by a red line. 

  

 

Figure 6: USEPE operational environment 
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3.3.1.3 Airspace capacity 

Airspace capacity is an important characteristic to be considered when evaluating the need to separate 
drones from other drones, especially in urban environments at VLL, because of the existence of high 
buildings and restricted areas for flying. This situation reduces the amount of airspace available to 
divert drone trajectories when there is a conflict, especially during the tactical phase. 

Given that U-space is focused at VLL, while in urban areas aircraft (in normal conditions) do not fly 
below 1000 ft, the DACUS project “D1.1 Drone DCB concept and process” proposes to extend the 
usable airspace over urban environments to ‘provide a buffer area where, under normal circumstances, 
no flights would take place. If conditions allow it, and CNS infrastructure as well as service connectivity 
are provided at such altitudes, U-space operating altitudes may be increased in order to increase 
airspace capacity’. 

Because it is an acceptable hypothesis, USEPE will consider it when selecting the separation method 
and will implement it in the simulation environment.  

Another research question that has to be answered is whether airspace capacity, i.e. the available 
airspace to conduct the operations, influences on separation or is separation the one that has to define 
the airspace capacity. This approach was also a result of the discussions held during the first USEPE 
Validation Workshop. While the first approach is more suitable to be adopted during the tactical phase 
when, due to a conflict, it is needed to separate drones, the second one seems a better solution when 
planning the operations and providing separation between drones in the strategical phase. Also, as a 
result of the needs elicited from stakeholders during the Workshop, this approach will be implemented 
in the simulation environment. 

3.3.2 Components and interactions 

U-space is conceived as a set of services and procedures to support safe, efficient and secure access to 
airspace for large numbers of drones. According to the U-space services baseline issued by the SESAR 
JU, at the moment of writing this document, the full list is made of 31 services. The following table lists 
them all classified by their deployment phase. 
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Deployment Phase Services description 

U1 Registration 

Interaction with the registrar to enable the registrations of the drone, its 
owner, its operator, and its pilot. Different classes of user may query data, or 
maintain or cancel their own data, according to defined permissions. 

e-Identification 

e-identification enables information about the drone and other relevant 
information to be verified without physical access to the unmanned aircraft. 

Geo-awareness 

This provides geo-fence and other flight restriction information to drone 
pilots and operators for their consultation up to the moment of take-off. It 
includes existing aeronautical information, such as: 

• restricted areas, danger areas, CTRs etc.; 

• information extracted from NOTAMS, and legislation; 

• temporary restrictions from the national airspace authority; 

to produce an overall picture of where drones may operate. 

Registration assistance 

Provides assistance to people undertaking the registration process. 
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U2 Geo-fence provision (incl. dynamic geo-fencing) 

An enhancement of geo-awareness that allows geo-fence changes to be sent 
to drones immediately. The drone must have the ability to request, receive 
and use geo-fencing data. 

Emergency Management 

Provides assistance to a drone pilot experiencing an emergency with their 
drone, and communicates emerging information to interested parties. 

Strategic Conflict Resolution 

Checks for possible conflicts in a specific operation plan, and proposes 
solutions, during operational plan processing. 

Weather Information 

Collects and presents relevant weather information for the drone operation 
including small-scale weather information when available/required. 

Tracking and position reporting 

Receives location reports, fuses multiple sources and provides tracking 
information about drone movements. 

Operation plan preparation/optimisation 

Provides assistance to the operator in filing of an operation plan. This service 
functions as the interface between the drone operator and the operation plan 
processing service. 

Monitoring 

Provides monitoring alerts (preferably audible) about the progress of a flight 
(e.g. conformance monitoring, weather compliance monitoring, ground risk 
compliance monitoring, electromagnetic monitoring). 

Traffic Information 

Provides the drone pilot or operator with information about other flights that 
may be of interest to the drone pilot; generally, where there could be some 
risk of collision with the pilot’s own aircraft. 

Drone Aeronautical Information Management 

The drone equivalent of the Aeronautical Information Management service. 
This service maintains the map of X, Y and Z airspaces, and permanent and 
temporary changes to it. (e.g. a weekend festival will change an area from 
sparsely to densely populated). 
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This service provides information to the geo-fencing services as well as 
operational planning preparation service. 

Procedural Interface with ATC 

A mechanism invoked by the operation plan processing service for 
coordinating the entry of a flight into controlled airspace before flight. 
Through this, ATC can either accept or refuse the flight and can describe the 
requirements and process to be followed by the flight. 

Surveillance data exchange 

Exchanges data between the tracking service and other sources or consumers 
of tracks – radar, other drone trackers, etc. 

Operation plan processing 

A safety-critical, access-controlled service that manages live operation plans 
submitted via the operation plan preparation service and checks them against 
other services. The service manages authorisation workflows with relevant 
authorities, and dynamically takes airspace changes into account. 

Risk analysis assistance 

Provides a risk analysis, mainly for Specific operations, combining information 
from other services – drone AIM, environment, traffic information, etc. This 
can also be used by insurance services. 

Accident / Incident Reporting 

A secure and access-restricted system that allows drone operators and others 
to report incidents and accidents, maintaining reports for their entire life-
cycle. A similar citizen-access service is possible. 

Navigation Infrastructure Monitoring 

Provides status information about navigation infrastructure during 
operations. This service should give warnings about loss of navigation 
accuracy. 

Communication Infrastructure Monitoring 

Provides status information about communication infrastructure during 
operations. The service should give warnings about degradation of 
communication infrastructure. 

Digital Logbook 

Produces reports for a user based on their legal recording information. 
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Deployment Phase Services description 

Legal Recording 

A restricted-access service to support accident and incident investigation by 
recording all input to U-space and giving the full state of the system at any 
moment. A source of information for research and training. 

Geospatial information service 

Collects and provides relevant terrain map, buildings, obstacles - with 
different levels of precision - for the drone operation. 

Population density map 

Collects and presents a population density map for the drone operator to 
assess ground risk. This could be proxy data e.g. mobile telephone density. 

Electromagnetic interference information 

Collects and presents relevant electromagnetic interference information for 
the drone operation. 

Navigation Coverage information 

Provides information about navigation coverage for missions that will rely on 
it. This information can be specialised depending on the navigation 
infrastructure available (e.g. ground or satellite based). 

Communication Coverage information 

Provides information about communication coverage for missions that will 
rely on it. This information can be specialised depending on the 
communication infrastructure available (e.g. ground or satellite based). 

Citizen Reporting Service 

Similar to the Accident and Incident reporting service, this U-space service is 
to be used by the citizen to inform the law enforcement about not 
cooperative drone traffic or other suspicious event to be reported. The user 
interface should be designed to encourage the reporting of sufficient 
information to identify the flights concerned. 
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Deployment Phase Services description 

U3 Tactical Conflict Resolution 

Checks for possible conflicts in real time and issues instructions to aircraft to 
change their speed, level or heading as needed. 

Collaborative Interface with ATC 

Offers verbal or textual communication between the remote pilot and ATC 
when a drone is in a controlled area. This service replaces previous ad-hoc 
solutions and enables flights to receive instructions and clearances in a 
standard and efficient manner. 

Dynamic Capacity Management 

Responsible for balancing traffic demand and capacity constraints during 
operational plan processing. 

Table 6: U-space services SJU baseline 

Although the focus of USEPE is on the separation topic, and thus the objective is to address the 
Strategic Conflict Resolution and Tactical Conflict Resolution Services, it cannot neglect the strong 
interaction that all services have among them. 

As seen in Figure 3 to execute a flight from the pure drone perspective, the remote pilot through the 
remote pilot station commands and control the drone and interacts with ATC through a direct link or 
through a relay on board the drone. 

In the U-space concept, to execute a flight: 

1. Before the flight 

a.  it is necessary to be registered, through the Registration service and, if necessary, 
make use of the Registration assistance service.  

b. Before the flight, the drone operator has to submit an operations plan through the 
Operations Plan Preparation service which is processed by the Operations Plan 
Processing service and checked by the Dynamic Capacity Management service.  

c. This last service invokes the Strategic Conflict Resolution service to detect if there is 
any conflict foreseen before the flight. 

d. If the flight is going to happen in controlled airspace, the procedural interface with 
ATC informs ATC about the flight. Through this service, ATC accepts or refuses the 
flight, as well as provides the requirements and process to be followed.  

e. The remote pilot has to be aware of the potential geo-fenced areas or flight 
restrictions through the Geo-awareness service as well as about buildings or obstacles 
by making use of the Geo-spatial Information service. 
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2. During the flight (general) 

a. the drone conformance is monitored at all times by the Monitoring service which 
extracts information from other services like weather to make the pilot aware of any 
deviation from its expected flight.  

b. The Traffic Information service provides the pilot with information about its flight and 
other flights in the surrounding area.  

c. The remote pilot receives information about the status of navigation and 
communication infrastructures as they are monitored by the Navigation Infrastructure 
and Communication Infrastructure Monitoring services respectively. 

3. During the flight in controlled airspace: 

a. The Collaborative Interface with ATC service may provide the remote pilot with textual 
or verbal information in a standard manner as with manned aircraft. 

b.  If a conflict with other drone or aircraft occurs (a loss of separation or collision course), 
the Tactical Conflict resolution service detects it and instructions to avoid a collision 
are provided. In case the conflict occurs in airspace volume Za, the instructions are 
provided the by the Air Traffic Controller through the Collaborative Interface with ATC. 

4. Additional services not mentioned in the process described above that are also useful during 
and after the flight 

a. Emergency Management service if an emergency occurs that affect the flight of the 
drone 

b. The Digital Logbook produces a report, after the flight, after a user request based on 
their legal recording information. 

c. The Citizens Reporting service may be used by citizens to inform the law enforcement 
about not cooperative drone traffic or other suspicious event to be reported that could 
affect the flight of other cooperative drones. 

The following diagram represents a summary of these interactions with a focus on the strategic and 
tactical conflict resolution services, as well as on the weather information service due to the emphasis 
put by USEPE on the consideration of micro weather effects on the drone flights and separation. 
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Figure 7: Components and interactions 

The number of interactions previously mentioned can be put in an operational context. 

To this moment, interactions have been limited to the pure drone operations in a U-space concept, 
however, the objective of USEPE is to assess and provide a separation method in a densely populated 
urban environment where other actors, e.g. cities and citizens have concerns with the use of drones.  
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Cities have infrastructures that have an influence on meteorology as well as in communications 
availability. This influence is, as has been explained above, by some U-space services such as the 
Weather Information service, the Communication Infrastructure Monitoring or the geospatial 
Information service. However, citizens’ concerns such as noise are not covered by any U-space service 
and may affect the way drones are provided with separation instructions when a conflict is detected. 

The operational contextualization, considering these aspects and the operational policies and 
constraints discussed in section 3.2, is represented in Figure 8. In this figure, white boxes represent the 
main services within the scope of USEPE (Tactical and Strategic Conflict Resolution), in green are 
represented the actors and in blue the aspects that influence in the conflict resolution while in orange 
is the cause for a direct application for a tactical conflict resolution procedure. 

 

Figure 8: Operational contextualization 

3.3.3 Identification of separation methods 

During the research made in USEPE, a number of separation methods were identified. It is important 
to highlight that for USEPE, a separation method is not only the procedure, algorithm to separate 
drones between themselves or a drone from a manned aircraft. A separation method is one that 
enables to provide a resolution to the conflict but also one that allows to maintain airspace capacity, 
find a balance with the traffic demand, be capable to be subject to weather changes, take into account 
ground structures or consider citizen’s concerns regarding noise. 
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With this approach in mind the full list of methods initially identified by the USEPE consortium is shown 
in: 

Method ID Method Title Description 

#1 Machine Learning 
Approach for Conflict 
Resolution in Dense 
Traffic Scenarios [18] 

Controllers need to have trusted tools to de-conflict. 
These tools can be trained to work like each ATCO does 
with AI techniques. In short, the current scenario is 
analysed and checked for possible conflicts, if any is 
detected an action to de-conflict is taken and based on the 
quality of the deconfliction the AI Agent is rewarded. After 
time the Agent will be capable of taking solutions similar 
to the ones that the controller would have taken. 

#2 Extraction and 
Interpretation of 
Geometrical and 
Topological Properties 
of Urban Airspace for 
UAS Operations [19] 

This method structures the airspace in connected regions 
and based on the connectivity that each portion of the 
airspace has, its height and other factors builds 4 levels 
and assigns each of these levels for stages of the flight. 

#3 A Geometric Approach 
Towards Airspace 
Assessment for 
Emerging Operations 
[20] 

Low-altitude airspace may be occupied by one of seven 
types of constructs. 

• Obstacle\terrain clearance  

• Airport controlled airspace 

• sUAS Part 107 airspace  

• Airport procedures  

• Special use airspace  

• Minimum vectoring altitudes  

• Special flight rules areas 

These constructs may or may not impact UAM operations 
depending on whether they exist in urban areas or not and 
the ConOps scenario in use.  Some margins with regards to 
these constructs is left and then the available airspace is 
analysed using metrics that measure market influence and 
efficiency of flights. 

#4 Density-Adapting Layers 
towards PBN for UTM 
[21] 

It models drones as disks of a given radius r representing 
the safety zones around the drones. Two drones are in 
conflict if their disks overlap. Deconflicting the drones by 
distributing them to different airspace layers can be 
viewed as graph coloring – assignment of colors to the 
vertices of the graph so that no pair of adjacent vertices 
gets the same color. 
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Method ID Method Title Description 

#5 Machine-Learning to 
Dynamically Generate 
Operationally 
Acceptable Strategic 
Reroute Options [22] 

It identifies available trajectory options, then narrow 
downs the selection using various mathematical 
techniques and finally a machine learning algorithm 
selects the ones that have a higher degree of acceptability 
based on statistical and historical data. For the algorithm 
to properly work it needs to have been trained with large 
datasets. 

#6 Wireless 
communication for safe 
UAVs: From Long-Range 
Deconfliction to short-
range collision 
avoidance [23] 

It makes a distinction between the technology needed for 
strategic and tactical deconfliction. It turns out that the 
most appropriate technology for deconflinction in urban 
environments is Wi-Fi SSID where distances are small, it 
allows for high-rate of position refreshing. 

#7 Drone corridors Corridors are defined as three dimensional volumes, and 
the rules for the corridors are specified using the 
geovectoring syntax. Each corridor is like a one-way street, 
where drones fly in roughly the same direction with similar 
speed and suitable safety distance and time between 
them. Bi-directional travel is achieved by defining a 
corridor in the opposite direction above or beside the first 
corridor. The height and width of the corridors must match 
the navigational accuracy of the drones flying there to 
achieve the desired safety margin against drones flying in 
the opposite direction in neighbouring corridors. 

Strategic and tactical deconfliction is performed by a 
central UTM service. 
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Method ID Method Title Description 

#8 DLR U-space Blueprint 
[24] 

The proposed DLR U-
space concept divides the airspace into equal segments 
(which can change for different time intervals) according 
to different parameters and envisions a strategic 
management system that dynamically, based on current 
traffic and forecasted demand, either approves mission 
requests within an airspace segment or reschedules them 
in the event of reaching maximum capacity. This capacity 
depends on the separation requirements (which is itself 
driven by the performance and equipment) of each 
aircraft within it (modelled as safety ellipsoids around 
them, i.e. aircraft with larger safety ellipses/less 
performance will fill up the capacity faster. This system will 
ensure tactical deconfliction in a decentralized manner by 
handling information provision, airspace management 
and traffic flow control. 4D positions are reported back 
and necessary adjustments, e.g. for higher priority 
missions like rescue helicopters, will be applied 
dynamically to the affected 
segment(s).  Separation, mission optimization and re-
planning remains the responsibility of the airspace user. 
For ease of implementation it could be useful to pre-
define connection points between the segments, at which 
aircraft can travel from one segment into the next. 
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Method ID Method Title Description 

#9 Geovectoring: Reducing 
Traffic Complexity to 
Increase the Capacity of 
UAV airspace [28] 

Two general principles for capacity management can be 
distinguished: controlling the traffic density, and 
controlling the traffic complexity. 

• Density: controlled using geofencing and 
geocaging   

• Complexity: can be controlled using geovectoring 

A geovector is defined as an allowable speed interval in a 
given 3D airspace volume. The allowed intervals for the 
horizontal speed are defined in polar coordinates. The 
area definition format can be the same as used for 
geofencing and geocaging. 

It is seen that the factor that drives the conflict rate is not 
the absolute ground speed, but the relative speed or 
closure speed. Geovectoring reduces the conflict rate by 
limiting the relative speed between drones. 

It is also seen how segmentation reduces the global 
conflict rate. 

#10 Drone Information 
Service Requirements 
for U-Space [25] 

Drone information service demands for enabling safe 
drone operation in VLL airspace with emphasis on the 
urban environment. 

Seven key information gaps were identified: flow 
management, meteorological, environment, flight, 
communication, surveillance and drone information. 
Specific gaps within the mentioned categories are listed 
and analysed, providing some ideas for tackling them. 
Drone information service requirements with regards to 
flow management contains the most number of 
challenges that need to be addressed. This is because 
information gaps such as urban airspace capacity 
management, and high-density traffic management are 
critical information services required for achieving safe 
high density drone operation in VLL urban airspace. 
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Method ID Method Title Description 

#11 Relating Airspace 
Structure and Capacity 
for Extreme Traffic 
Densities [26] 

The concepts proposed assume that tactical Conflict 
Detection and Resolution (CD&R) tasks are delegated to 
each individual aircraft, where they are handled by an 
automated Airborne Separation Assurance System (ASAS). 

The four concepts (or airspace structures) presented are: 

• Full mix: unstructured airspace', where traffic is 
subjected to only physical constraints, such as 
weather, static obstacles and terrain. Aircraft are 
permitted to use the direct path between origin 
and destination, as well as optimum flight 
altitudes and velocities. 

• Layers: airspace segmented into vertically stacked 
bands, where each altitude layer limits horizontal 
travel to within an allowed heading range (can be 
defined in geovectoring terms). 

• Zones: similar to Layers, the Zones concept 
segments traffic based on similarity of travel 
direction. Two major zone types can be discerned: 
circular and radial zones. Assuming a concentric 
city shape, the circular zones are used in a similar 
fashion to ring roads in contemporary cities. The 
radial zones function as connections between 
these concentric zones. 

• Tubes: four-dimensional tubes that provide a fixed 
route structure in the air. Its topology can be 
thought of as a graph with nodes and edges 

#12 Constrained Urban 
Airspace Design for 
Large-Scale Drone-
Based Delivery Traffic 
[27] 

The method employs a layered structure of the airspace 
and introduces the concept of flying over streets. It also 
applies road-based analogies such as the one way and 2 
ways streets or the split between through and turn traffic. 

• The construct presented is defined specifically for 
delivery traffic 

• This option of drone traffic management is said to 
increase safety while reducing route efficiency. 
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Method ID Method Title Description 

#13 BUBBLES project [28] This project exploits AI techniques to set the separation 
minima for pairs of UAS flying in some scenarios. 
Accounting for the different types of trajectories 
(translational, hovering, specific patterns…). 

A set of use cases is described and configured from which 
data is extracted, this data is related to trajectories in 
order to estimate the probabilities of having a conflict. The 
generated datasets are used to train various machine 
learning models that are in charge of providing separation 
methods and minima for each of the mission segments to 
meet some required level of safety. 

Table 7: List of initial separation methods identified 

Following the systems engineering approach proposed in the USEPE Grant Agreement, this list of 
methods has to be shortened in order to achieve a consistent list to perform a formal decision-making 
process that will lead to the selection of the most appropriate separation method to be used in a U-
space concept within a densely populated urban environment. 

For this reason, the following criteria has been used to select the most adequate methods for USEPE.  

Criterion 
# 

Criterion Tile Criterion explanation and evaluation parameters 

#1 Performance of drones 
addressed 

This criterion is aimed at evaluating whether the method 
addresses only rotary wing, fixed wing, both types of 
drones, or it does not address drones at all. Due to drones 
flying in urban environments will be more likely (due to 
their performances and results from the survey) will be 
rotary wing ones, methods addressing "only rotary wing or 
both" criteria will be scored with 1 and the rest with -1. If 
no specification is provided in the method, the score is 0. 

#2 Manned aircraft 
addressed 

This criterion is aimed at evaluating whether the method 
addresses manned aircraft. If yes, the score is 1, if not the 
score is -1. If not specified, the score is 0. 

#3 Feasible for 
implementation 
(insufficient use case 
coverage or discouraging 
elements, like it needs to 
get real-time data for 
simulations) 

This criterion is proposed to identify if the method 
description provides information about the number of use 
cases that are applicable or there are discouraging 
elements like it requires real time data to simulate, etc. 
Therefore if it is feasible to be implemented the score is 1, 
if not it is -1 and if no information is available then the 
score is 0 
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Criterion 
# 

Criterion Tile Criterion explanation and evaluation parameters 

#4 Can it be merged with 
other method? 

This criterion would enable to reduce the list by combining 
some methods identified. If any method can be merged, 
the score is 1, if not the score is -1. If it is not known at the 
moment of the evaluation, then the score is 0. 

#5 Can it be simulated? USEPE will simulate the method selected so it is needed to 
know if it can be simulated. Is so, the score is 1, if it cannot 
be simulated the score is -1. If it is not known yet (or 
cannot be known if there is a simulator capable of simulate 
it), the score is 0. 

#6 Obstacles avoidance 
addressed 

Since the scope of USEPE is to fly in urban environments, 
where there are buildings and other obstacles, this 
criterion aims at evaluating whether the method describes 
how to avoid obstacles. If it is described the score is 1, if it 
is not described explicitly the score is -1. If it is not known, 
the score is 0. 

#7 Performance based 
navigation compatible 
(different rules for 
different drones) 

Different drones have different navigation performances, 
e.g. some may be slower than others, then being more 
difficult to react to instructions or the opposite. If the 
method considers navigation performances then the score 
is 1, if not, the score is -1. If the method does not provide 
information about it, the score is 0. 

#8 Deconfliction phases that 
addresses 

USEPE targets strategic and tactical deconfliction phases. 
If the method addresses only one of them, the score is -1, 
if only one is addressed but it can be merged with other 
method that considers the other phase, the score is 0. If 
both phases are addressed the score is 1. 

#9 Airspace 
Capacity/Optimisation 
addressed 

This criterion is set to detect whether the method can 
optimise the airspace use and thus capacity, for example 
by allowing multiple drones flying closely and safe. If there 
are aspects about airspace capacity or its optimisation 
described in the method the score is 1, if not the score is -
1. If it is not known or not explicitly mentioned, the score 
is 0. 

Table 8: Criteria for shorten the list of separation methods 

The evaluation of each method, following the above criteria, was made by the USEPE consortium 
members individually and an average of the results was made. The results are as follows. 
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 Isdefe USN Nommon Indra DLR Total Average 

Method 1 -5 7 Not 
evaluated 

Not 
evaluated 

Not 
evaluated 

2 1,00 

Method 2 1 7 Not 
evaluated 

Not 
evaluated 

Not 
evaluated 

8 4,00 

Method 3 3 0 Not 
evaluated 

Not 
evaluated 

Not 
evaluated 

3 1,50 

Method 4 3 5 Not 
evaluated 

6 Not 
evaluated 

14 4,67 

Method 5 -3 5 Not 
evaluated 

0 Not 
evaluated 

2 1 

Method 6 -12 3 Not 
evaluated 

-5 Not 
evaluated 

-14 -4,67 

Method 7 Not 
evaluated 

7 Not 
evaluated 

9 Not 
evaluated 

16 8 

Method 8 Not 
evaluated 

9 Not 
evaluated 

9 8 26 8,67 

Method 9 Not 
evaluated 

8 7 2 Not 
evaluated 

17 5,67 

Method 11 Not 
evaluated 

5 6 Not 
evaluated 

Not 
evaluated 

11 5,50 

Method 12 Not 
evaluated 

3 7 Not 
evaluated 

Not 
evaluated 

10 5,00 

Method 13 1 3 Not 
evaluated 

Not 
evaluated 

Not 
evaluated 

4 2,00 

Method 14 3 5 Not 
evaluated 

Not 
evaluated 

 8 4,00 

Table 9: Individual scoring per partner and method. 

In summary, the final score for each method is shown in Table 10. 

Method 
No. 

Scores 

1 1,00 
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Method 
No. 

Scores 

2 4,00 

3 4,00 

4 4,67 

5 1,00 

6 -4,67 

7 8,00 

8 8,67 

9 5,67 

10 - 

11 5,50 

12 5,00 

13 2,00 

Table 10: Scoring of methods identified. 

The first thing to note in this table is that method 10 was removed because it was considered that it 
does not address any separation method but only drone information services. This method will be 
considered as background to obtain information about the information services. 

The second thing is that the four methods with the higher score are: 

• Method 7: Drone corridors. 

• Method 8: DLR U-space Blueprint. 

• Method 9: Geovectoring: Reducing Traffic Complexity to Increase the Capacity of UAV 
airspace. 

• Method 11: Relating Airspace Structure and Capacity for Extreme Traffic Densities. 

In the following sections, these four methods will be described in detail, to enable the appropriate 
decision making process. 
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3.3.4 Separation method 7: Drone Corridors 

This concept is based on airspace organization to simplify the separation tasks. Corridors are defined 
for the main bulk of drone traffic and are placed in a suitable pattern in the area of operation. Typically, 
this will be through and around a city. In these corridors, drones are allowed to fly with higher speed 
and shorter separation distance than outside them. Outside of the corridors, drones are allowed to fly 
any path (free routing). This is necessary to allow the drones to take off and land at their preferred 
locations. 

In this method, strategic and tactical confliction resolution services are performed by a U-space service 
provider, which in addition to these services, can also provide drone aeronautical information, traffic 
information and monitoring of traffic. 

Corridors will be beneficial to reduce noise and visual pollution in certain areas and concentrate it in 
those areas where the impact for citizens can be lower such as industrial areas or over highways and 
railways. 

3.3.4.1 Complete method description 

Based on the types of drones considered and their potentially different needs, high speed and medium 
speed corridors can be established. The altitude of the different corridors is also adjusted to match the 
preferred cruising altitude of most drones. The geographical placement of the corridors will depend 
on the requirements from the local authorities regarding residential / industrial zones and noise limits.  

 

Figure 9: Simple corridor organization 
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Figure 10: More advanced corridor organization 

The set of corridors are established by the relevant authorities and maintained by the different U-
space services that make use of it (geo-awareness service and geofence provision service, where 
applicable, and drone aeronautical information management service) enable the drone operator to 
access to the information when defining their flights. The flight routes are set to follow the corridors 
as much as possible, to allow high speed flight for most of the operation, with a smaller portion of the 
operation in lower-speed, free routing areas.   

The strategic conflict resolution service, together with the dynamic capacity management service 
evaluate the proposed flights and approves them if they conform to the corridor routing, to balance 
the available airspace, and does not have any conflict in time and space for the phases of the flight 
that are outside the corridors – typically take-off and landing. 

Corridors are defined as three dimensional volumes, and the rules for the corridors are specified using 
the geovectoring syntax (see Method 9 in section 3.3.6). Each corridor is like a one-way street, where 
drones fly in roughly the same direction with similar speed and suitable safety distance and time 
between them. Bi-directional travel is achieved by defining a corridor in the opposite direction above 
or beside the first corridor. The height and width of the corridors must match the navigational accuracy 
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of the drones flying within them to achieve the desired safety margin against drones flying in the 
opposite direction in neighboring corridors. 

 

Figure 11: Geovectoring example for a corridor for westwards travel 

During flight, tactical confliction resolution service is performed by a U-space service provider, which 
also monitors traffic. During the flight the tracking and position reporting service receives the tracking 
information (altitude, speed, position) from drones. If drones stray from their planned route or are 
flying too fast or slow for the corridor they are in, or is approaching another drone in a free-flight zone, 
the tactical conflict resolution service will propose actions to resolve the conflict to the drone pilot.  

In a future fully autonomous system, and if the regulatory framework allows it, the U-space service 
provider could take control of the drone and alter its course. However, the final command and control 
of the drone will remain with the drone pilot.  

Entry into corridors from free-flight zones need to be checked in real time. Even if the strategic 
planning has approved a flight plan utilizing a corridor, real time changes to speed and timing of aircraft 
movements may result in a corridor being at full capacity, and allowing further drones into the corridor 
might provoke losses of separation. Before entering a corridor, the drone pilot must send a request to 
the U-space service provider to actually use a corridor (if flying in Zu airspace volume) or to the Air 
Traffic Controller via the Collaborative Interface with ATC (if flying in Za airspace volume). This 
communication may be done – if agreed in the operations plan – by the remote pilot or automatically 
in the control station software.) If the request is denied, the drone must hover in place until the 
corridor has free capacity, or re-plan its route without using the corridor. 

Detect and avoid capabilities are not considered part of this method. However, when available, the 
Detect and avoid capabilities will be part of the performance characteristics of the drones, and will 
affect the separation distances set for the drones in the corridors and the free-flight areas. 

3.3.4.2 Interfaces to external systems or procedures 

In addition to the external systems and procedures listed in section 2.3.3, this method requires: 

• 4D positions are reported back to the U-space service provider by all airspace users. Manned 
aircraft may use ADS-B or be tracked by radar, whereas drones will report their position over 
data links such as 5G and the upcoming remote ID system. In other words, the tracking and 
position reporting service must be aware of the information of all airspace users. 
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• Notifications and necessary adjustments are communicated by the U-space service provider 
to the drones through the relevant services such as geo-awareness, geo-fence provision, 
tactical conflict resolution or even through the emergency management service.   

3.3.4.3 Data flow 

The data flow in this method requires different information exchanges: 

• Every flight plan (for drones and manned air traffic, if available) is made available to the U-
space service provider, that also receives the updated data to maintain the airspace 
segmentation through the respective services (i.e. ground data through the geospatial 
information service), as well as the traffic demand (“common” routes and areas, 
emergency/priority missions, etc.) to make use of the dynamic capacity management service. 

• The proposed process for mission planning and approval is as follows: 

a. The drone operator or pilot defines a flight plan for his flight taking into his individual 
mission requirements (e.g. based on SORA CONOPS)  

b. U-space service provider receives the flight plan for a predefined future time slot. 

c. U-space service provider analyses and verifies all available flight plans with regard to 
airspace requirements and optimizes the trajectories so that they are conflict-free. 

d. Any potential modification proposed by the U-space service provider is distributed to 
the drone operators which may agree or reject them. 

e. If agreed, the U-space service provider system approves the flight plan. 

f. Each approval for a specific flight is preliminary as dynamic changes within the airspace 
(turbulent winds, emergency situations) and prioritized flights trigger another 
verification of all relevant flights and may therefore result in modification requests to 
the drone operators. 

g. Once the final approval is received, the flight can take place. 

3.3.4.4 Meteorology impact 

Meteorological aspects are considered when dynamically updating the airspace structure. Severe 
weather events (wind, rain or visibility) within the concerned airspace may lead to the introduction of 
dynamic geofences, temporary changes in the rules for corridors or even the need to close corridors. 
Based on the weather impact, corridors may have to be closed temporarily or adjust their speed limits, 
as drones may have to fly slower when compensating for high winds. It is also possible to envision 
changing the paths of corridors dynamically, for example to route drones around bad weather. 

Rain, visibility, and storms as larger scale meteorological phenomena typically affect the whole 
airspace in the same way so that critical events generally require to completely interrupt the air traffic, 
or to apply restrictions to all corridors in the same way. Decisions can be based on publically available 
weather prediction or now-casting products. 
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Critical wind conditions like intense wind shear as well as turbulence strongly depend on the local 
environment, especially the building configuration, and may vary from corridor to corridor. Even within 
the same corridor conditions may change within distances of 10 m or less. Therefore, decisions should 
be based on pre-calculated high resolution maps of suitable turbulence measures like the turbulence 
intensity or the turbulence kinetic energy, generated with turbulence resolving meteorological micro-
scale models. 

3.3.4.5 Expected performance of the method 

Performance of the method would be indicated by the total capacity of the U-space available airspace, 
its ability to allow many simultaneous flights without collisions and a minimum of separation incidents. 
In [29] it is indicated that an ordered airspace will perform better than a total free-flight system when 
the daily number of flights for a metropolitan area exceeds 10.000 per day. 

It is also expected that the noise exposure for citizens will be possibly kept within the required limits 
imposed by authorities as they may take part in the definition and establishment of corridors. 

3.3.5 Separation method 8: Density based airspace management 

In an attempt to combine the needs of todays (ranging from VFR air traffic to parachutists and weather 
balloons) and tomorrows (i.e. drones) diverse airspace users with their wide range of requirements 
and capabilities, the DLR envisioned a “Density based airspace management” concept U-space 
blueprint that is intended to be a flexible enough long term approach for all kinds of airspace – 
including very low level and urban airspaces - and their users [30]. It attempts to open up the 
integration of new airspace users into uncontrolled airspace equally for UAS with all levels of technical 
equipment, while also incentivising UAS manufacturers and operators to invest in performance 
relevant technology. At its core, this method relies on efficient airspace segmentation and UAS 
performance modelling. 

3.3.5.1 Complete method description 

Looking at their relevant characteristics and performance estimations, the concept models both the 
airspace and the users it contains, to then determine an aircraft density at which safe usage (i.e. 
separation) can be strategically ensured for everyone. To do so,   

• the airspace is segmented into cells of similar requirements based on airspace usage (e.g. 
ground class, geofences, U-space service availability, communication networks, occurrence of 
VFR traffic or other non-cooperative airspace users),  

• each airspace user is modelled by a safety volume defining its relevant performance 
parameters (regarding navigation, communication and the capability of being detected and 
detecting -cooperatively and non-cooperatively - other airspace users). 

Combining these two results – by attempting to add a new airspace user’s trajectory to a cell without 
creating any conflicts – then yields a view of how the airspace cells can be populated with different 
users, as low performance aircraft (which then have large safety volumes) fill up the cells faster than 
higher performing ones. This results in an airspace management system that allows a lot of freedom 
at low density, but little freedom at high density.  
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It can be seen, that (strategical) separation and capacity management go hand in hand, as the airspace 
segments’ capacities are dependent on the separation requirements of the airspace users within them, 
leading to a highly dynamic system. Based on current and forecasted traffic data, each new user 
entering an airspace segment will be assigned a pair-wise safety volume with regards to the other 
inhabitants of that cell and a route for each airspace user will be generated. If this is not possible 
without creating a conflict, the cell has reached its capacity limit and the requested operation will have 
to be rescheduled, rerouted or rejected. During this deconfliction attempt it will be necessary to not 
only consider the other airspace users, but also static and dynamic geofences, obstacles, terrain 
characteristics and similar risks to the user’s safety.  

 

Figure 12: Dynamic airspace segmentation into cells 

The cells (see Figure 12) themselves are adapted dynamically based on external conditions provided 
by supporting U-space services (i.e. weather effects, new geofences, higher priority missions) and can 
be described using  

• 3D coordinates (x, y, z), 

• time of validity, 

• specific segment characteristics, 

• specific segment requirements. 

Therefore, not all cells can be entered by all airspace users, if they do not meet the cells minimum 
performance requirements (e.g. it would not make sense to use a minimum capability drone in a high 
traffic cell). However, segments might allow compensation between different performance relevant 
factors (communication, navigation, DAA, size, speed). 
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Figure 13: Aircraft Safety Bound example 

High performance systems with highly accurate navigation capabilities (e.g. aerial mapping or 
inspection drones) or very reliable DAA functions (e.g. drones  operating  with  manned  aviation)  
require  smaller  separation distances (in comparison to e.g. a poorly equipped, simple cargo drone for 
short-haul transportation), because they can either detect and avoid approaching aircraft effectively 
or are  navigating  so accurately  that  all  surrounding  airspace  users  and  the  traffic management 
system can locate and initiate avoidance at any time. These separation distances are translated into 
so called Aircraft Safety Bounds, see Figure 13 

The three main factors that make up the aircraft safety bound are: 

• minimal sensor detection ranges in scenarios comprising different kinds of drones, this 
includes every kind of DAA measures from active on-board systems (e.g. Radar, Lidar, Sonar or 
electro-optical cameras) over transponders (e.g. FLARM, TCAS, ACAS) to cooperative ground-
based systems (UTM/U-space and similar concepts). 

• navigation performance determined by the aircraft’s lateral and horizontal flight technical 
errors 

• communication parameters such as datalink latency, robustness, integrity and availability 

Expressed parametrically, the Aircraft Safety Bound would then be defined as 

𝐴𝑆𝐵(𝜓, 𝜃) → 𝑟,                                                  (Equation 1) 

where 𝜓 ≔ 𝑎𝑧𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑡ℎ, 𝜃 ≔ 𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛, and 𝑟 ≔ 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑠𝑒𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛. 
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The minimum separation 𝑟 can therefore be defined as a value that depends on the along-track, cross-
track and vertical performance of each aircraft, which can be larger in front of the vehicle than it is 
behind the vehicle (in contrast to the common way of picturing a protected volume as an ellipsoid 
bubble centred around it). Computing 𝑟 is a time-consuming operation that is not feasible to be done 
on-the-fly during operations, but has to be pre-calculated by simulating the aircraft performance 
beforehand and creating a 2D lookup table of separation minima for discrete azimuth- and elevation-
angles (e.g. in 1° steps, leading to 360 ⋅ 180 = 64800 entries), which is then used as a protection 
volume by the separation management service. Between the sampling points covered by the lookup 
table, the service should apply a linear interpolation. 

Additionally, different effects can change the resulting bound over time. To account for this, scaling 
parameters can be applied to adapt the resulting 𝐴𝑆𝐵-table for e.g. higher speeds, manoeuvrability, 
prioritization, risk (depending on passengers on board) or remaining battery charge. 

When dealing with different weight classes, the effects of wake vortices have to be kept in mind as 
well, by defining the actual required separation as  

𝑆𝐸𝑃12 (
𝑥
𝑦
𝑧

) = max (𝐴𝑆𝐵1 + 𝐴𝑆𝐵2, 𝑆𝐸𝑃𝑉1,𝑉2)                     (Equation 2) 

where 𝑆𝐸𝑃𝑉1,𝑉2 is the minimum separation due to the vortices. 

Based on the assumption that tactical conflict resolution should be the responsibility of the UAS 
operator or pilot (if the flight happens in airspace volume Zu, after receiving instructions through the 
tactical conflict resolution service), the system is designed to monitor the traffic movements and send 
traffic alerts to the airspace user via multiple communication channels, but avoidance initiation 
remains with the individuals. Therefore, a central contingency management system, such as the 
combination of the traffic information and monitoring services have to monitor all traffic movements 
and verify deviations from the approved flight path, as well as send out trajectory updates according 
to pre-defined limits. If the receiver of these updates does not respond or does not comply, a range of 
alternative actions can be initiated (e.g. further alerts, contacting the pilot, terminating flight). 

When flying in airspace segments in which uncooperative aviation could occur, the aircraft either 
needs the technical capability to receive traffic updates or a highly performant DAA system. 

3.3.5.2 Interfaces to external systems or procedures 

For the density-based airspace management approach to function, it relies on a number of required or 
optional supporting services and stakeholders: 

• 4D positions are reported back and necessary adjustments, e.g. for higher priority missions like 
rescue helicopters, will be applied dynamically to the affected segment(s).   

• All airspace users will be obliged to provide their aircraft and mission characteristics needed 
for the definition of their individual Aircraft Safety Bound. 

• The planned trajectories of the aircraft requesting operation in a time slot have to be 
submitted before take-off to be verified. 
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• Separation, flight optimization and re-planning remains the responsibility of the airspace user. 

Interfaces to various other U-space services are outlined in the following table: 

Purpose Service Direction 

Get aircraft performance data Registration Consume 
data 

Gather airspace data used for 
performing and dynamically adapting 
the segmentation 

Emergency Management, Geo-awareness, 
Geo-fence provision (incl. dynamic geo-
fencing), Weather Information, Tracking and 
position reporting, Drone Aeronautical 
Information Management, Navigation 
Infrastructure Monitoring, Communication 
Infrastructure Monitoring, Population 
density map, Electromagnetic interference 
information, Navigation Coverage 
information, Geospatial information service, 
Communication Coverage information 

Consume 
data 

Gather traffic data necessary for the 
strategical deconfliction and compare 
it to the internal airspace state model 

Tracking and position reporting, Traffic 
Information, Surveillance data exchange 

Consume 
/ provide 
data 

Report relevant data necessary to 
reduce residual conflict rates 

Tactical Conflict Resolution, Collaborative 
Interface with ATC 

Provide 
data 

Report the capacity levels of each 
airspace cell back to the relevant U-
space services 

Dynamic Capacity Management, Risk analysis 
assistance 

Provide 
data 

Table 11: Density Based Airspace method interfaces with other U-space services  

3.3.5.3 Data flow 

The data flow in this method requires different information exchanges: 

• Every flight plan (for drones and manned air traffic, if available) is made available to the U-
space service provider, that also receives the updated data to maintain the airspace 
segmentation through the respective services (i.e. ground data through the geospatial 
information service), as well as the traffic demand (“common” routes and areas, 
emergency/priority missions, etc.) to make use of the dynamic capacity management service. 

• The proposed process of UAS mission planning and approval is as follows: 

a. The drone operator or pilot defines a flight plan for his flight taking into to his 
individual mission requirements (e.g. based on SORA CONOPS).  
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b. UAS operator or pilot transmits all the information regarding his flight and technical 
performance data of his aircraft required for the calculation of the Aircraft Safety 
Bound to the U-space service provider.  

c. The U-space service provider receives flight plan for a predefined future time slot.  

d. U-space service provider analyses and verifies all available flight plans with regard to 
airspace requirements and optimizes the trajectories so that they are conflict-free. 

e. Any potential modification proposed by the U-space service provider is distributed to 
the drone operators which may agree or reject them. 

f. If agreed, the U-space service provider system approves the flight plan. 

g. Each approval for a specific flight is preliminary as dynamic changes within the airspace 
(turbulent winds, emergency situations) and prioritized flights trigger another 
verification of all relevant flights and may therefore result in modification requests to 
the drone operators. 

h. Once the final approval is received, the flight can take place. 

3.3.5.4 Meteorology impact 

Meteorological aspects are directly considered when performing the airspace segmentations. Severe 
weather events (wind, rain or visibility) within the concerned airspace may lead to the introduction of 
dynamic geofences or even the need to rearrange segments. Resulting airspace segment 
characteristics, defining the requirements for entering/passing, can be modelled as a further 
dimension of the segment. Therefore, different kinds of weather influences and their respective 
severity may result in different levels of flight approvals dependent on the kind of aircraft used. 

Rain, visibility, and storms as larger scale meteorological phenomena typically affect the whole 
airspace in the same way so that critical events generally require to completely interrupt the air traffic, 
or to apply restrictions to all corridors in the same way. Decisions can be based on publicly available 
weather prediction or now-casting products. 

Critical wind conditions like intense wind shear as well as turbulence strongly depend on the local 
environment, especially the building configuration, and may vary from corridor to corridor. Even within 
the same corridor conditions may change within distances of 10 m or less. Therefore, decisions should 
be based on pre-calculated high resolution maps of suitable turbulence measures like the turbulence 
intensity or the turbulence kinetic energy, generated with turbulence resolving meteorological micro-
scale models. 

3.3.5.5 Expected performance of the method 

Performance in this method would be indicated by the capacity of each segment, which itself depends 
on the performance of the drones (and uncertainty thereof). It also depends of the quality of input 
data that would be delivered by the different U-space services the method depends on. 

For ease of implementation it could be useful to pre-define connection points between the segments, 
at which aircraft can travel from one segment into the next. 
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At present, drones differ significantly in their ability to Detect and Avoid.  The reason is that these 
aircraft are built for a variety of applications requiring different technological capabilities.  Requesting 
a minimum level of Detect and Avoid performance for all drones entering the airspace is not feasible, 
not only because this would lead to higher drone costs, possibly hampering the business case for 
smaller operations, but also because it is not necessary when applying an appropriate airspace 
management approach that reflects different levels of performance by the airspace users. 

3.3.6 Separation method 9: Geovectoring 

3.3.6.1 Complete method description 

Air Traffic Flow and Capacity Management (ATFCM) is a well-known problem in ATM, which aims at 
achieving a balance between air traffic demand and airspace capacity to ensure an optimum safe and 
efficient use of airspace. Two general principles for addressing capacity management can be 
distinguished: controlling traffic density, and controlling traffic complexity. In a U-space environment, 
those two principles can be controlled employing separation methods, such as geofencing, geocaging 
and geovectoring: 

• Density: controlled using geofencing and geocaging.  

• Complexity: can be controlled using geovectoring. 

A geofence is a virtual perimeter for a given geographic area. The volume of airspace contained in this 
perimeter is restricted for drones’ flight (e.g., school zones or buildings). Geofences could be 
dynamically generated to adapt to temporal restrictions. Geocaging systems ensure that the drone 
will remain within a predefined operating volume at all times which is essential in urban environments. 
Even if the pilot makes a mistake, the drone will automatically stop when approaching the limit of its 
operation given by the flight plan. 

The method that we are going to define in this section is the geovectoring, which uses geovectors to 
limit vehicles mobility in a given airspace area. A geovector consists of two parts, the definition of an 
area and the definition of the allowed intervals of the speed components. The area for which the 
geovector is applicable can be defined as any 3D volume in the airspace. For practical purposes, the 
volumes considered will be prisms defined by their latitude, longitude and altitude ranges. The area 
definition format can be the same as used for geofencing and geocaging, as can be seen in Figure 14. 
The only difference is the type and the extra information: the geovector intervals [31] 

 

Figure 14. Geofencing, geocaging and geovectoring description 
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A geovector is defined by 3 components, which univocally define the allowable speeds in a region: 

• Ground speed, which is the projection of the absolute speed in the horizontal plane 

• Course angle or heading angle of the velocity in the horizontal plane (note that this component 
is not a velocity) 

• Vertical speed 

The mathematical formulation of a geovector reads as follows: 

𝐺𝑉 = (

[𝐺𝑆𝑚𝑖𝑛, 𝐺𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥]
[𝜃𝑚𝑖𝑛, 𝜃𝑚𝑎𝑥]

[𝑉𝑆𝑚𝑖𝑛, 𝑉𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥]
) = 𝑓(𝑙𝑎𝑡, 𝑙𝑜𝑛, 𝑎𝑙𝑡, 𝑡),                               (Equation 3) 

where GS means ground speed, θ is the course angle and VS stands for vertical speed. All of them are 
a function of the latitude (lat), longitude (lon), altitude (alt) and time (t). This information could be 
expressed graphically as presented in Figure 15. 

 

Figure 15. Geovector graphical description 

While managing traffic density reduces the number of conflict pairs, managing traffic complexity 
reduces the conflict probability. As it has been seen by [32], one factor that drives the conflict 
probability is not the absolute speed, but the relative speed or closure speed. Geovectoring efficiently 
limits the relative airspeed between drones, thus, drones’ air encounters are minimised.  

Using a list of geovectoring definitions for different areas, complex airspace designs with corridors, 
flow patterns, zones and layers can be defined to facilitate local circumstances or specific missions. 

Two types of geovectors can be distinguished: 

• Static geovectors - fixed over a longer time, defined as part of a navigation database. 

• Dynamic geovectors - may vary over time, need to be broadcasted, which has implications for 
the implementation, not for the algebraic definition. 

This method is versatile enough to be applied in any area: urban, suburban or rural. The formulation 
of the same aims at being applicable in any environment. However, it has been designed aiming at 
addressing the needs found in areas densely overflown.  

Airspace 
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This method can be applied to any air volume. Geovectoring conditions will differ depending on the 
type of airspace treated (e.g., geovectors will be more restrictive in high-risk airspaces such as urban 
areas or zones with manned aviation interaction).   

Components 

The implementation of a geovectoring system requires the implication of the following actors and 
systems, which are depicted in Figure 16: 

• Drone: The flying vehicle. The method does not discriminate between drones controlled by a 
pilot or performing an autonomous flight. Drones must include a navigation system capable of 
autonomously complying with the geovectoring regulation. To that end, this system shall be 
composed of a positioning system and a navigation database containing geovector information 
of the city, or cities, in which the drone performs its operations. They must include the required 
hardware to interact with other vehicles or components through a defined communication 
protocol. 

• USSP: Its main role comprises the definition of geovectors, attending to different criteria such 
as traffic demand and weather forecasts, monitoring and communication with drone 
operators for corrective actions to drones if applicable. Geovectoring databases would act in 
a similar fashion as aeronautical charts do nowadays for manned aviation.  

• Drone operator: This body is in charge of planning, executing and controlling drones’ flight. A 
remote pilot may exist and take manual control of the drone when needed or when the flight 
is not performed in an automatic manner. Operators are required to flight their drones 
according to the latest geovectoring regulation applicable. 

• Communication protocol: Dynamic geovectors implementation require a communication 
protocol (e.g., datalink), which allows changing both the area specification, as well as the 
vector intervals over time.  

• Command and control link (C2): As mentioned in Section 2.3.2, the C2 link is the data link 
between the aircraft and the remote pilot station of the drone operator for the purpose of 
managing flight. The technology employed for the C2 link is to be defined (e.g., radio, 5G, etc.), 
which affects delay times. 
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Figure 16. Components and interactions in the geovectoring method 

Capabilities or functions of the current separation methods 

The paramount feature of the method is that it represents a generic format, which can therefore be 
implemented to be used in an automated way by drones control software in a similar fashion as 
geofencing. 

Static geovectors are fixed over a long period of time, tackling the strategical phase of deconfliction, 
based on the topography of the city, its meteorological characteristics or the usual traffic patterns. 

Dynamic geovectors could be used for reconfiguration: to adapt the airspace layout to daily or seasonal 
patterns, to varying densities or adaptation to a sudden emergency. This dynamic remodelling of the 
airspace can cover both strategical (seasonal patterns) and tactical phases (e.g., reconfiguration due 
to an emergency) of separation management.  

One should note that implementing geovectoring alone does not prevent conflicts by itself. Flights 
should be planned before their take-off to avoid any possible conflict. This role may be assumed by a 
centralised unit, making a parallelism with EUROCONTROL’s Central Flow Management Unit (CFMU) 
for traditional aviation. Additionally, collision avoidance systems and protocols working in tandem with 
geovectoring are needed for a proper in-flight safety. Therefore, geovectoring reduces conflict 
probability of occurrence (conflict rate) at strategical and tactical phases but additional systems and 
separation measures are needed for a seamless separation of drones.  

Finally, implementation of a separation method such as geovectoring requires alignment and 
agreement of all stakeholders. Their internal preferences might be a barrier for geovectoring, thus, not 
achieving the full benefits of this method subject to the completely adoption of the same. Therefore, 
despite their plausible benefits, actions from the policy makers and regulators might be needed to 
foster the uptake of geovectoring in a real global environment. 
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3.3.6.2 Interfaces to external systems or procedures 

Interaction with additional systems will be required for some procedures explained before: drone 
positioning, communication or local weather conditions awareness. In this section we will describe 
which external systems are required for fulfilling the tasks of this separation method.  

For positioning, drones must employ external aid. There are several systems currently available for 
outdoor positioning of drones. The one that is most successful or widespread is the satellite navigation 
(GNSS), which possess acceptable performances without any additional infrastructure in the urban 
areas. However, at indoor spaces or building city canyons one may encounter with poor GNSS signal. 
Optical flow is also used for navigation, which does not need covering signal but requires a 
considerable amount of computational capability. Radio Ultra-Wideband (UWB) is a third method that 
might be used in absence of GPS signal [34], keeping in mind that it requires the installation of 
antennas, which might not be desired by some stakeholders (e.g., citizens’ concerns). 

Implementing a communication protocol does not come without cost. Some infrastructure is required 
for the transmission of information from the sender to the receiver. For instance, [33] proposed a way 
to broadcast data employing Wi-Fi SSID in a similar fashion ADS-B does for manned aviation. Also, 
some kind of communication channel will be required when operating BRLOS. The emerging of SatCom 
or 5G technologies may fill the gap for implementation of this method [35]. 

Micro-weather stations and probably highly accurate forecasts will be required for local wind field 
awareness.  

The selection of specific physical systems to be used are out of the scope of this project. Nevertheless, 
some characteristics such as signal coverage or delay times might be emulated in the simulations that 
will be performed.  

3.3.6.3 Data flow 

In this section a summary of the information shared from/to the different actors is presented. Each 
section includes the inputs and outputs of drones, drones’ operators and USSPs.  

3.3.6.3.1 Drones 

Drones must use as inputs:  

• The commands from the operator describing the operation that will be performed (e.g., times, 
flight path and velocities). Said commands might be known by the drone before departure 
(automatic flight) or broadcasted for remotely controlling it. 

• The latest known geovectoring regulation, which had to be previously loaded into the drone’s 
navigational system. 

• Geovectoring updates from the USSP during the flight, if applicable. 

Their outputs include: 

• Control information to the drone operator (e.g., position, speed, battery level, etc.) 

• Position and speed to the USSP 
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3.3.6.3.2 Drone operator 

The inputs received by drones’ operators are: 

• The control information from the drone that is managing. 

• Geovectoring updates from the USSPs 

As outputs, drone operators produce the commands that will manage drone’s flights.  

Additionally, it exists a bilateral data exchange of voice or text communications between the drone 
operator and the USSP. 

3.3.6.3.3 USSP 

USSPs receive drone information on positioning and velocities. 

Their outputs include: 

• Geovectoring updates, to both drones and drone operators. 

Also, it includes the bilateral communication channel with drone operators previously mentioned. 

3.3.6.4 Meteorology impact 

Static geovectors shall take into account typical micro-weather conditions of the city and/or the 
specific airspace in question, for defining geovectors according to the airspace environment. 
Adaptations to static geovectors may happen as the landscape of the urban area changes (e.g., 
construction of new buildings) modifying local wind field conditions in that particular area.  

Geovectors are able to be dynamically modified, adapting to adverse micro-weather conditions (e.g., 
by lowering the maximum allowed speed in the event of high local wind shear).  

A practical requirement for this is that USSPs must be aware of the local wind field in real time and 
with a high spatial resolution. 

Such high resolution wind field data for complete cities cannot be provided in real time neither by 
measurements nor by simulation models. Instead a data base with high resolution maps of suitable 
turbulence measures like the turbulence intensity can be generated in advance. The data base should 
include the dependence of the turbulence measures on mean wind speed, mean wind direction, and 
temperature stratification. Depending on the observed background meteorological conditions (mean 
wind speed and direction, stratification), which typically change in time, the corresponding turbulence 
information can be extracted from the data base and geovectors could be adjusted accordingly. 

A dynamic and location specific modification of geovectors only makes sense for taking into account 
wind shear and turbulence that heavily depends on the local building configuration. Rain, visibility, and 
storms as larger scale meteorological phenomena typically affect the whole airspace in the same way 
so that critical events generally require to completely interrupt the air traffic, or to apply restrictions 
to all corridors in the same way. Decisions can then be based on publicly available weather prediction 
or now-casting products. 
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3.3.6.5 Expected performance characteristics 

The geovectoring concept relies on correct levels of accuracy, integrity, availability and continuity of 
the different components and supporting infrastructures mentioned before. 

To ensure the correct performance of geovectoring concept, the external systems described in Section 
3.3.6.2 must be capable of correctly locating the drone within its corresponding area with a minimum 
error, which specific value will be defined based on the needs of the particular airspace under 
consideration. More than one system working in parallel tandem may be necessary to achieve it. Also, 
the communication infrastructure shall transmit the messages in a minimum time. Time thresholds 
shall be defined attending to the maximum velocity at which the drones will flight and vice versa. The 
longer the times, the larger the distance flown between sending and receiving a message. 

Positioning and communication time will also depend on drones’ performances, which might not be 
allowed to fly in a given sector unless they comply with some minimum requirements of their systems 
on board. In the same line, drone operators and USSPs must comply with a set of standards in order 
to be allowed to provide services in a region with geovectoring regulations. Those requirements are, 
however, out of the scope of this project and will not be treated in detail.  We will assume that said 
performance requirements are met by all the actors involved in our study.  

One final remark is that geovectors are applicable as long as the mission allows setting limits on the 
speed vector. For instance, a loitering surveillance or observations mission, shall not allow speed or 
heading limits. A proper design of geovectors must take into account those exceptions and should try 
to accommodate all kind of missions present in the concerning urban area. 

3.3.7 Separation method 11: Relating Airspace Structure and Capacity for 
Extreme Traffic Densities method 

In this method, various structures with particular times are considered for urban areas. Four design 
concepts, namely full mix, layers, zones, and tubes are considered. The introduced concepts are 
complementary to each other. For instance, the increased number of tubed approximates the layer 
concept. These concepts have usefulness for manned and unmanned aerial vehicles. Additionally, they 
are simulated for low, medium, high, and ultra-densities. In the simulations, two types of aerial 
vehicles, Personal Aerial Vehicles (PAVs) and Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), are added for human 
traffics and good transportation. 

The Traffic Manager (TMX) software [37] is used for simulations and quality measurements. 

The measurement showed the tubes concept is the most route efficient method, but it slows down 
the aerial traffic significantly and more conflict prone. On the other hand, full mix and layers concepts 
have increased security measurements with less conflicts, but they result with lower route efficiency.  

3.3.7.1 Complete method description 

4 flying concepts are introduced in this method. They all have their advantages and disadvantages. The 
concepts are simulated with changing density (Table 12) and time of the day. In these concepts, two 
types of aerial vehicles, Personal Aerial Vehicles (PAVs) and drones are added for human traffics and 
good transportation respectively. 
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Scenaro Instantaneous PAV Traffic Volume Average Hourly drone Demand 

Low 2,625 1,380 

Medium 3,375 1,780 

High 4,125 2,180 

Ultra 4,875 2,580 

Table 12: Instantaneous PAV traffic volume and average hourly drone package demand  

Air space is segregated from faster commercial air traffic by reserving between 1100 ft and 6500 ft. This 
reserved space is divided by two distinct flight levels to separate PAV and drones as shown in Figure 17. 
Therefore, the performance and operational differences are eliminated.  

 

Figure 17. The operational airspace segregated by means of PAV and UAV to eliminate differences  

Full Mix 

The Full Mix airspace concept can be considered as 'unstructured airspace', where air traffic is subjected to only 

physical constraints, such as weather, static obstacles and terrain. Since there is no virtual boundary, the 
most possible space is used by means of transportation. Therefore, flights’ routes are direct path. This 
reduces the fuel burn.  The other advantage of the distributed air traffic reduces the safety problems.  

Layers 
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In the layers’ concept, the airspace is segmented vertically stacked bands. Each band stands for a 
particular altitude limits. In these limits relative speeds are similar. Therefore, increase of the safety is 
expected.  

Vertical flights are expected between layers, but climbing and descending aircraft are allowed to 
maintain heading. Also, conflicts are expected for traveling between adjacent layers since there are 
differences between layers. 

The layer concept is depicted in Figure 18. Each layer has 45° range with 300 ft height. The shorter 
flights are preferred in the lower bands and the longer flights are preferred in the higher altitude bands. 

 

Figure 18. The layer concept is shown. Each layer has their altitude and heading range  

Zones 

The zones concept segments the traffic based on the direction and similarities. The bird view of zone 
concept is depicted in Figure 19. The zone concept has two important structural elements: radial and 
circular. The circular elements behave as the ring roads, and the radial elements facilitate as 
connection between the concentric zones. The zones’ segmentation is horizontally distributed, and 
there is no vertical segmentation. The altitude of the flights is selected by the shortest distance 
algorithm.  
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Figure 19. The bird view of Zone concept  

Tubes 

This is the most structured concept between all the concepts. The space is defined by 4 dimensional 
tubes. The pre-planned routes allow to forecast the air traffic. The lower altitude tubes are relatively 
dense. On the other hand, on the higher altitudes, less dense, high speed and long distance tubes are 
defined. The short flights are benefited by finer grids in the lower altitude. Moreover, layers designed 
in such a way, flights could climb one layer at a time. 

The separation of flights is introduced by prescribed the same velocity of a particular altitude. 
Therefore, the possible conflicts occur on the nodes only. When the node is occupied by an aircraft, 
the conflict is solved by delaying the next flight. The next flight follows the route which is defined based 
on the shortest distance. It does not take off until the route is completely free. If there is no available 
route, the flight is postponed for 10 seconds and then same algorithm applied. 

 

Figure 20. The tube concept is shown  

3.3.7.2 Interfaces to external systems or procedures 

Although all flights have autonomy up to some level, control centers will be needed for collective 
decisions. Therefore, communication systems are necessary between all entities.  
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The current positions are important parameter to be known, so the aircrafts do not follow the 
prescribed rules would be detected. Thus, GPS or radar system is needed for these concepts. 

The awareness of the necessary weather condition should be known by decision maker elements. This 
could be solved by a relevant communication system between weather stations and the control 
centres.   

3.3.7.3 Data flow 

The processed amount of data is various respect to the day of time and the location. Thus, the data 
flow needs to be scalable. 

In the general form, the following information need to be exchanged 

a. The initial position of the aircraft needs to be known by decision centre. 

b. The destination of the aircraft needs to be known by decision centre. 

c. After this information is received, the decision will be done with respect to the ongoing flights 
in a meaningful manner, weather conditions, priorities, etc. 

After the flight is allowed, it will continue based on pre-defined rules. 

3.3.7.4 Meteorology impact 

Meteorological conditions, specifically wind, are considered as additional force on the aircraft. 
However, there is no dynamic change included as a more realistic approach. However, the defined 
parameters, (such as speed, altitude, heading direction) could be updated respectfully. Therefore, this 
may change the number of allowed flights or type of flights. 

The continuous micro weather conditions may be considered during the segmentation, so the quality 
factors, such as efficiency, safety, will increase.  

3.3.7.5 Expected performance of the method 

In this method, there is no one size fits all approach. It considered many conceptual designs based on 
the selected priority such as efficiency of time, safety, or fuel efficiency. The defined structures can 
make extra requirements easily applicable. For example, prohibited fly zones or extremely used zones 
(such as shipping centres) can be implemented very easily. 

The segmentations could be used to get benefited all the available space (Full mix concept) or get more 
control in the space (Tubes concept) with the respected purpose. When there is more control in the 
fly zone by more structured concept where freedom is not important, the sensors on the aircraft could 
be reduced, so the cost of the aircraft will reduce in the similar manner. 

Also, it is worth to mention that there is explanation whether parallelization is possible or not. For 
example, tube concept requires to include whole system for making departure decisions based on the 
explanation. One option could be the definition of the system by manageable tube groups. Besides the 
making decision process more efficient, it will ease the communication and conflict resolution. This 
solution could be simulated to understand whether working or not.  
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3.4  Users and affected personnel (roles) 

In addition to the users and affected personnel described in section 2.4, once the U-space services 
have been introduced, new roles can be identified and some users have additional roles. 

• Air Navigation Service Providers (ANSPs) and Air Traffic Controllers (ATCOs) 

In a U-space concept, when the drones are flying in a Za airspace volume, ANSPs will also 
responsible to provide instructions to separate them by using the Collaborative interface with 
ATC service. 

• U-space service providers (USSPs) 

USSPs are the organisations providing U-space service access to drone operators, to pilots 
and/or to drones, or to other operators visiting non-controlled very-low-level airspace. There 
may be several USSPs providing the same or different services in a certain area, because 
multiple services can be provided by different USSPs. 

• U-space support and content development 

There are specific U-space services that need to be fed with contents and updates. The content 
can be created by specific U-space support personnel or by ANSPs when needed. Examples of 
these services are Drone Aeronautical Information Management or Geospatial Information, 
Population Density Map. 

• Technology developers (Air Traffic Safety electronics) 

U-space is a set of services foreseen to have a high degree of automation and digitalisation 
because the manual operations will be labour intensive. This makes that technology 
developers, especially those of the field of Air Traffic Safety electronics are deeply involved in 
the development of the systems providing the U-space services. 

• City halls 

City halls are responsible for the urban planning within their cities. Urban planning impacts on 
the available airspace to be used by drones, due to the buildings and new constructions that 
could impact the airspace capacity. In the case of the Mobility as a Service concept, they are 
responsible for the harmonisation of all modes of transport in their cities too. 

• Citizens 

Citizens play also an important role in the operation of drones in an urban environment under 
a U-space concept because they are concerned with noise pollution, privacy and additional 
modes of transport for their own benefit. In addition, they interact with the U-space concept 
through the Citizen Reporting Service and are aware of not cooperative drone traffic in their 
surrounding area. 

3.5  Support concepts 
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In the same manner as for the users and affected personnel, in addition to the support concepts 
described in section 2.5, the following new support concepts can be identified. 

• Smart Cities 

Smart cities are those urban areas that make use of different electronic means to gather data 
about different aspects of their cities such as traffic, power plants or any other community 
services. In the context of U-space the gathering of transportation means data supports the 
efficiency of coordination between all modes of transport and provide that information to the 
U-space service to enhance the drone traffic monitoring. 

• Mobility as a Service (MaaS) 

The MaaS concept consists of a combination of all mode transports, both public and private, 
through a single portal that creates and manage the travel of any citizen using one or more 
modes of transports. The process begins when the citizen plans a travel. If such travel plan 
includes the use of autonomous air vehicles with the passenger on board, e.g. a “manned 
drone” (or just a personal air transport) during a portion of the travel, the MaaS concept 
foreseen that there is a synchronisation with the arrival and departure times of the flight. 

3.6 Analysis and selection of design concepts for separation 
methods 

3.6.1 Design concept for separation methods selection methodology and 
selection criteria. 

Several quantitative methods have been proposed to support the decision making where multiple 
alternatives and criteria exist. One of these methods is the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP). 

The AHP method [38] and is an effective tool for addressing complex decision making problems as it 
helps the decision maker to set priorities. It reduces decisions to a set of pairwise comparisons 
capturing both subjective and objective aspects. In addition, AHP includes a technique for checking the 
consistency of the evaluation which reduces the bias in the decision-making process. 

AHP method bases on a set of evaluation criteria and a set of alternative options for which the decision 
has to be made. The chosen evaluation criteria could be contrasting. This makes one tend to think that 
the best option is the one which optimizes each single criterion, rather than the one which achieves 
the most suitable trade-off among the different criteria. By generating a weight for each criterion 
according to the decision maker’s pairwise comparisons of the criteria, the result is that the higher the 
weight, the more important the criterion. 

Following the criterion importance evaluation, for each criterion the AHP assigns a score to each design 
alternative considering decision maker’s pairwise comparisons. The higher the score, the better the 
performance of the design option with respect to the considered criterion. The final result comes when 
the AHP combines the criteria weight and the design options scores. The global score for a given option 
is a weighted sum of the scores obtained with respect to all the criteria. 
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The AHP decision process can be decomposed in four steps: 

1. Problem definition 

2. Problem structuring in criteria (and sub criteria, if necessary) and design options 

3. Comparison matrixes of criterion (and sub criterion, if necessary) and the design options with 
respect to each criterion. 

4. Global scoring and hierarchical organisation of design options. 

Steps 1 and 2 can be graphically represented as follows: 

 
Figure 21. AHP steps 1 and 2 

3.6.1.1 Evaluation criteria 

The USEPE evaluation has been defined following stakeholder needs from annexes A.2. 

To be pragmatic, evaluation criteria have been chosen by grouping stakeholder requirements in four 
criteria, as follows: 
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Criterion 
number 

Criterion name Criterion description Stakeholder needs covered 
by the criterion 

1 Reaction to 
separation 

Capability of the method to 
react to the planning of the 
separation or to a loss of 
separation at any moment. 

STKN-SURV-001-001, STKN-
SURV-001-002, STKN-SURV-
001-003, STKN-SURV-001-
004, STKN-SURV-001-007, 
STKN-SURV-001-009, STKN-
WS1-002-014, STKN-WS1-
002-015, STKN-WS1-002-
016, STKN-WS1-002-017 

2 Separation 
capacity 

Capability of the method to 
provide separation for 
multiple drones 
simultaneously at strategic 
and tactical phases 

STKN-SURV-001-010, STKN-
SURV-001-011, STKN-WS1-
002-013. 

3 Confidence in 
separation 

Capability of the method to 
provide perception that the 
separation is performed in a 
safe and appropriate 
manner for the needs of the 
users and the citizens 

STKN-SURV-001-006, STKN-
SURV-001-008, STKN-WS1-
002-019 

4 Scenario 
adaptability 

Capability of the method to 
adapt for any scenario 

STKN-SURV-001-005, STKN-
SURV-001-012. 

Table 13: Evaluation criteria to be used in the application of the AHP 

Need STKN-WS1-002-018 (Stakeholders need that separation does not impact on costs) has been left 
out of the criteria as costs are out of the scope of USEPE. 

With this evaluation criteria, the problem definition and structuring in criteria shown in Figure 21 is as 
follows: 
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Figure 22. USEPE problem definition and structuring in criteria for the application of AHP 

3.6.1.2 Design options 

The design options considered in USEPE are the methods as a result of the short list created in section 
3.3.3, i.e., the Drone Corridors method, the Density Based Airspace method, the Geovectoring method 
and the Relating Airspace Structure and Capacity for Extreme Traffic Densities method. 

In the following section a summary of advantages and disadvantages or limitations for each method 
will be described to allow the comparison between them for each criterion identified in section 3.6.1.1. 

3.6.2 Summary of advantages and disadvantages or limitations 

3.6.2.1 Separation method 7: Drone Corridors 

The main advantage of this method is that it reduces the complexity of the airspace and the traffic 
picture, resulting in fewer strategic and tactical conflicts. The reduced airspace complexity and 
uniformity in speed and direction in the corridors will reduce the safety risk and is expected to enable 
use of efficient centralized capacity management models. The traffic can also be concentrated over 
areas that are less sensitive to drone noise. The method caters for all kinds of drones as well as manned 
aircraft, and covers both the strategic and tactical deconfliction phases. 

The main drawback is that average travel distance for flights will be longer when following a corridor 
system than using a direct path from start to end. If the corridors are heavily restricted in speed and 
throughput, the overall capacity of the U-space airspace may also be lower than certain other 
separation methods.   
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3.6.2.2 Separation method 8: Density Based Airspace Management 

A number of apparent advantages and disadvantages compared to other possible approaches (or a 
theoretical ideal method) can be identified and are given in the following list. They are grouped 
together in pairs, where applicable, but not given in any particular order: 

• Advantage: more fine-tuned safety volumes than the currently envisioned ellipsoid bubble 
approach. 

• Disadvantage:  safety volume calculation is a relatively time-/resource heavy pre-processing 
step that probably cannot be performed just-in-time. 

• Advantage: a minimum capability version of the central management service is relatively 
simple and relies on only a few external dependencies (availability of general performance 
classes for aircraft and rudimentary information about the airspace and the ground below it). 

• Disadvantage: for a high-performance separation management (allowing high densities/a lot 
of traffic) rely on a large number of external dependencies (other USSPs, availability of high-
fidelity performance data etc.). 

• Possible advantage in the project context: the previous disadvantage may be able to be 
mitigated /reduced over time, using machine learning. 

• Possible limitation: mitigations relying on machine learning obviously need large amounts of 
training data gathered from areas where the separation management is running at max 
capabilities to reflect every aspect. 

• Advantage: low capability participants can be included in the airspace. 

• Disadvantage: Relatively low speeds in the commonly used airspace segments, high 
performance aircraft may not be able to exploit their full capabilities in all segments. 

• Advantage: not strictly limited to urban areas, or the airspace volumes identified as the scope 
of this USEPE. 

• Limitation: Dynamic airspace segmentation has to be done in a way where changes in the 
airspace structure can be propagated to all stakeholders in a timely manner (i.e. in case of 
emergency) while still being predictable too keep the complexity manageable. 

• Possible Limitation: this concept focuses on strategical deconfliction, delegating parts of the 
tactical deconfliction to other stakeholders (like the UAS operator). 

Furthermore, typical advantages and disadvantages of centralised systems over decentralised ones 
(e.g. decreased complexity versus increased reliability requirements) apply. 

3.6.2.3 Separation method 9: Geovectoring 

In this section we will summarise the advantages and limitations of the method. 

Advantages: 
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• Reduction of traffic complexity, optimising capacity. 

• Compatible with geofencing, geocaging and other separation methods.  

• This method can be employed by any type of drone. It represents a generic format, which can 
therefore be implemented to be used in an automated way by drones control software in a 
similar fashion as geofencing. It is compatible with most of the separation methods proposed.  

• Dynamic geovectors can be applied to certain zones in case of adverse micro-weather 
conditions to increase safety. 

• The system shall be working at any moment of the day. Updates for night traffic may apply. 

• The communication channel employed (datalink) allows for VLOS and BVLOS operations. 

• Applicable to any environment. 

• This method can be applied to any air volume, being able to be adapted depending on the 
risks. 

• Dynamic remodelling of the airspace can cover both strategical (seasonal patterns) and tactical 
phases (e.g., reconfiguration due to an emergency) of separation management. 

• Conflict rate is reduced. 

• Less conflict resolution manoeuvres are needed, reducing traffic instabilities and domino 
effects. 

• The method aims to be applicable to all drones flying simultaneously. 

• The method is easily applicable to drone delivery traffic management, in a similar fashion as 
shown by [36].  

• Technologies, systems and roles involving this method are well defined. 

• Dynamic geovectors may be used to prioritise flights (e.g., an emergency flight). 

• Geovectoring reduces relative speed between drones and narrows allowable heading angles, 
limiting the possible encounters and their geometries. 

• Its ultimate goal is to optimise capacity, thus costs related to U-space are minimised. 

• Noise pollution may be reduced employing, for instance, speed limits. 

• Geovectors can be adapted to new city landscapes and their induced micro-weather 
modifications. 

Disadvantages: 

• Geovectoring needs a generalised use by all stakeholders. This implementation requires time 
and legislation. 
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• Geovectoring is capable of reducing conflict occurrence probability. However, a last-minute 
collision avoidance safety net is needed to ensure safety operations. 

• Additional route planning before take-off is required. 

• Surveillance or observation missions, shall not allow speed or heading limits. 

• Emergency operations need geovectoring update broadcasting for accommodating the entire 
traffic flow. Errors in communication of such messages are not considered in the method. 

• Datalink communications may increase drones’ prices. 

• Datalink must reach any position in airspace. 

• Positioning must be accurate enough at any part of the airspace. GNSS may present ‘dead 
zones’ that has to be covered with an additional positioning system, which may increase 
drones’ weight and price. 

• Drones’ navigational system might be costly and will require standardisation and certification. 

• Geovectoring final performance will depend on the individual performance of each component 
and external system. 

3.6.2.4 Separation method 11: Relating Airspace Structure and Capacity for 
Extreme Traffic Densities method 

As well as the methods described above, this method has also some advantages and disadvantages. 

Advantages: 

• 4 design concepts provide flexibility for different conditions (traffic density, weather, …). 

• The external parameters, such as micro weather conditions, could be included as physical 
obstruct. 

• The position of the drones needs to be known inherently. Thus, anomaly detection is 
inherently possible. 

• The design provides different paths for changing obstacles. 

Disadvantages: 

• The Central Decision Unit (CDU), understood as the U-space system, is needed to consider the 
whole system before departure such as in Tubes design. The information collected could be 
considered a possible security vulnerability. 

• CDU creates a bottleneck for data flow. 

• There is no direct weather implementation on the design concepts. 
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• All positions of the aircraft need to be known for decision. Thus, the processing complexity will 
increase by 2N where N is the number of aircraft. 

3.6.3 Design Concept for separation method selection 

Based on the AHP technique description in Appendix C, together with the criteria defined in section 
3.6.1.1, the detailed description of separation methods (sections 3.3.4, 3.3.5, 3.3.6, and 3.3.7) and the 
advantages and disadvantages analysed in 3.6.2 for each separation method, it is possible to perform 
the final evaluation of these methods. 

Let’s start with the computation of the weights of the different criteria by creating the comparison 
matrix A. Let’s remember that the rows of the matrix are respectively: row1 = criterion 1, row 2 = 
criterion 2, row 3 =criterion 3 and row 4 = criterion 4. The columns are: column 1 = criterion 1, column 
2 = criterion 2, column 3 = criterion 3, column 4 = criterion 4. 

𝑨 =  (

1,00 3,00 9,00 7,00
0,33 1,00 5,00 9,00
0,11 0,20 1,00 3,00
0,14 0,11 0,33 1,00

) 

using Equation 3 of Appendix C, it is possible to calculate the weights for the different criterion, giving 
as result 

𝒘 =  (0,57, 0,30, 0,08, 0,05) 

This result implies that criterion 1 is more important than criterion 2, which, in turn, is more important 
than criterion 3 and the less important than criterion 4. 

Finally, the consistency index is calculated 

𝐶𝐼 = 0,09 

and the ration between the consistency index and the random index is 

𝐶𝐼

𝑅𝐼
 = 0.1 

Which according to Equation 6 implies that the comparison of criterion is consistent. 

Let’s now compare the four separation methods against each other for each criterion, i.e. let’s create 

the 𝑩(𝑗) matrixes. It is needed to create four matrixes 𝑩(1) (for criterion 1) 𝑩(2) (for criterion 2), 𝑩(3) 

(for criterion 3) and 𝑩(4) (for criterion 4). 

In each of these matrixes the rows are respectively: row1 = separation method 7, row 2 = separation 
method 8, row 3 =separation method 9 and row 4 = separation method 11, while the columns are 
respectively: column 1 = separation method 7, column 2 = separation method 8, column 3 = separation 
method 9, column 4 = separation method 11. 
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𝑩(𝟏)  =  (

1,00 0,25 0,33 3,00
4,00 1,00 3,00 3,00
3,00 0,33 1,00 5,00
0,33 0,33 0,20 1,00

) 

𝑩(𝟐)  =  (

1,00 3,00 9,00 7,00
0,33 1,00 5,00 9,00
0,11 0,20 1,00 3,00
0,14 0,14 0,33 1,00

) 

𝑩(𝟑)  =  (

1,00 6,00 3,00 4,00
0,20 1,00 2,00 5,00
0,33 0,33 1,00 3,00
0,14 0,14 0,33 1,00

) 

𝑩(𝟒)  =  (

1,00 0,17 0,25 3,00
6,00 1,00 3,00 7,00
4,00 0,33 1,00 3,00
0,33 0,14 0,33 1,00

) 

The scores vectors for each matrix 𝒔(1), 𝒔(2), 𝒔(3), 𝒔(4), which will give as result the score matrix 𝑺 =

 [𝒔(1), 𝒔(2), 𝒔(3),  𝒔(4)], are 

𝒔(1) =  (0,14, 0,48, 0,29, 0,09) 

𝒔(2) =  (0,31, 0,49, 0,15, 0,05) 

𝒔(3) =  (0,55, 0,24, 0,16, 0,06) 

𝒔(4) =  (0,11, 0,57, 0,25, 0,07) 

Again, for each matrix, together with the score vectors, it is possible calculate the consistency indexes: 

• For matrix 𝑩(1): 

𝐶𝐼 = 0,12 and 
𝐶𝐼

𝑅𝐼
 = 0,13 

A value a bit greater than 0.1 it means that the evaluation is slightly inconsistent. But because 
the difference is very small (only a deviation of 0,03), it can be considered acceptable. 

• For matrix 𝑩(2): 

𝐶𝐼 = 0,04 and 
𝐶𝐼

𝑅𝐼
 = 0,04 

Which means that the evaluation is consistent. 

• For matrix 𝑩(3): 

𝐶𝐼 = 0,04 and 
𝐶𝐼

𝑅𝐼
 = 0,04 

Which means that the evaluation is consistent. 
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• For matrix 𝑩(4): 

𝐶𝐼 = 0,07 and 
𝐶𝐼

𝑅𝐼
 = 0,08 

Which means that the evaluation is also consistent. 

Finally, all the information calculated above enables the calculation of the vector v of global scores by 
multiplying S and w, where the first component will be the score for separation method 7, the second 
for separation method 8, the third component is the one for separation method 9 and the fourth one 
for separation method 11. 

𝒗 =  (0,23, 0,47, 0,23, 0,07) 

Now the hierarchical organisation, ordering the global scores in decreasing order, is as follows: 

Hierarchy order Separation method  Score 

1 Density Based Airspace Management 
(Method 8) 

0,47 

2 Drone Corridors (Method 7) 0,23 

3 = 2 (same score) Geovectoring (Method 9) 0,23 

4 Relating Airspace Structure and Capacity 
(Method 11) 

0,07 

Total 1,00 

Table 14: Hierarchy of design concepts for separation methods 

3.6.4 Discussion of results 

Based on the results of Table 14 the Density Based Airspace Management method has the highest 
score. However, its score is below the 50% of the total scores considering all methods. This means that 
although it is the best separation method among all the methods considered, it does not account for 
all the aspects to be a predominant separation method in urban environments under the U-space 
concept. 

Therefore, it is decided to combine these three methods to create a new one, in the context of USEPE, 
for its design (in USEPE WP4) and validation (in USEPE WP5). This method will combine the advantages 
for Density Based Airspace Management, Drone Corridors and Geovectoring methods. These three 
methods complement each other to address the potential scenarios that occur in urban and suburban 
environments that meet stakeholder needs (see section 5) and thus account for more of the 50% of 
the overall scoring result of the application of the AHP process. 

In an attempt to find a suitable name for this separation method and an acronym to refer to it 
throughout the rest of the project, the name of “Dynamic Density Corridor Concept” or D2-C2 for short 
has been proposed. This method takes advantage of the U-space service provider for providing 
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strategic and tactical conflict detection and resolution. The airspace is considered to be organized in 
dynamic segments, (as described in the Density Based Airspace Management approach), with the 
addition of predefined higher-speed corridors or the drone corridor method using the geovectoring 
syntax described in the Geovectoring method.  
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4 Dynamic Density Corridor Concept 

4.1 Introduction 

As explained right above, based on the evaluation of the identified design concepts for separation, a 
new separation method, result of the combination of methods above, is proposed.  

4.2 Complete method description 

The Dynamic Density Corridor Concept (D2-C2)3 considers the U-space service provider, through the 
provision of strategic and tactical conflict resolution, an important piece for separation management. 

The airspace is organised in dynamic segments, to allow a rapid, flexible and efficient reconfiguration 
of the airspace according to the traffic density, and includes higher-speed corridors, using predefined 
geovectoring rules (minimum and maximum speed, rate of ascent/descent and limits to heading), to 
allow the movement of drones in larger trajectories reducing the risks of conflicts. 

 

Figure 23. Airspace layout for the D2-C2 method 

 

 

3 This new separation method has some similarities with the method described in section 3.3.7. However, 
compared to D2-C2 lacks of flexibility and it is less dynamic, which makes complicated the provision of separation 
and the adaptation of the airspace. 
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Transitions from corridors to segments are handled the same way as transitioning between segments 
in the density-based method. Based on current and forecasted traffic data, each new user entering an 
airspace segment will be assigned a pair-wise safety volume with regards to the other inhabitants of 
that cell and a route for each airspace user will be generated. If this is not possible without creating a 
conflict, the cell has reached its capacity limit and the requested operation will have to be rescheduled, 
rerouted or rejected.  

Transitions from segments to corridors will be handled the same way as entering corridors in the drone 
corridors method. Even if the strategic planning has approved a flight plan utilizing a corridor, real time 
changes to speed and timing of aircraft movements may result in a corridor being at full capacity and 
allowing further drones into the corridor might provoke losses of separation. Before entering a 
corridor, the drone pilot must send a request to the U-space service provider to actually use a corridor 
(if flying in Zu airspace volume) or to the Air Traffic Controller via the Collaborative Interface with ATC 
(if flying in Za airspace volume). This communication may be done – if agreed in the operations plan – 
by the remote pilot or automatically in the control station software. If the request is denied, the drone 
must hover in place until the corridor has free capacity, or re-plan its route without using the corridor. 

See section 3.3.4 and 3.3.5 for details of the methods used inside corridors and dynamic segments. 

Geovectoring syntax (see section 3.3.6) is used to define the allowed speed intervals in both corridors 
and dynamic segments. This enabler allows the USSP to define different airspace structures outside 
the corridors (e.g., free trajectory, layered structure, etc.). 

4.3 Interfaces to external systems or procedures 

For the D2-C2 separation method to function, it relies on a number of required or optional supporting 
services and stakeholders: 

• 4D positions are reported back and necessary adjustments, e.g. for higher priority missions like 
rescue helicopters, will be applied dynamically to the affected segment(s).   

• All airspace users will need to provide their aircraft and mission characteristics needed for the 
definition of their individual Aircraft Safety Bound. They will also need to be conspicuous to 
the U-space services. 

• The planned trajectories of the aircraft requesting operation in a time slot have to be 
submitted before take-off to be verified. 

• Separation, flight optimization and re-planning remains the responsibility of the airspace user. 

• Notifications and necessary adjustments are communicated by the U-space service provider 
to the drones through the relevant services such as geo-awareness, geo-fence provision, geo-
vectoring, tactical conflict resolution or even through the emergency management service.   

Interfaces to various other U-space services are outlined in the following table: 
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Purpose Service Direction 

Get aircraft performance data Registration Consume 
data 

Gather airspace data used for 
performing and dynamically adapting 
the segmentation 

Emergency Management, Geo-awareness, 
Geo-fence provision (incl. dynamic geo-
fencing), Geo-vectoring (incl. dynamic geo-
vectoring), Weather Information, Tracking 
and position reporting, Drone Aeronautical 
Information Management, Navigation 
Infrastructure Monitoring, Communication 
Infrastructure Monitoring, Population 
density map, Electromagnetic interference 
information, Navigation Coverage 
information, Geospatial information service, 
Communication Coverage information 

Consume 
data 

Gather traffic data necessary for the 
strategical deconfliction and compare 
it to the internal airspace state model 

Tracking and position reporting, Traffic 
Information, Surveillance data exchange 

Consume 
/ provide 
data 

Report relevant data necessary to 
reduce residual conflict rates 

Tactical Conflict Resolution, Collaborative 
Interface with ATC 

Provide 
data 

Report the capacity levels of each 
airspace cell back to the relevant U-
space services 

Dynamic Capacity Management, Risk analysis 
assistance 

Provide 
data 

Table 15: D2-C2 method interfaces with other U-space services 

4.4 Data flow 

The data flow in this method requires different information exchanges: 

• Every flight plan (for drones and manned air traffic, if available) is made available to the U-
space service provider, that also receives the updated data to maintain the airspace 
segmentation through the respective services (i.e. ground data through the geospatial 
information service), as well as the traffic demand (“common” routes and areas, 
emergency/priority missions, etc.) to make use of the dynamic capacity management service 
and geo-vectoring services. 

• The proposed process for mission planning and approval is as follows: 

a. The drone operator or pilot defines a flight plan for his flight taking into to his 
individual mission requirements and the last geo-vectoring regulation in place. 

b. U-space service provider receives the flight plan for a predefined future time slot. 
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c. U-space service provider analyses and verifies all available flight plans with regard to 
airspace requirements and optimizes the trajectories so that they are conflict-free. 

d. Any potential modification proposed by the U-space service provider is distributed to 
the drone operators which may agree or reject them. 

e. If agreed, the U-space service provider system approves the flight plan. 

f. Each approval for a specific flight is preliminary as dynamic changes within the airspace 
(turbulent winds, emergency situations) and prioritized flights trigger another 
verification of all relevant flights and may therefore result in modification requests to 
the drone operators. 

g. Once the final approval is received, the flight can take place. 

• During flight, the following data exchanges may apply 

o Drones shall communicate their speed and position to USSPs for monitoring.  

o USSPs shall broadcast dynamic changes in capacity and geo-vectors. 

o If any drone does not comply with the regulations, USSPs shall request drone 
operators to perform corrective actions. 

4.5 Meteorology impact 

Meteorological aspects are considered when dynamically updating the airspace structure –assigning 
segments and adjusting corridor rules. Severe weather events (wind, rain or visibility) within the 
concerned airspace may lead to the introduction of dynamic geofences, temporary changes in the rules 
for corridors or even the need to close corridors or rearrange segments. Based on the weather impact, 
corridors may have to be closed temporarily or adjust their speed limits, as drones may have to fly 
slower when compensating for high winds. It is also possible to envision changing the paths of corridors 
dynamically, for example to route drones around bad weather. Resulting airspace segment 
characteristics, defining the requirements for entering/passing, can be modelled as a further 
dimension of the segment. Therefore, different kinds of weather influences and their respective 
severity may result in different levels of flight approvals dependent on the kind of aircraft used. 

Rain, visibility, and storms as larger scale meteorological phenomena typically affect the whole 
airspace in the same way so that critical events generally require to completely interrupt the air traffic, 
or to apply restrictions to all corridors in the same way. Decisions can be based on publicly available 
weather prediction or now-casting products. 

Critical wind conditions (wind shear as well as turbulence) strongly depend on the local environment, 
especially the building configuration, and may vary within distances of 10 m or less. Drones flying in 
corridors and segments affected by that turbulent wind field may show unpredictable trajectory 
displacements. Therefore, decisions should be based on pre-calculated high resolution maps of 
suitable turbulence measures like the turbulence intensity or the turbulence kinetic energy, generated 
with turbulence resolving meteorological micro-scale models. 
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4.6 Expected performance of the method 

Performance of the method would be indicated by the total capacity of the U-space available airspace, 
its ability to allow many simultaneous flights without collisions and a minimum of separation incidents. 
In [29] it is indicated that an ordered airspace will perform better than a total free-flight system when 
the daily number of flights for a metropolitan area exceeds 10.000 per day. Performance in the density-
based segments will depend on the capacity of each segment, which itself depends on the 
performance of the drones (and uncertainty thereof). It also depends on the quality of input data that 
would be delivered by the different U-space services the method depends on. 

It is also expected that the noise exposure for citizens will be possibly kept within the required limits 
imposed by authorities as they may take part in the definition and establishment of corridors.  

For ease of implementation it could be useful to pre-define connection points between the segments, 
at which aircraft can travel from one segment into the next. The same could be done for the transition 
points between segments and corridors 

At present, drones differ significantly in their ability to Detect and Avoid. The reason is that these 
aircraft are built for a variety of applications requiring different technological capabilities. Requesting 
a minimum level of Detect and Avoid performance for all drones entering the airspace is not feasible, 
not only because this would lead to higher drone costs, possibly hampering the business case for 
smaller operations, but also because it is not necessary when applying an appropriate airspace 
management approach that reflects different levels of performance by the airspace users. 

As result of the evaluation of the different separation methods in section 3.6.3 it is expected that the 
Density Based Corridor Concept method will perform better than the other separation methods alone 
as they are a combination of both drone corridors and density-based segments taking advantage of 
the geo-vectoring syntax. 
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5 Operational scenarios and use cases 

This section describes the operational scenarios that illustrate the design concept for separation 
method selected, including, the specific environment, the application and its interaction with users. It 
also includes the use cases description of each scenario in a nominal (separation is performed as 
expected) and non-nominal operation (separation is not performed as expected). These scenarios will 
be the baseline to define de validation scenarios and use cases during the validation activities. 

5.1.1.1 Operational scenario 1: Urban Surveillance 

This scenario derives from Stakeholder Requirement REQ-STK-015 in Annex A.3 section A.3.2. 

5.1.1.1.1 Scenario 1 description 

A city, which is close to an airport and it is below a class C airspace terminal manoeuvring area within 
a Controlled Traffic Region, is experiencing traffic jams to enter the city centre from the surrounding 
highways and wants to execute an aerial surveillance task to understand the situation and look for 
potential solutions. For this reason, it establishes a contract with an authorised drone operator who, 
in turn, has a contract with a U-space service provider. 

The distance between the highway and the city centre is too long to use one single drone and asks the 
drone operator to use as many drones as necessary to cover the 4 km distance from the point the 
highway ends and enters the urban area. The drone operator, after a calculation, considers that it 
needs to use 4 drones whose take-off and landing points will be located at different places: 

• 1 drone will take-off and land from a point at 500 m from a point in the highway that is 2 km 
away from the entry to the urban area. 

• 1 drone will take-off and land at the entre point of the urban area. 

• 2 drones will take-off from the city centre and will fly through the two main streets that 
connect the entry point of the highway to the urban area and the city centre. 

Since the traffic happens at the same time at all points, drones take-off simultaneously. 

The day is sunny. 

At the same time a building inspection is planned by the energy authority to check if the building meets 
the green energy regulations. The building is located at one of the two main streets that connect the 
entry point of the highway to the city centre. The energy authority also contracts a drone operator, 
which has a contract with a U-space service provider. 

Simultaneously, a helicopter belonging to the city security forces is flying above the city centre. 

Because the day is sunny the heat generated by the sun and the heat generated by cars on the road, 
there is a significant air convection, which combined with the buildings generate wind turbulence that 
provokes instability of the drones flying in the city centre. As a result, a loss of separation, between 
the drone that is inspecting the building and the drone that is surveying one of the main streets, occurs. 
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At the same time, the other drone that is surveying the second main street suffers a sudden loss of link 
while the helicopter of the security forces is flying above it. 

5.1.1.1.2 Use case 1.1: Nominal operations 

Nominal operations are those where the separation is provided as expected. 

ID USEPE-SCN1-UC1.1  

Use case name Nominal operations in an urban surveillance scenario. 

Reference to other use cases N/A. 

Internal actors Drones; authorised drone operators; U-space service provider; U-
space services: strategic conflict resolution service, weather 
information service, tracking and position reporting service, traffic 
information service, procedural interface with ATC, tactical conflict 
resolution service, collaborative interface with ATC, dynamic capacity 
management service. 

External actors Citizens; ground vehicles; ATC; buildings; helicopter of the security 
forces; U-space services (the rest of the services not explicitly 
mentioned as internal actors). 

Description 4 drones are surveying traffic jams at different points from the entry 
point of a highway to the city centre and one drone is inspecting a 
building. 

Trigger 1. Turbulent winds, due to the heat, provoke the displacement 
of the drone inspecting the building and getting close to one 
drone surveying the traffic jam. 

2. Another drone surveying the traffic jam suffers a loss of link 
when close to the helicopter of the security forces. 

Pre-condition 1. Loss of separation between the drones when trigger 1. 
occurs. 

2. Loss of separation between the drone and the helicopter the 
security forces when trigger 2. occurs. 

Post-condition Losses of separation are solved. 

Normal flow of activities 1. The 4 drones surveying the traffic jam are authorised to fly 
after checking airspace capacity and authorisation through 
the procedural interface and being deconflicted at strategic 
level using the D2-C2 separation method. The drones are 
assigned to a common, dynamic cell with requirements 
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ID USEPE-SCN1-UC1.1  

matching their navigation and detection capabilities. The cell 
covers the highway they are surveying. 

2. Drone inspecting the building is authorised to fly after being 
deconflicted at strategic level, also using the D2-C2 
separation method. The inspection drone has similar 
capabilities to the surveillance drones, and the dynamic cell is 
increased slightly to cover the building as well as the 
highway. 

3. Weather information service reports turbulent wind 
information to drone 3. 

4. Traffic and position reporting service reports all drone 
positions. 

5. Traffic information service informs operators about the other 
drones’ positions. 

6. Tactical conflict resolution detects the conflict between the 
drone inspecting the building and the drone surveying the 
traffic jam. It decides to order the surveillance drone to 
return to its planned path and to order the inspection drone 
to increase its distance to the highway. It then issues these 
instructions to the drone operators. 

7. Tactical conflict resolution detects the conflict between the 
other drone surveying the traffic jam and the helicopter of 
the security forces. It decides to order the surveillance drone 
to land, even if this will probably not happen immediately, 
since the control link is down. It also decides to order the 
helicopter to increase its altitude to restore the separation 
minima. It issues the landing instruction to drone operator. It 
also coordinates with collaborative interface with ATC that 
informs the helicopter. 

Alternative flow of activities N/A. 

Frequency of use When a conflict is detected. 

Special requirements Not identified. 

Comments N/A. 

Table 16: Scenario 1 Use case 1.1 Nominal operations 

5.1.1.1.3 Use case 1.2: Non-nominal operations 

Non-nominal operations are those where the separation is not provided as expected 
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ID USEPE-SCN1-UC1.2 

Use case name Non-nominal operations in an urban surveillance scenario 

Reference to other use cases USEPE-SCN1-UC1.1 

Internal actors Drones; authorised drone operators; U-space service provider; U-
space services: strategic conflict resolution service, weather 
information service, tracking and position reporting service, traffic 
information service, procedural interface with ATC, tactical conflict 
resolution service, collaborative interface with ATC, dynamic capacity 
management service. 

External actors Citizens; ground vehicles; ATC; buildings; helicopter of the security 
forces; U-space services (the rest of the services not explicitly 
mentioned as internal actors). 

Description 4 drones are surveying traffic jams at different points from the entry 
point of a highway to the city centre and one drone is inspecting a 
building. 

Trigger 1. Turbulent winds, due to the heat, provoke the displacement 
of the drone inspecting the building and getting close to one 
drone surveying the traffic jam. 

2. Another drone surveying the traffic jam suffers a loss of link 
when close to the helicopter of the security forces. 

Pre-condition 1. Loss of separation between the drones when trigger 1. 
occurs. 

2. Loss of separation between the drone and the helicopter the 
security forces when trigger 2. occurs. 

Post-condition Losses of separation are solved. 

Normal flow of activities 1. The 4 drones surveying the traffic jam are authorised to fly 
after checking airspace capacity and authorisation through 
the procedural interface and being deconflicted at strategic 
level using the D2-C2 separation method. The drones are 
assigned to a common, dynamic cell with requirements 
matching their navigation and detection capabilities. The cell 
covers the highway they are surveying. 

2. Drone inspecting the building is authorised to fly after being 
deconflicted at strategic level, also using the D2-C2 
separation method. The inspection drone has similar 
capabilities to the surveillance drones, and the dynamic cell is 
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ID USEPE-SCN1-UC1.2 

increased slightly to cover the building as well as the 
highway. 

3. Weather information service reports turbulent wind 
information to drone 3. 

4. Traffic and position reporting service reports all drone 
positions. 

5. Traffic information service informs operators about the other 
drones’ positions. 

6. Tactical conflict resolution detects the conflict between the 
drone inspecting the building and the drone surveying the 
traffic jam. It fails to find a solution and separation cannot be 
provided. The drone operators will get an alert and can try to 
handle the situation themselves. The most obvious solution is 
to hover or land the drones to get out of harm’s way. (A 
command to land could also be the fallback solution for the 
tactical conflict resolution service if no other solution can be 
found.) 

7. Tactical conflict resolution detects the conflict between the 
other drone surveying the traffic jam and the helicopter of 
the security forces. It fails to use find a solution and 
separation cannot be provided. It also fails to coordinate with 
collaborative interface with ATC to inform the helicopter. An 
alert will be sent to the drone operator, who must try to 
handle the situation himself. He will of course try to re-
establish the control link to the drone, and possibly also call 
ATC on the phone to alert the helicopter of the danger. 

Alternative flow of activities N/A. 

Frequency of use When a conflict is detected and the separation method fails. 

Special requirements Not identified. 

Comments N/A. 

Table 17: Scenario 1 Use case 1.2 Non-nominal operations 

5.1.1.2 Operational scenario 2: Last Mile Delivery 

This scenario derives from Stakeholder Requirement REQ-STK-016 in Annex A.3 section A.3.2. 

5.1.1.2.1 Scenario 2 description 

Around a city, which is below uncontrolled airspace, there are three retailers that use drones to deliver 
small packages to their customers, who live in the city centre. 
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• The first retailer delivers food. 

• The second retailer delivers electronic devices 

• The third retailer delivers books. 

On a Sunday early in the morning, three citizens living in the same building, which has a suitable roof 
for take-off and landing for drones, make orders to the retailers at the same time. One citizen orders 
a breakfast, the second orders a new mobile phone and the third one orders a book to spend the 
Sunday. The rest of the citizens of the building are sleeping and do not want to be awaken because of 
noise as Sunday it is their day for resting. 

The day is cloudy but with enough visibility for flying and windy but not enough to forbid the flight. 

The retailers receive the request and they are committed with their customers to make the delivery in 
less than an hour since the order is received. 

The three retailers have contracts with three different U-space services providers rendering service in 
that city. 

The retailers plan their flights, according to their commitment of deliver the parcels in less than one 
hour, and receive authorisation to fly. 

Drones arrive separately to the building within a margin of 15 minutes, so that when one arrives leaves 
the parcels in the roof and take-off again back to their base. 

Due to the wind, even if it is of low intensity, and the effect of the buildings some turbulent wind 
appears, which generates a loss of separation between one drone that is flying towards the building 
and one that flying back to the base, while the third one is on the roof. The loss of separation makes 
that the drone that is flying towards the building approaches to an area of the building where there is 
a citizen sleeping. 

5.1.1.2.2 Use case 2.1: Nominal operations 

Nominal operations are those where the separation is provided as expected. 

ID USEPE-SCN2-UC2.1 

Use case name Nominal operations in last mile delivery scenario 

Reference to other use cases N/A 

Internal actors Retailers; citizens ordering the product; drones; authorised drone 
operators; U-space service provider; U-space services: strategic 
conflict resolution service, weather information service, tracking and 
position reporting service, traffic information service, tactical conflict 
resolution service, dynamic capacity management service. 

External actors Citizens resting; buildings; U-space services (the rest of the services 
not explicitly mentioned as internal actors). 
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ID USEPE-SCN2-UC2.1 

Description 3 drones are delivering products to customers living in the same 
building. 

Trigger 1. Turbulent winds, due to the building effect and the existing 
wind provoke a displacement of the drone flying towards the 
building and the one that is flying back to the base, while the 
third one is on the roof. 

Pre-condition 1. Loss of separation between the drones when trigger 1. 
occurs. 

Post-condition Loss of separation is solved. 

Normal flow of activities 1. Drones delivering products are authorised to fly after 
checking airspace capacity and being deconflicted at strategic 
level using D2-C2 separation method. Part of the flight can be 
handled by high-speed corridors but the last leg of the flight 
is performed outside these corridors. For this part, the three 
drones are assigned to go through multiple cells with 
requirements matching their navigation and detection 
capabilities.  

2. Weather information service reports turbulent wind 
information to drones flying towards and back to the base 
to/from the building. 

3. Traffic and position reporting service reports all drone 
positions. 

4. Traffic information service informs operators about the other 
drones’ positions. 

5. Tactical conflict resolution detects the conflict between the 
drones flying towards and back to the base to/from the 
building. In order to solve the conflict, it decides to assign 
cells with different altitude ranges to each drone and issues 
instructions to drone operators. 

Alternative flow of activities 5. Tactical conflict resolution detects the conflict between the 
drone flying towards the building and the one leaving the 
parcel in the roof.  In order to solve the conflict, it decides to 
define a new cell at the roof of the building. Only the drone 
leaving the parcel can enter this cell. At the same time, the 
other drone hover in a cell adjacent to the building. 
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ID USEPE-SCN2-UC2.1 

6. Once the first drone has completed the parcel unloading 
operation, the second drone can enter into the cell and 
complete its delivery. 

Frequency of use When a conflict is detected. 

Special requirements Not identified. 

Comments N/A. 

Table 18: Scenario 2 Use case 2.1 Nominal operations 

5.1.1.2.3 Use case 2.2: Non-nominal operations 

Non-nominal operations are those where the separation is not provided as expected 

ID USEPE-SCN2-UC2.2 

Use case name Non-nominal operations in last mile delivery scenario 

Reference to other use cases USEPE-SCN2-UC2.1 

Internal actors Retailers; citizens ordering the product; drones; authorised drone 
operators; U-space service provider; U-space services: strategic 
conflict resolution service, weather information service, tracking and 
position reporting service, traffic information service, tactical conflict 
resolution service, dynamic capacity management service. 

External actors Citizens resting; ATC; buildings; U-space services (the rest of the 
services not explicitly mentioned as internal actors). 

Description 3 drones are delivering products to customers living in the same 
building. 

Trigger 1. Turbulent winds, due to the building effect and the existing 
wind provoke a displacement of the drone flying towards the 
building and the one that is flying back to the base, while the 
third one is on the roof. 

Pre-condition 1. Loss of separation between the drones when trigger 1. 
occurs. 

Post-condition Loss of separation is solved. 

Normal flow of activities 1. 2 of the drones delivering products are authorised to fly after 
checking airspace capacity and being deconflicted at strategic 
level using D2-C2 separation method. Part of the flight can be 
handled by high-speed corridors but the last leg of the flight 
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ID USEPE-SCN2-UC2.2 

is performed outside these corridors. For this part, the two 
drones are assigned to go through multiple cells with 
requirements matching their navigation and detection 
capabilities. 

2. Drone 3 has the same route but the separation cannot be 
provided along this route as the density in each cell would be 
too high. Therefore, a deconfliction at strategic level is 
performed. The drone 3 is assigned to fly other route, which 
consists in flying through an alternative corridor and/or 
adjacent cells. 

3. Weather information service reports turbulent wind 
information to drones flying towards and back to the base 
to/from the building. 

4. Traffic and position reporting service reports all drone 
positions. 

5. Traffic information service informs operators about the other 
drones’ positions. 

6. Tactical conflict resolution detects the conflict between the 
drones flying towards and back to the base to/from the 
building. It fails to use D2-C2 method and separation cannot 
be provided.  

7. The solution is a deconfliction manoeuvre by decreasing the 
velocity in the corresponding cell. Once the conflict is solved, 
drone operations are back to normal. 

Alternative flow of activities N/A. 

Frequency of use When a conflict is detected and the separation method fails. 

Special requirements Not identified. 

Comments N/A. 

Table 19: Scenario 2 Use case 2.2 Non-nominal operations 

5.1.1.3 Operational scenario 3: Emergency situations 

This scenario derives from Stakeholder Requirement REQ-STK-017 in Annex A.3 section A.3.2. 

5.1.1.3.1 Scenario 3 description 

On a sunny day, in a city centre, which is under a controlled airspace, there is a public gathering that 
is being surveyed, using drones, by the public authorities, who own their drones and have a contract 
with a U-space service provider. The gathering becomes violent and a person is injured. The ground 
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medical services arrive at the area and examine the injured person and detect that the person needs 
a blood transfer, so they take the injured person to the closest hospital. 

When they arrive at the hospital, the centre does not have enough blood of the type that the patient 
needs and ask to another hospital, which is in the outskirts of the city, for additional blood. The second 
hospital, which operates drones and has a contract with a U-space service provider, helps the first 
hospital by delivering them the needed blood using a drone. 

In the meantime, the public gathering has become more and more violent and additional drones have 
been deployed to survey and identify rioters. The place where the riots are occurring is in the shorter 
route between both hospitals and the blood has to arrive to the first hospital as soon as possible 
because the life of the patient is at risk. 

5.1.1.3.2 Use case 3.1: Nominal operations 

Nominal operations are those where the separation is provided as expected. 

ID USEPE-SCN3-UC3.1 

Use case name Nominal operations in an emergency situation scenario 

Reference to other use cases N/A 

Internal actors Public authorities; hospitals, blood package; drones; authorised 
drone operators; U-space service provider; U-space services: strategic 
conflict resolution service, weather information service, tracking and 
position reporting service, traffic information service, procedural 
interface with ATC, tactical conflict resolution service, collaborative 
interface with ATC, dynamic capacity management service. 

External actors Citizens; rioters; injured person; ATC; buildings; helicopter of the 
security forces; U-space services (the rest of the services not explicitly 
mentioned as internal actors). 

Description An increasing number of drones are surveying a public gathering/riot 
and a drone delivers blood to a nearby hospital in response to a 
medical emergency that occurs. 

Trigger 1. Need for blood package 

Pre-condition 1. Loss of separation between the drones surveying the riots 
when the drone delivering the blood package passes through 
the area where the public gathering is. 

Post-condition Loss of separation is solved. 

Normal flow of activities 1. The drones surveying the public gathering are authorised to 
fly after checking airspace capacity and authorisation through 
the procedural interface and being de-conflicted at strategic 
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ID USEPE-SCN3-UC3.1 

level using the same D2-C2 separation method. The drones 
are assigned to multiple, dynamic cells with requirements 
matching their navigation and detection capabilities. The cells 
cover the area of the public gathering they are surveying. 

2. Traffic and position reporting service reports all drone 
positions. 

3. Traffic information service informs operators about the other 
drones’ positions. 

4. Riots start. 

5. A person is injured. 

6. Additional drones are deployed to survey the riots after 
checking airspace capacity and authorisation through the 
procedural interface and being de-conflicted at strategic level 
using the same D2-C2 method. The new drones join the 
existing drones in the respective cells they occupy. 

7. With a blood package is deployed as a high priority flight 
from the second hospital. Part of the flight can be handled by 
a high-speed corridor but to reach the first hospital, it has to 
cross through at least one of the cells where the other drones 
are surveying the riots. 

8. Because of the priority of the drone delivering the blood 
package, tactical conflict resolution has to issue instructions 
to drones surveying the riots as a conflict occurs when the 
drone with the blood passes by. It uses the centralised 
approach of the D2-C2 method combined with the on-board 
DAA capabilities of the high-priority drone to determine 
possible conflicts and issues instructions to the operators of 
the surveying drones to either clear the path or hold their 
positions. 

Alternative flow of activities 7. A drone is deployed from the second hospital with a blood 
package and it is not prioritised to fly through the area where 
the other drones are surveying the riots. 

8. Because of flight of the drone with the blood flies through 
the area where the other drones are surveying the riots, 
tactical conflict resolution has to issue instructions to drones 
surveying the riots and the drone with the blood as at least 4 
conflicts appear between them. It uses the centralised 
approach of the D2-C2 method combined with the on-board 
DAA capabilities of all aircraft in each cell the blood transport 
enters to determine possible conflicts and issues instructions 
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ID USEPE-SCN3-UC3.1 

to the operators to adjust their flight paths to avoid each 
other. 

Frequency of use When a conflict is detected. 

Special requirements Not identified. 

Comments N/A. 

Table 20: Scenario 3 Use case 3.1 Nominal operations 

5.1.1.3.3 Use case 3.2: Non-nominal operations 

Non-nominal operations are those where the separation is not provided as expected 

ID USEPE-SCN3-UC3.2 

Use case name Non-nominal operations in an emergency situation scenario 

Reference to other use cases N/A 

Internal actors Public authorities; hospitals, blood package; drones; authorised 
drone operators; U-space service provider; U-space services: strategic 
conflict resolution service, weather information service, tracking and 
position reporting service, traffic information service, procedural 
interface with ATC, tactical conflict resolution service, collaborative 
interface with ATC, dynamic capacity management service. 

External actors Citizens; rioters; injured person; ATC; buildings; helicopter of the 
security forces; U-space services (the rest of the services not explicitly 
mentioned as internal actors). 

Description An increasing number of drones are surveying a public gathering/riot 
and a drone delivers blood to a nearby hospital in response to a 
medical emergency that occurs. 

Trigger 1. Need for blood package 

Pre-condition 1. Loss of separation between the drones surveying the riots 
when the drone delivering the blood package passes through 
the area where the public gathering is. 

Post-condition Loss of separation is solved. 

Normal flow of activities 1. The drones surveying the public gathering are authorised to 
fly after checking airspace capacity and authorisation through 
the procedural interface and being de-conflicted at strategic 
level using the same D2-C2 separation method. The drones 
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are assigned to multiple, dynamic cells with requirements 
matching their navigation and detection capabilities. The cells 
cover the area of the public gathering they are surveying. 

2. Traffic and position reporting service reports all drone 
positions. 

3. Traffic information service informs operators about the other 
drones’ positions. 

4. Riots start. 

5. A person is injured. 

6. Additional drones are deployed to survey the riots after 
checking airspace capacity and authorisation through the 
procedural interface and being de-conflicted at strategic level 
using the same D2-C2 method. The new drones join the 
existing drones in the respective cells they occupy. 

7. A drone with a blood package is deployed as a high priority 
flight from the second hospital. Part of the flight can be 
handled by a high-speed corridor but to reach the first 
hospital, it has to cross through at least one of the cells 
where the other drones are surveying the riots. 

8. Because of the priority of the drone delivering the blood 
package, tactical conflict resolution has to issue instructions 
to drones surveying the riots as 3 conflicts occur when the 
drone with the blood passes by. It fails to apply the D2-C2 
method and separation cannot be provided as the airspace 
becomes too crowded and the density in each cell would be 
too high. 

9. A new cell that covers the direct path to the hospital will be 
introduced, rearranging the existing cells where necessary. 
Only the blood transport drone can enter this cell which acts 
as a geo-fence to all other aircraft. Drone operators that are 
still present in this cell are ordered to pause their operations, 
evacuate into the nearest adjacent cell and hover at the cell 
border until the situation is cleared and the original cell-
structure is re-established. 

Alternative flow of activities N/A 

Frequency of use When a conflict is detected. 

Special requirements Not identified. 
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Comments N/A. 

Table 21: Scenario 3 Use case 3.2 Non-nominal operations 
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6 Summary and conclusions 

6.1  Operational summary and conclusions 

Introducing drones into the airspace safely, together with other aircrafts flying at VLL in environments 
with high density population impacts many aspects of the U-space concept. As it has been observed 
throughout the document, it refers to all sort of different impacts: operational, on users, procedures, 
capacity. 

First of all, this has clear consequences on existing aviation: conventional aircraft flying in VLL will have 
to coexist with drones in the airspace, maintaining the necessary separation conditions, thus having to 
adapt their respective modes of operation; in addition, this must consider the greater ease of drones 
to lose separation, such as the fact that they are much more vulnerable to small scale spatial and 
temporal fluctuations of the wind field; moreover, that wind field in an urban environment can be very 
heterogeneous changing in the different streets of the city, a fact that also influences their 
performance. Taking all the necessary considerations into account, the conditions must be adapted to 
carry out the operation in a safe manner. 

Continuing along this line, the capacity will be highly affected by the introduction of drones, especially 
in urban environments at VLL, this increase in demand will reduce airspace capacity. It is clear that the 
airspace has limitations in the number of drones and aircraft that can be flying simultaneously. 
Therefore, a balance between capacity and demand is necessary. 

Safety will be another issue to be dealt with. Drones flying in an urban environment will affect the 
structures in the surroundings, which have to be protected against any air vehicle colliding with them 
avoiding possible damages, injuries or fatalities. People walking the streets are also a concern and their 
safety must be paramount. Finally, cities with nearby airports will have to establish the necessary limits 
to ensure the safety of the operations. 

This will also result in changes to current procedures. Up until now, flight plans in controlled airspace, 
have been requested from and approved by Air Traffic Services. Following the new regulations for 
drones flying at VLL, solutions using web or native applications over internet are being deployed across 
Europe. ATC (if flying in controlled airspace), or U-space itself, can accept, reject or adjust a flight plan 
in the system and communicate the approved plan to the operator. 

Finally, in order to integrate drones into the urban airspace, the technological equipment of the drones 
must be sufficient to maintain safety and separation. Air Traffic Control Procedures have not fully 
implemented the identification of drones and how to deal with them. For this reason, drones have to 
be conspicuous. U-space is a set of services foreseen to have a high degree of automation and 
digitalisation because the manual operations will be labour intensive. Technology developers, 
especially those of the field of Air Traffic Safety electronics, must be deeply involved in the 
development of the systems providing the U-space services. 

In view of this situation, the USEPE proposal for the introduction of the D2-C2 separation method, will 
bring advantages in the U-space airspace. A rational airspace structure together with the consideration 
of drones’ performances to provide separation at strategic and tactical level will increase airspace 
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capacity and reduce the burden of calculations to separate drones between them. Also the 
consideration of the equipment on-board the drone as well as the availability of communications on 
ground with ATC and the U-space service providers facilitates the interaction, by information sharing 
through all other U-space services, and reduces the decision-making time so that conflicts require less 
time to be solved. 

6.2 Organizational summary and conclusions 

USEPE will also have organizational impacts as the project will affect organizations and some 
individuals who will be involved in the proposed changes. 

When the operation of a drone takes place, there are different main roles involved: drone operators, 
drone pilots, competent authorities, Air Navigation Service Providers and the final users. 

In the context of USEPE, all drone operators must be registered with the competent authority and all 
drone pilots shall be licensed according to the requirements explained in this document. 

Once U-space services have been introduced, new roles are identified, and some users have additional 
roles: 

• Air Navigation Service Providers (ANSPs) and Air Traffic Controllers (ATCOs) will be affected by 
the presence of drones flying in a Za airspace volume. ANSPs will be responsible for providing 
instructions to separate them by using the Procedural and Collaborative interface with ATC 
services, and ATC must contact the remote pilots by radio or mobile communication, in those 
situations where there is no direct radio link between the remote pilot and the ATCO (or there 
is a loss of communications with ATC). Moreover, some U-space services need to be fed with 
contents and updates which can be created by ANSPs when needed.  

• Manned aircraft (either controlled or non-controlled by ATC) have to be conspicuous to U-
space and, therefore, to other drone pilots. 

• Citizens will play also an important role in the operation of drones in an urban environment, 
they interact with the U-space concept through the Citizen Reporting Service. 

• Drone operators and others involved should report incidents and accidents through the 
Accident/Incident Reporting Service. 

• Technology developers will be highly affected due to the high degree of automation and 
digitalisation required by U-space.  

• City authorities will have to define acceptable noise levels, as well as the areas more affected 
and moments of the day, for drones operating in their cities. This will impact on the urban 
planning as well as in the future urban air mobility, for which city authorities or new ones will 
have to be addressed. Urban planning impacts on the available airspace to be used by drones, 
due to the buildings and new constructions that could impact the airspace capacity and, of 
course, on the capability of authorities and U-space service providers to restructure the U-
space airspace. Thus, when building and planning cities, the loss of coverage or problems that 
drones may cause will have to be taken into account. 
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• U-space service providers will play one of the major roles in the separation management and 
provision of drones at very low altitude in U-space airspace. In the D2-C2 method they are in 
the centre of the operation and have the capability to define different airspace structures 
outside the drone corridors, using the geovectoring syntax, as well as stablishing corridors and 
dynamic segments. 

6.3 Regulatory summary and conclusions 

Drones and U-space are fostering new applications that evolve quicker than the regulatory framework. 
This situation generates a number of constraints that impedes the proper implementation of such 
applications. This is why it is necessary to carry out numerous regulatory changes that allow the correct 
implementation of the new applications. 

The major advance in the regulatory framework came with the publication of the ‘Commission 
Implementing Regulation (EU) 2021/664 of 22 April 2021 on a regulatory framework for the U-space’, 
the ‘Commission Implementing Regulation (EU) 2019/947 of 24 May 2019 on the rules and procedures 
for the operation of unmanned aircraft’, the ‘Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2019/945 of 12 
March 2019 on unmanned aircraft systems and on third-country operators of unmanned aircraft 
systems’ and their amendments. This is the regulatory framework that establishes the basis for the 
safe separation of drones within the European Union and EASA Member States.  

Currently, drones existing in the market do not have a class identification label yet as it was not 
mandatory. However, upon the publication of the regulation, the class identification label has become 
mandatory and therefore there will be a transition period until the 1st of January 2023. 

At the moment they were only two standard scenarios defined. Moreover, it is foreseen that as they 
are being developed, Regulation 2019/947 will be amended with new standard scenarios. 

Current regulations present several limitations to the operation of drones. With the existing 
regulations, drones cannot fly above a certain altitude either above the ground or above the highest 
obstacle. Up to now, they do not allow the simultaneous flight of several drones in a small area, which 
may be necessary in some situations. Moreover, many cities around Europe are close to an airport or 
within the Terminal Manoeuvring Area (TMA) of an airport and due to the high risk for manned flights, 
the operation of drones is restricted in many cases. Considering USEPE's proposal, it can be seen that 
the current regulation falls short, so it will be necessary to adapt separation aspects to allow the 
development of the proposed operations and business opportunities. The D2-C2 method is a proposal, 
that if properly validated, will have to be discussed with the European Aviation Safety Agency to be 
considered as an option for separation management of drones in U-space airspace. 
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Appendix A Stakeholder needs and stakeholder 
requirements 

A.1 Introduction 

A.1.1 Stakeholders 
Stakeholders are any person or organisation interested in the concept and separation methods 
developed and validated within USEPE. A stakeholder does not need to be specifically a user of the 
solution proposed in USEPE but may have interest in knowing the results or provide inputs to USEPE 
so that the project can take into account their views or needs. 

For the purpose of USEPE, stakeholders are not only the persons or organisations that have been 
contacted through the USEPE survey or participated in the first USEPE validation workshop, but also 
those persons, organisations or both current and past projects whose results are of interest for USEPE 
but are out of the reach of USEPE partners. These later stakeholders have information published 
available on the internet or can be reached by USEPE partners because of previous partnerships. 

A.1.2 Stakeholder needs 
Stakeholders can express their needs as wishes in an informal language or, due to their previous 
knowledge (e.g. participation in past projects), as a predefined solution. The activity of stablishing 
stakeholder needs requires an abstraction of the potential solution gathered as a need as well as an 
abstraction of the informal language they may use. 

The principal outcome of eliciting stakeholder needs is to understand their specific problem so that we 
can derive such stakeholder needs into stakeholder requirements. 

To maintain traceability of needs, the following code is used: 

STKN-AAA-XXX-YYY where STKN means Stakeholder Needs 

• AAA represents the way the Needs have been gathered, whether survey (SURV) or Workshop 
(WS1) 

• XXX represents. the code number of the way the needs have been gathered. 

• YYY represents a unique number to identify the concrete Need expressed by the stakeholder 

A.1.3 Stakeholder requirements 
Stakeholder requirements are derived from the stakeholder needs. Their purpose is to stablish what 
the system, understood as the scope of USEPE, has to do to meet the stakeholder needs. 

It has to be clear that at this point we are still dealing with the problem that stakeholders need USEPE 
project to solve. In other words, we do not know yet (and we should not be biased by our previous 
knowledge and preferred methods) how the concept and separation methods will look like. In other 
words, the stakeholder requirements shall not make reference to any solution as, following the USEPE 
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systems engineering approach, the solution will be determined by the evaluation of the different 
separation methods identified. 

To maintain traceability of requirements, the following code is used: 

REQ-STK-XXX, where REQ stands for Requirements 

• STK means stakeholder 

• XXX represents a unique number 

A.1.4 Guidance to write stakeholder needs and requirements 
1. Avoid ambiguous statements: The statements shall be written in a manner that are 

measurable or verifiable. 

2. Use statements that are understandable: The statements shall include terms that have a 
precise meaning and be clarified by a definition if necessary. 

3. Statements are concise: Every statement shall apply to one single need. If one can elicit two 
needs from one stakeholder, they shall be written as two needs. If one can derive two 
requirements from one single needs, they shall be written as two requirements. 

4. Statements are positive: Needs and requirements are the source for what stakeholders need 
not what they do not need. 

5. Statements are correct: Statements shall express what stakeholders need, i.e. a real statement 

6. Statements are not restrictive: In other words, statements do not impose a specific solution. 

A.2 Stakeholder needs 

A.2.1 Introduction 
Stakeholder needs were elicited from the USEPE survey and first USEPE validation workshop. A 
stakeholder needs template is used to document the needs and keep traceability with future 
stakeholder requirements (section A.3 in this document) and system requirements (task 3.3) 

A.2.2 Stakeholder needs elicited 

Stakeholder Source Source ID Need ID 

 

Need Description 

USEPE Survey STK-SURV-
001 

STKN-SURV-
001-001 

Stakeholders need to perform their activities 
using rotary wing drones. 

USEPE Survey STK-SURV-
001 

STKN-SURV-
001-002 

Stakeholders need to perform their activities 
with drones in all weather conditions. 
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Stakeholder Source Source ID Need ID 

 

Need Description 

USEPE Survey STK-SURV-
001 

STKN-SURV-
001-003 

Stakeholders need to perform their activities 
with drones at any moment of the day. 

USEPE Survey STK-SURV-
001 

STKN-SURV-
001-004 

Stakeholder need to perform their activities 
with drones under Radio Line of Sight (Visual 
Line of Sight or Beyond Visual Line of Sight under 
Radio Line of Sight). 

USEPE Survey STK-SURV-
001 

STKN-SURV-
001-005 

Stakeholders need to perform their activities 
with drones in urban and suburban 
environments. 

USEPE Survey STK-SURV-
001 

STKN-SURV-
001-006 

Stakeholders need to start to perform their 
activities with drones in less than 5 years. 

USEPE Survey STK-SURV-
001 

STKN-SURV-
001-007 

Stakeholders need that separation has to be 
provided with respect to Emergency flights. 

USEPE Survey STK-SURV-
001 

STKN-SURV-
001-008 

Stakeholders need that separation has to 
increase the safety perception of the population 

USEPE Survey STK-SURV-
001 

STKN-SURV-
001-009 

Stakeholders need that separation has to 
increase the possibility of increasing Urban Air 
Mobility operations 

USEPE Survey STK-SURV-
001 

STKN-SURV-
001-010 

Stakeholders need that separation has to be 
provided for, at least, two drones operating 
simultaneously 

USEPE Survey STK-SURV-
001 

STKN-SURV-
001-011 

Stakeholders need that procedures for ensuring 
separation have to be developed. 

USEPE Survey STK-SURV-
001 

STKN-SURV-
001-012 

Stakeholder need that the main scenarios to 
provide separation be: 

• Urban surveillance. 

• Transport of goods (especially last mile 
delivery). 

• Emergency operations. 

USEPE 1st 
Workshop 

STK-WS1-
002 

STKN-WS1-
002-013 

Stakeholders need that elements involved in 
separation are correctly identified and manage. 
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Stakeholder Source Source ID Need ID 

 

Need Description 

USEPE 1st 
Workshop 

STK-WS1-
002 

STKN-WS1-
002-014 

Stakeholders need that it is defined a role or 
procedure to prioritise flights. 

USEPE 1st 
Workshop 

STK-WS1-
002 

STKN-WS1-
002-015 

Stakeholders need that the equipment required 
to separate collaborative and non-collaborative 
drones is identified. 

USEPE 1st 
Workshop 

STK-WS1-
002 

STKN-WS1-
002-016 

Stakeholders need that the separation has to 
take into account the geometry of the 
encounter. 

USEPE 1st 
Workshop 

STK-WS1-
002 

STKN-WS1-
002-017 

Stakeholders need that communication 
between drones or between drones and ground 
has to be considered in the case of conflicts. 

USEPE 1st 
Workshop 

STK-WS1-
002 

STKN-WS1-
002-018 

The separation method should maintain the 
current costs of operations for drone operators 

USEPE 1st 
Workshop 

STK-WS1-
002 

STKN-WS1-
002-019 

Stakeholders need that noise pollution remains 
unchanged when separating drones. 

Table 22: Stakeholder needs 

 

A.3 Stakeholder requirements 

A.3.1 Introduction 
Stakeholder requirements are derived from the stakeholder needs listed in Table 22. A stakeholder 
requirements template is used to document the requirements and keep traceability back with 
stakeholder needs and with future system requirements (task 3.3) 

A.3.2 Stakeholder requirements derived 
Req. ID Requirement name Justification and/or comment Reference to 

Stakeholder 
need 

REQ-
STK-001 

The separation method shall be 
applicable for rotary wing drones. 

Rotary wing drones have specific 
performances different to fixed wing 
drones, especially related to speed or 
manoeuvring.  

STKN-SURV-
001-001 
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Req. ID Requirement name Justification and/or comment Reference to 
Stakeholder 
need 

REQ-
STK-002 

The separation method shall have 
meteorological inputs. 

Meteorology affects the way a drone 
can fly. All weather conditions have 
to be accounted for, including micro 
weather due to the particularities of 
urban environments. 

STKN-SURV-
001-002 

REQ-
STK-003 

The separation method shall be 
applicable for any moment of the 
day. 

Urban drone flights may happen 
during day time or night time. The 
absence of light could affect the 
separation method if requires light to 
be applied. 

STKN-SURV-
001-003 

REQ-
STK-004 

The separation method shall 
provide separation for flights 
under visual line of sight. 

The scope of USEPE is Z airspace 
volume which includes VLOS and 
BVLOS flights. 

STKN-SURV-
001-004 

REQ-
STK-005 

The separation method shall 
provide separation for flights 
under beyond visual line of sight 
within Radio Line of Sight. 

Those flights that are beyond Radio 
Line of Sight cannot be provided with 
separation because any instruction to 
separate will not be able to be 
executed by the remote pilot because 
of the absence of radio link. 

STKN-SURV-
001-004 

REQ-
STK-006 

The separation method shall 
provide separation in urban 
environments. 

This requirement is within the scope 
of USEPE. 

STKN-SURV-
001-005 

REQ-
STK-007 

The separation method shall 
provide separation in suburban 
environments. 

This requirement is within the scope 
of USEPE. 

STKN-SURV-
001-005 

REQ-
STK-008 

The separation method should be 
available for implementation in 
less than 5 years. 

The implementation of this 
stakeholder requirement is subject to 
the implementation of U-space 
regulations. 

STKN-SURV-
001-006 

REQ-
STK-009 

The separation method shall give 
priority to emergency flights. 

Other drones shall be separated from 
emergency flights and not the 
opposite. 

STKN-SURV-
001-007 

REQ-
STK-010 

The separation method shall 
ensure that conflicts are reduced 
to a minimum (TBD). 

The air and ground risk of drone 
operations in urban environments do 
not have to be increased because of 
the application of separation. 

STKN-SURV-
001-008 
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Req. ID Requirement name Justification and/or comment Reference to 
Stakeholder 
need 

REQ-
STK-011 

The separation method shall avoid 
creating new conflicts when 
applied to solve one conflict. 

The air and ground risk of drone 
operations in urban environments do 
not have to be increased because of 
the application of separation. 

STKN-SURV-
001-008 

REQ-
STK-012 

The separation method should 
allow the operation of Urban Air 
Mobility aircrafts. 

The implementation of this 
requirement is subject to the 
advance in developments of Urban 
Air Mobility. 

STKN-SURV-
001-009 

REQ-
STK-013 

The separation method shall 
provide separation to at least two 
drones flying simultaneously. 

This requirement does not limit the 
provision of separation to more than 
two drones flying simultaneously but 
at least it has to be provided for two. 

STKN-SURV-
001-010 

REQ-
STK-014 

The separation method should 
allow the separation between 
rotary wing and fixed wing drones. 

This requirement is given a lower 
priority due to the likelihood of fixed 
wing drones flying in urban 
environments is low. 

STKN-SURV-
001-010 

REQ-
STK-015 

The separation method shall 
include procedures for its 
application. 

Procedures and technology have to 
be simultaneously developed when 
developing the design concept. 

STKN-SURV-
001-011 

REQ-
STK-016 

The separation method shall be 
applicable to urban surveillance 
scenarios. 

One of the major applications in 
urban environments will be urban 
surveillance. Different use cases may 
be defined for this scenario. 

STKN-SURV-
001-012 

REQ-
STK-017 

The separation method shall be 
applicable to transport of goods in 
the last mile delivery scenarios. 

This requirement is a concern for 
citizens as the delivery of goods by air 
would reduce waiting times. 

STKN-SURV-
001-012 

REQ-
STK-018 

The separation method shall be 
applicable to emergency 
situations scenarios. 

This requirement will be applicable 
specially to security and safety forces 
when an emergency is declared. 
Different use cases may be defined 
for this scenario. 

STKN-SURV-
001-012 

REQ-
STK-019 

The separation method shall be 
based on technologies or 
procedures identified. 

Elements involved in separation 
(technologies and procedures) have 
to be identified to keep traceability of 
what is needed to ensure separation. 

STKN-WS1-
002-013 
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Req. ID Requirement name Justification and/or comment Reference to 
Stakeholder 
need 

REQ-
STK-020 

The separation method shall 
ensure that the technologies or 
procedures defined are managed 
during the complete separation 
method. 

Elements involved in separation 
(technologies and procedures) have 
to be managed to ensure that they 
are properly used during the 
separation process. 

STKN-WS1-
002-013 

REQ-
STK-021 

The separation method shall 
describe how flights are 
prioritised. 

Not only emergency flights have to 
prioritised. In the absence of an 
emergency, some flights will need to 
be given priority. 

STKN-WS1-
002-014 

REQ-
STK-022 

The separation method shall 
distinguish between collaborative 
and non-collaborative flights. 

Some drones flying in urban 
environments will be collaborative 
and others not. The method has to 
distinguish between both. 

STKN-WS1-
002-015 

REQ-
STK-023 

The separation method shall take 
into account the drone 
equipment.  

Depending on the drone equipment 
the instructions to separate from 
other drones may be different. 

STKN-WS1-
002-015 

REQ-
STK-024 

The separation method shall 
consider the geometry of the 
encounter. 

The encounter between drones in a 
conflict could have different 
geometries: two drones approaching 
head on; two drones approaching 
laterally; two drone approaching 
vertically, etc. 

STKN-WS1-
002-016 

REQ-
STK-025 

The separation method shall 
account for communications air to 
air and air to ground in case of 
conflicts. 

The separation instructions may 
involve direct communications 
between drones or through the 
remote pilots and drones through the 
U-space system. 

The geometry of buildings and 
heights will also impact on the 
communications. 

STKN-WS1-
002-017 

REQ-
STK-026 

The separation method should 
maintain the current operation 
costs of operations for drone 
operators. 

This requirement will be subject to 
the development of the U-space, its 
regulation and will depend on the 
rates applied by U-space service 
providers. 

STKN-WS1-
002-018 
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Req. ID Requirement name Justification and/or comment Reference to 
Stakeholder 
need 

REQ-
STK-027 

The separation method shall 
maintain the current levels of 
noise pollution of the urban 
environments. 

When separation is provided, it has to 
be taken into account that the 
instructions to separate drones does 
not create noise pollution in other 
areas where there was not noise 
before the separation is applied. 

STKN-WS1-
002-019 

Table 23: Stakeholder requirements 
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Appendix B System requirements 

B.1 Introduction 
The main purpose of deriving requirements in USEPE is to set the basis for the project concept design 
that will be used for the USEPE simulations. 

System requirements are the foundation of any engineering effort and are statements that identifies 
a product or process operational, functional or design characteristic, which is the inherent meaning of 
the purpose for deriving requirements in USEPE. System requirements are derived from the 
stakeholder requirements (see A.3) and based on the overall USEPE Concept of Operations. 

Because of this purpose, requirements have to be written in a way that serves its purpose. For this 
reason, below some guidelines on how these requirements have been stated: 

• Needed: requirements represent demands or constraints on a system which have impacts on 
performance or cost. It is important to ensure that every requirement is needed and avoid the 
mistake of requesting things that are not needed. 

• Atomic: it implies that only one property or functionality has to be stated per requirement. 
This is because of the complexity that considering more than one property or functionality has 
in the verification or validation of the system. 

• Unique: each property or functionality has to be stated only once in a single requirement. If 
repetition occurs, it can occur that a change in wording leads to a different meaning and 
conflict between requirements appear. 

• Positive: requirements have to express what is needed and not what is not needed. 

• Objective: requirements do not have to be open for interpretation. 

• Understandable: requirements are not for the people who write them but for the ones who 
will use them. 

• Concise: requirement have to state what is needed, avoiding superfluous details and 
unnecessary information.  

• Traceable: it is necessary to know who is behind each requirement in case clarifications are 
needed. 

• Prioritizable: not all requirements have the same relevance or importance. In case conflicts 
between requirements appear, it is needed to prioritize them. 

• Feasible: they have to be achievable if not, it does not worth the effort to write them. 

• Modifiable: this is important in USEPE as requirements will be used for the design of concept 
used for simulations. If the result of simulations imply that a requirement needs to be 
modified, the requirement has to allow it. 
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In order to identify the first level of requirements encapsulation an initial Functional Block Diagram 
(FBD) has been depicted. In this FBD the inputs and outputs expected for the D2-C2 method are 
represented.
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Figure 24. USEPE Functional Block Diagram for D2-C2 separation method (one level of encapsulation)
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B.2 System requirements 

B.2.1 Template 

The template used for writing requirements is the one proposed by the SESAR JU in order to elaborate 
the U-space requirements baseline considering Exploratory Research Projects on U-space. The 
template is the following: 

Identifier   (R) REQ-<PROJECT NAME>-DZZ-YYYY.XXXX or REQ-<PROJECT NAME>-DZZ-
XXXX 

Title   (R) Free text (short) 

Description   (R) Free text 

Service/Capability 
name   (R) 

Enumerate (one or more) 

Allocation to CONOPS services and/or capabilities:  <Registration>; 
<Registration Assistance>; <e-identification>; <Geo-awareness>; <Drone 
Aeronautical Information Management>; <Tracking (Position report 
submission)>; <Surveillance Data Exchange>; <Geo-Fence provision 
(includes Dynamic Geo-Fencing)>; <Operation plan preparation / 
optimisation>; <Operation Plan processing>; <Risk Analysis Assistance>; 
<Strategic Conflict Resolution>; <Emergency Management>; <Incident / 
Accident reporting>; <Citizen Reporting service>; <Monitoring>; <Traffic 
Information>; <Navigation Infrastructure Monitoring>; <Communication 
Infrastructure Monitoring>; <Legal Recording>; <Digital Logbook>; 
<Weather Information>; <Geospatial information service>; <Population 
density map>; <Electromagnetic interference information>; <Navigation 
Coverage information>; <Communication Coverage information>; 
<Procedural interface with ATC>; <Dynamic Capacity Management>; 
<Tactical Conflict Resolution>; <Collaborative interface with ATC> 

Category   (R) 

Enumerate (one or more) 

Allocation to S/R categories: <Minimum Performance>; <Safety>; 
<Interoperability Ops/Tech>; <Acceptability>; <Security> 

Environment type 
(R) 

Enumerate (one or more) 

<Rural> ; <Suburban>; <Urban>; <Maritime>; <Forestry> 

Additional 
information   (O) 

Free text 

As an example, this field may be used to provide contextual information or 
to further characterize the environment (e.g.: unmanned only/mixed 
unmanned-manned, controlled/uncontrolled airspace, level of automation, 
VLOS/BVLOS, VLL/above VLL, type of drones, number of simultaneous 
flights, number of USSPs, etc...). 
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Identifier   (R) REQ-<PROJECT NAME>-DZZ-YYYY.XXXX or REQ-<PROJECT NAME>-DZZ-
XXXX 

Rationale  (O) 
Free text 

As an example, this field may be used for traceability to higher level 
requirements. 

Status    (R) Enumerate (only one) 

<Defined>; <Validated>; <Demonstrated>; <Deleted> 

Table 24: System requirements template (Source SESAR JU) 

Using this template, system requirements are shown in B.2.2 

B.2.2 Requirements 
 

Identifier   (R) REQ-USEPE-D31-0010 

Title   (R) 
The separation method used for separation management shall be able to 
accept maximum noise levels. 

Description   (R) 
The noise produced by drones may annoy the citizens. City authorities shall 
publish acceptable noise levels that will serve as an input to establish 
separation in order to avoid the increase of noise levels. 

Service/Capability 
name   (R) 

<Operation plan preparation / optimisation>; <Operation Plan processing>; 
<Strategic Conflict Resolution>; <Procedural interface with ATC>; <Dynamic 
Capacity Management>; <Tactical Conflict Resolution>; <Collaborative 
interface with ATC> 

Category   (R) <Minimum Performance>; <Acceptability> 

Environment type 
(R) 

<Suburban>; <Urban> 

Additional 
information   (O) 

The airspace volume is Zu or Za, according to CORUS (depending on where 
the urban/suburban environment is controlled or uncontrolled). The flight 
is VLOS or BVLOs according to stakeholder needs and happens at VLL. 

Rationale  (O) 
This requirement is traced back to USEPE Stakeholder requirement USEPE 
REQ-STK-027. 

Status    (R) <Defined> 
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Identifier   (R) REQ-USEPE-D31-0020 

Title   (R) 
The separation method used for separation management shall be able to 
consider the performance of cooperative manned aircraft. 

Description   (R) 

The integration of drones in the airspace may interfere with the 
performance of cooperative manned aircraft. Separation methods shall 
maintain safety distance with cooperative manned aircrafts that will serve 
as an input to establish separation in order to avoid conflicts. 

Service/Capability 
name   (R) 

<Operation plan preparation / optimisation>; <Operation Plan processing>; 
<Strategic Conflict Resolution>; <Procedural interface with ATC>; <Dynamic 
Capacity Management>; <Tactical Conflict Resolution>; <Collaborative 
interface with ATC> 

Category   (R) <Minimum Performance>; <Acceptability>; <Safety> 

Environment type 
(R) 

<Suburban>; <Urban> 

Additional 
information   (O) 

The airspace volume is Zu or Za, according to CORUS (depending on where 
the urban/suburban environment is controlled or uncontrolled). The flight 
is VLOS or BVLOs according to stakeholder needs and happens at VLL. 

Rationale  (O) 
This requirement is traced back to USEPE Stakeholder requirements USEPE 
REQ-STK-006 and REQ-STK-007. 

Status    (R) <Defined> 

 

Identifier   (R) REQ-USEPE-D31-0030 

Title   (R) 
The separation method used for separation management shall be able to 
accept the number of cooperative manned aircrafts flying. 

Description   (R) 

The integration of drones in the airspace may interfere with the number of 
cooperative manned aircrafts flying. Separation methods shall maintain 
safety distance with all the aircrafts flying in order to integrate drones into 
the airspace. 

Service/Capability 
name   (R) 

<Operation plan preparation / optimisation>; <Operation Plan processing>; 
<Strategic Conflict Resolution>; <Procedural interface with ATC>; <Dynamic 
Capacity Management>; <Tactical Conflict Resolution>; <Collaborative 
interface with ATC> 

Category   (R) <Minimum Performance>; <Acceptability>; <Safety> 
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Environment type 
(R) 

<Suburban>; <Urban> 

Additional 
information   (O) 

The airspace volume is Zu or Za, according to CORUS (depending on where 
the urban/suburban environment is controlled or uncontrolled). The flight 
is VLOS or BVLOs according to stakeholder needs and happens at VLL. 

Rationale  (O) 
This requirement is traced back to USEPE Stakeholder requirements USEPE 
REQ-STK-006 and REQ-STK-007. 

Status    (R) <Defined> 

 

Identifier   (R) REQ-USEPE-D31-0040 

Title   (R) 
The separation method used for separation management shall be able to 
accept the different types of flights (VFR or IFR) of cooperative manned 
aircrafts. 

Description   (R) 

The integration of drones in the airspace may interfere with the different 
types of flights of cooperative manned aircrafts. In order to integrate them 
into the airspace they shall be able to maintain separation with cooperative 
manned aircrafts IFR and VFR flights. 

Service/Capability 
name   (R) 

<Operation plan preparation / optimisation>; <Operation Plan processing>; 
<Strategic Conflict Resolution>; <Procedural interface with ATC>; <Dynamic 
Capacity Management>; <Tactical Conflict Resolution>; <Collaborative 
interface with ATC> 

Category   (R) <Minimum Performance>; <Acceptability>; <Safety> 

Environment type 
(R) 

<Suburban>; <Urban> 

Additional 
information   (O) 

The airspace volume is Zu or Za, according to CORUS (depending on where 
the urban/suburban environment is controlled or uncontrolled). The flight 
is VLOS or BVLOs according to stakeholder needs and happens at VLL. 

Rationale  (O) 
This requirement is traced back to USEPE Stakeholder requirements USEPE 
REQ-STK-006 and REQ-STK-007. 

Status    (R) <Defined> 
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Identifier   (R) REQ-USEPE-D31-0050 

Title   (R) 
The separation method used for separation management shall be able to 
consider the performance of non-cooperative manned aircrafts. 

Description   (R) 

The integration of drones in the airspace may interfere with the 
performance of non-cooperative manned aircrafts. Separation methods 
shall maintain safety distance with non-cooperative manned aircrafts that 
will serve as an input to establish separation in order to avoid conflicts. 

Service/Capability 
name   (R) 

<Operation plan preparation / optimisation>; <Operation Plan processing>; 
<Strategic Conflict Resolution>; <Procedural interface with ATC>; <Dynamic 
Capacity Management>; <Tactical Conflict Resolution>; <Collaborative 
interface with ATC> 

Category   (R) <Minimum Performance>; <Acceptability>; <Safety> 

Environment type 
(R) 

<Suburban>; <Urban> 

Additional 
information   (O) 

The airspace volume is Zu or Za, according to CORUS (depending on where 
the urban/suburban environment is controlled or uncontrolled). The flight 
is VLOS or BVLOs according to stakeholder needs and happens at VLL. 

Rationale  (O) 
This requirement is traced back to USEPE Stakeholder requirements USEPE 
REQ-STK-006 and REQ-STK-007. 

Status    (R) <Defined> 

 

Identifier   (R) REQ-USEPE-D31-0060 

Title   (R) 

The separation method used for separation management shall be able to 
accept the different types of flights (VFR or IFR) of non-cooperative manned 
aircrafts. 

Description   (R) 

The integration of drones in the airspace may interfere with the different 
types of flights of non-cooperative manned aircrafts. In order to integrate 
them into the airspace they shall be able to maintain separation with non-
cooperative manned aircraft IFR and VFR flights. 

Service/Capability 
name   (R) 

<Operation plan preparation / optimisation>; <Operation Plan processing>; 
<Strategic Conflict Resolution>; <Procedural interface with ATC>; <Dynamic 
Capacity Management>; <Tactical Conflict Resolution>; <Collaborative 
interface with ATC> 

Category   (R) <Minimum Performance>; <Acceptability>; <Safety> 
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Identifier   (R) REQ-USEPE-D31-0060 

Environment type 
(R) 

<Suburban>; <Urban> 

Additional 
information   (O) 

The airspace volume is Zu or Za, according to CORUS (depending on where 
the urban/suburban environment is controlled or uncontrolled). The flight 
is VLOS or BVLOs according to stakeholder needs and happens at VLL. 

Rationale  (O) 
This requirement is traced back to USEPE Stakeholder requirements USEPE 
REQ-STK-006 and REQ-STK-007. 

Status    (R) <Defined> 

 

Identifier   (R) REQ-USEPE-D31-0070 

Title   (R) 
The separation method used for separation management shall be able to 
accept the number of non-cooperative manned aircrafts flying. 

Description   (R) 

The integration of drones in the airspace may interfere with the number of 
non-cooperative manned aircrafts flying. Separation methods shall 
maintain safety distance with all the aircrafts flying in order to integrate 
drones into the airspace. 

Service/Capability 
name   (R) 

<Operation plan preparation / optimisation>; <Operation Plan processing>; 
<Strategic Conflict Resolution>; <Procedural interface with ATC>; <Dynamic 
Capacity Management>; <Tactical Conflict Resolution>; <Collaborative 
interface with ATC> 

Category   (R) <Minimum Performance>; <Acceptability>; <Safety> 

Environment type 
(R) 

<Suburban>; <Urban> 

Additional 
information   (O) 

The airspace volume is Zu or Za, according to CORUS (depending on where 
the urban/suburban environment is controlled or uncontrolled). The flight 
is VLOS or BVLOs according to stakeholder needs and happens at VLL. 

Rationale  (O) 
This requirement is traced back to USEPE Stakeholder requirements USEPE 
REQ-STK-006 and REQ-STK-007. 

Status    (R) <Defined> 
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Identifier   (R) REQ-USEPE-D31-0080 

Title   (R) 
The separation method used for separation management shall be able to 
accept Air Traffic Control instructions.  

Description   (R) 

Some indications are needed in order to organize the air traffic flow.  Air 
Traffic Controllers give instructions that will serve as an input to establish 
separation in order to avoid conflicts. 

Service/Capability 
name   (R) 

<Operation plan preparation / optimisation>; <Operation Plan processing>; 
<Strategic Conflict Resolution>; <Procedural interface with ATC>; <Dynamic 
Capacity Management>; <Tactical Conflict Resolution>; <Collaborative 
interface with ATC> 

Category   (R) <Minimum Performance>; <Acceptability>; <Safety> 

Environment type 
(R) 

<Suburban>; <Urban> 

Additional 
information   (O) 

The airspace volume is Zu or Za, according to CORUS (depending on where 
the urban/suburban environment is controlled or uncontrolled). The flight 
is VLOS or BVLOs according to stakeholder needs and happens at VLL. 

Rationale  (O) 

This requirement is traced back to USEPE Stakeholder requirements USEPE 
REQ-STK-006, REQ-STK-007, REQ-STK-010, REQ-STK-011, REQ-STK-013 and 
REQ-STK-014. 

Status    (R) <Defined> 

 

Identifier   (R) REQ-USEPE-D31-0090 

Title   (R) 
The separation method used for separation management shall be able to 
accept Air Traffic Control clearances.  

Description   (R) 

Authorizations are needed in order to organize the air traffic flow.  Air 
Traffic Controllers give clearances that will serve as an input to establish 
separation in order to avoid conflicts. 

Service/Capability 
name   (R) 

<Operation plan preparation / optimisation>; <Operation Plan processing>; 
<Strategic Conflict Resolution>; <Procedural interface with ATC>; <Dynamic 
Capacity Management>; <Tactical Conflict Resolution>; <Collaborative 
interface with ATC> 

Category   (R) <Minimum Performance>; <Acceptability>; <Safety> 
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Identifier   (R) REQ-USEPE-D31-0090 

Environment type 
(R) 

<Suburban>; <Urban> 

Additional 
information   (O) 

The airspace volume is Zu or Za, according to CORUS (depending on where 
the urban/suburban environment is controlled or uncontrolled). The flight 
is VLOS or BVLOs according to stakeholder needs and happens at VLL. 

Rationale  (O) 

This requirement is traced back to USEPE Stakeholder requirements USEPE 
REQ-STK-006, REQ-STK-007, REQ-STK-010, REQ-STK-011, REQ-STK-013 and 
REQ-STK-014. 

Status    (R) <Defined> 

 

Identifier   (R) REQ-USEPE-D31-0100 

Title   (R) 
The separation method used for separation management shall be able to 
accept the separation provided by Air Traffic Control.  

Description   (R) 

Separation instructions depending on the conditions of the environment 
are needed in order to organize the air traffic flow.  Air Traffic Controllers 
provide separation that will serve as an input to establish separation 
between the users in order to avoid conflicts. 

Service/Capability 
name   (R) 

<Operation plan preparation / optimisation>; <Operation Plan processing>; 
<Strategic Conflict Resolution>; <Procedural interface with ATC>; <Dynamic 
Capacity Management>; <Tactical Conflict Resolution>; <Collaborative 
interface with ATC>; <Traffic Information> 

Category   (R) <Minimum Performance>; <Acceptability>; <Safety> 

Environment type 
(R) 

<Suburban>; <Urban> 

Additional 
information   (O) 

The airspace volume is Zu or Za, according to CORUS (depending on where 
the urban/suburban environment is controlled or uncontrolled). The flight 
is VLOS or BVLOs according to stakeholder needs and happens at VLL. 

Rationale  (O) 

This requirement is traced back to USEPE Stakeholder requirements USEPE 
REQ-STK-006, REQ-STK-007, REQ-STK-010, REQ-STK-011, REQ-STK-013 and 
REQ-STK-014. 

Status    (R) <Defined> 
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Identifier   (R) REQ-USEPE-D31-0110 

Title   (R) 
The separation method used for separation management shall be able to 
accept the service provided by Air Traffic Control.  

Description   (R) 

Control services are needed in order to organize the flow of air traffic.  Air 
Traffic Controllers provide service that will serve as an input to establish 
separation in order to prevent collisions. 

Service/Capability 
name   (R) 

<Operation plan preparation / optimisation>; <Operation Plan processing>; 
<Strategic Conflict Resolution>; <Procedural interface with ATC>; <Dynamic 
Capacity Management>; <Tactical Conflict Resolution>; <Collaborative 
interface with ATC>; <Traffic Information> 

Category   (R) <Minimum Performance>; <Acceptability>; <Safety> 

Environment type 
(R) 

<Suburban>; <Urban> 

Additional 
information   (O) 

The airspace volume is Zu or Za, according to CORUS (depending on where 
the urban/suburban environment is controlled or uncontrolled). The flight 
is VLOS or BVLOs according to stakeholder needs and happens at VLL. 

Rationale  (O) 

This requirement is traced back to USEPE Stakeholder requirements USEPE 
REQ-STK-006, REQ-STK-007, REQ-STK-010, REQ-STK-011, REQ-STK-013 and 
REQ-STK-014. 

Status    (R) <Defined> 

 

Identifier   (R) REQ-USEPE-D31-0120 

Title   (R) 
The separation method used for separation management shall be able to 
accept the speed limitation of each airspace class. 

Description   (R) 

Drones will flight in the different classes of the airspace. Each airspace class 
shall have an acceptable speed limitation that will serve as an input to 
establish the necessary speed requirements. 

Service/Capability 
name   (R) 

<Operation plan preparation / optimisation>; <Operation Plan processing>; 
<Strategic Conflict Resolution>; <Procedural interface with ATC>; <Dynamic 
Capacity Management>; <Tactical Conflict Resolution>; <Collaborative 
interface with ATC> 
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Identifier   (R) REQ-USEPE-D31-0120 

Category   (R) <Minimum Performance>; <Acceptability>; <Safety> 

Environment type 
(R) 

<Suburban>; <Urban> 

Additional 
information   (O) 

The airspace volume is Zu or Za, according to CORUS (depending on where 
the urban/suburban environment is controlled or uncontrolled). The flight 
is VLOS or BVLOs according to stakeholder needs and happens at VLL. 

Rationale  (O) 

This requirement is traced back to USEPE Stakeholder requirement USEPE 
REQ-STK-001, REQ-STK-006, REQ-STK-007, REQ-STK-010, REQ-STK-016, 
REQ-STK-017, REQ-STK-018, REQ-STK-020 and REQ-STK-023. 

Status    (R) <Defined> 

 

Identifier   (R) REQ-USEPE-D31-0130 

Title   (R) 
The separation method used for separation management shall be able to 
consider the radio communication capabilities of each airspace class. 

Description   (R) 

Drones will flight in the different classes of the airspace. Drones shall use 
the radio communication capabilities of each airspace class that will serve 
as an input to establish separation in order improve the interaction 
between the different users. 

Service/Capability 
name   (R) 

<Operation plan preparation / optimisation>; <Operation Plan processing>; 
<Strategic Conflict Resolution>; <Procedural interface with ATC>; <Dynamic 
Capacity Management>; <Tactical Conflict Resolution>; <Collaborative 
interface with ATC>; <Communication Coverage information> 

Category   (R) <Minimum Performance>; <Acceptability>; <Safety> 

Environment type 
(R) 

<Suburban>; <Urban> 

Additional 
information   (O) 

The airspace volume is Zu or Za, according to CORUS (depending on where 
the urban/suburban environment is controlled or uncontrolled). The flight 
is VLOS or BVLOs according to stakeholder needs and happens at VLL. 

Rationale  (O) 

This requirement is traced back to USEPE Stakeholder requirement USEPE 
REQ-STK-05, REQ-STK-013, REQ-STK-019, REQ-STK-020, REQ-STK-023 and 
REQ-STK-025. 
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Identifier   (R) REQ-USEPE-D31-0130 

Status    (R) <Defined> 

 

Identifier   (R) REQ-USEPE-D31-0140 

Title   (R) 
The separation method used for separation management shall be able to 
accept intensity and magnitude of the turbulent wind. 

Description   (R) 

Intensity and magnitude of the turbulent wind changes over time. This is a 
problem to consider that will serve as an input to establish separation in 
order to avoid loss of distance between the users due to these fluctuations. 

Service/Capability 
name   (R) 

<Operation plan preparation / optimisation>; <Operation Plan processing>; 
<Strategic Conflict Resolution>; <Procedural interface with ATC>; <Dynamic 
Capacity Management>; <Tactical Conflict Resolution>; <Collaborative 
interface with ATC>; <Weather Information> 

Category   (R) <Minimum Performance>; <Acceptability>; <Safety> 

Environment type 
(R) 

<Suburban>; <Urban> 

Additional 
information   (O) 

The airspace volume is Zu or Za, according to CORUS (depending on where 
the urban/suburban environment is controlled or uncontrolled). The flight 
is VLOS or BVLOs according to stakeholder needs and happens at VLL. 

Rationale  (O) 
This requirement is traced back to USEPE Stakeholder requirements USEPE 
REQ-STK-002 and REQ-STK-003. 

Status    (R) <Defined> 

 

Identifier   (R) REQ-USEPE-D31-0150 

Title   (R) 
The separation method used for separation management shall be able to 
accept the initial airspace capacity calculated before the conflicts. 

Description   (R) 

Airspace has an initial capacity which determines the number of drones that 
can flight in it. This is a limitation to consider that will serve as an input to 
establish separation in order to avoid overload of drones. 

Service/Capability 
name   (R) 

<Operation plan preparation / optimisation>; <Operation Plan processing>; 
<Strategic Conflict Resolution>; <Procedural interface with ATC>; <Dynamic 
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Identifier   (R) REQ-USEPE-D31-0150 

Capacity Management>; <Tactical Conflict Resolution>; <Collaborative 
interface with ATC>  

Category   (R) <Minimum Performance>; <Acceptability>; <Safety> 

Environment type 
(R) 

<Suburban>; <Urban> 

Additional 
information   (O) 

The airspace volume is Zu or Za, according to CORUS (depending on where 
the urban/suburban environment is controlled or uncontrolled). The flight 
is VLOS or BVLOs according to stakeholder needs and happens at VLL. 

Rationale  (O) 
This requirement is traced back to USEPE Stakeholder requirement USEPE 
REQ-STK-006, REQ-STK-007 and REQ-STK-010. 

Status    (R) <Defined> 

 

Identifier   (R) REQ-USEPE-D31-0160 

Title   (R) 
The separation method used for separation management shall be able to 
accept the available percentage of daylight. 

Description   (R) 

The available percentage of daylight is constantly changing. This is a 
problem to consider that will serve as an input to establish separation in 
order to avoid conflicts at night or when there is little light available. 

Service/Capability 
name   (R) 

<Operation plan preparation / optimisation>; <Operation Plan processing>; 
<Strategic Conflict Resolution>; <Procedural interface with ATC>; <Dynamic 
Capacity Management>; <Tactical Conflict Resolution>; <Collaborative 
interface with ATC> 

Category   (R) <Minimum Performance>; <Acceptability>; <Safety> 

Environment type 
(R) 

<Suburban>; <Urban> 

Additional 
information   (O) 

The airspace volume is Zu or Za, according to CORUS (depending on where 
the urban/suburban environment is controlled or uncontrolled). The flight 
is VLOS or BVLOs according to stakeholder needs and happens at VLL. 

Rationale  (O) 
This requirement is traced back to USEPE Stakeholder requirement USEPE 
REQ-STK-003 and REQ-STK-023. 

Status    (R) <Defined> 
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Identifier   (R) REQ-USEPE-D31-0170 

Title   (R) 
The separation method used for separation management shall be able to 
accept the number of conflicts at strategic phase per hour. 

Description   (R) 

During the strategic phase conflicts may arise. This is a problem to consider 
that will serve as an input to establish separation in order to solve all the 
unexpected conflicts during the strategic phase. 

Service/Capability 
name   (R) 

<Operation plan preparation / optimisation>; <Operation Plan processing>; 
<Strategic Conflict Resolution>; <Procedural interface with ATC>; <Dynamic 
Capacity Management>; <Collaborative interface with ATC> 

Category   (R) <Minimum Performance>; <Acceptability>; <Safety> 

Environment type 
(R) 

<Suburban>; <Urban> 

Additional 
information   (O) 

The airspace volume is Zu or Za, according to CORUS (depending on where 
the urban/suburban environment is controlled or uncontrolled). The flight 
is VLOS or BVLOs according to stakeholder needs and happens at VLL. 

Rationale  (O) 

This requirement is traced back to USEPE Stakeholder requirements USEPE 
REQ-STK-001, REQ-STK-003, REQ-STK-004, REQ-STK-005, REQ-STK-006, 
REQ-STK-007, REQ-STK-009, REQ-STK-010, USEPE REQ-STK-011, REQ-STK-
013, REQ-STK-014, REQ-STK-016, REQ-STK-017, REQ-STK-018, REQ-STK-021 
and REQ-STK-022. 

Status    (R) <Defined> 

 

Identifier   (R) REQ-USEPE-D31-0180 

Title   (R) 
The separation method used for separation management shall be able to 
accept the number of conflicts at tactical phase per hour. 

Description   (R) 

During the tactical phase conflicts may arise. This is a problem to consider 
that will serve as an input to establish separation in order to be able to solve 
all the unexpected conflicts during the tactical phase. 

Service/Capability 
name   (R) 

<Operation plan preparation / optimisation>; <Operation Plan processing>; 
<Tactical Conflict Resolution>; <Procedural interface with ATC>; <Dynamic 
Capacity Management>; <Collaborative interface with ATC> 

Category   (R) <Minimum Performance>; <Acceptability>; <Safety> 
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Identifier   (R) REQ-USEPE-D31-0180 

Environment type 
(R) 

<Suburban>; <Urban> 

Additional 
information   (O) 

The airspace volume is Zu or Za, according to CORUS (depending on where 
the urban/suburban environment is controlled or uncontrolled). The flight 
is VLOS or BVLOs according to stakeholder needs and happens at VLL. 

Rationale  (O) 

This requirement is traced back to USEPE Stakeholder requirements USEPE 
REQ-STK-001, REQ-STK-003, REQ-STK-004, REQ-STK-005, REQ-STK-006, 
REQ-STK-007, REQ-STK-009, REQ-STK-010, USEPE REQ-STK-011, REQ-STK-
013, REQ-STK-014, REQ-STK-016, REQ-STK-017, REQ-STK-018, REQ-STK-021 
and REQ-STK-022. 

Status    (R) <Defined> 

 

Identifier   (R) REQ-USEPE-D31-0190 

Title   (R) 
The separation method used for separation management shall be able to 
consider the command link availability. 

Description   (R) 

Due to the presence of obstacles in the urban and suburban environment 
command link availability can change. This is a problem to consider that will 
serve as an input to establish separation in order to avoid the loss of 
communication. 

Service/Capability 
name   (R) 

<Operation plan preparation / optimisation>; <Operation Plan processing>; 
<Strategic Conflict Resolution>; <Procedural interface with ATC>; <Dynamic 
Capacity Management>; <Tactical Conflict Resolution>; <Collaborative 
interface with ATC>; <Communication Infrastructure Monitoring>; 
<Navigation Coverage information>; <Communication Coverage 
information> 

Category   (R) <Minimum Performance>; <Acceptability>; <Safety> 

Environment type 
(R) 

<Suburban>; <Urban> 

Additional 
information   (O) 

The airspace volume is Zu or Za, according to CORUS (depending on where 
the urban/suburban environment is controlled or uncontrolled). The flight 
is VLOS or BVLOs according to stakeholder needs and happens at VLL. 

Rationale  (O) 
This requirement is traced back to USEPE Stakeholder requirements USEPE 
REQ-STK-004, REQ-STK-005, REQ-STK-019 and REQ-STK-020. 
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Identifier   (R) REQ-USEPE-D31-0190 

Status    (R) <Defined> 

 

Identifier   (R) REQ-USEPE-D31-0200 

Title   (R) 
The separation method used for separation management shall be able to 
accept the control link availability. 

Description   (R) 

Due to the presence of obstacles in the urban and suburban environment 
control link availability can change. This is a problem to consider that will 
serve as an input to establish separation in order to avoid the loss of control. 

Service/Capability 
name   (R) 

<Operation plan preparation / optimisation>; <Operation Plan processing>; 
<Strategic Conflict Resolution>; <Procedural interface with ATC>; <Dynamic 
Capacity Management>; <Tactical Conflict Resolution>; <Collaborative 
interface with ATC>; <Communication Infrastructure Monitoring>; 
<Navigation Coverage information>; <Communication Coverage 
information>; 

Category   (R) <Minimum Performance>; <Acceptability>; <Safety> 

Environment type 
(R) 

<Suburban>; <Urban> 

Additional 
information   (O) 

The airspace volume is Zu or Za, according to CORUS (depending on where 
the urban/suburban environment is controlled or uncontrolled). The flight 
is VLOS or BVLOs according to stakeholder needs and happens at VLL. 

Rationale  (O) 
This requirement is traced back to USEPE Stakeholder requirements USEPE 
REQ-STK-004, REQ-STK-005, REQ-STK-019 and REQ-STK-020. 

Status    (R) <Defined> 

 

Identifier   (R) REQ-USEPE-D31-0210 

Title   (R) 
The separation method used for separation management shall be able to 
accept the identification of drones flying. 

Description   (R) 

Each drone shall have an identification. This is information to consider that 
will serve as an input to establish separation in order to identify all drones 
flying in the airspace. 
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Identifier   (R) REQ-USEPE-D31-0210 

Service/Capability 
name   (R) 

<Operation plan preparation / optimisation>; <Operation Plan processing>; 
<Strategic Conflict Resolution>; <Procedural interface with ATC>; <Dynamic 
Capacity Management>; <Tactical Conflict Resolution>; <Collaborative 
interface with ATC>; <e-identification> 

Category   (R) <Minimum Performance>; <Acceptability>; <Safety> 

Environment type 
(R) 

<Suburban>; <Urban> 

Additional 
information   (O) 

The airspace volume is Zu or Za, according to CORUS (depending on where 
the urban/suburban environment is controlled or uncontrolled). The flight 
is VLOS or BVLOs according to stakeholder needs and happens at VLL. 

Rationale  (O) 
This requirement is traced back to USEPE Stakeholder requirement USEPE 
REQ-STK-001, REQ-STK-006, REQ-STK-007 and REQ-STK-023. 

Status    (R) <Defined> 

 

Identifier   (R) REQ-USEPE-D31-0220 

Title   (R) 
The separation method used for separation management shall be able to 
accept small-scale weather information. 

Description   (R) 

Meteorology affects the way a drone can fly. This is a problem to consider 
that will serve as an input to establish separation in order to avoid conflicts 
due to bad weather conditions. 

Service/Capability 
name   (R) 

<Operation plan preparation / optimisation>; <Operation Plan processing>; 
<Strategic Conflict Resolution>; <Procedural interface with ATC>; <Dynamic 
Capacity Management>; <Tactical Conflict Resolution>; <Collaborative 
interface with ATC>; <Weather Information> 

Category   (R) <Minimum Performance>; <Acceptability>; <Safety> 

Environment type 
(R) 

<Suburban>; <Urban> 

Additional 
information   (O) 

The airspace volume is Zu or Za, according to CORUS (depending on where 
the urban/suburban environment is controlled or uncontrolled). The flight 
is VLOS or BVLOs according to stakeholder needs and happens at VLL. 

Rationale  (O) 
This requirement is traced back to USEPE Stakeholder requirement USEPE 
REQ-STK-002, REQ-STK-003, REQ-STK-010, REQ-STK-013 and REQ-STK-014. 
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Identifier   (R) REQ-USEPE-D31-0220 

Status    (R) <Defined> 

 

Identifier   (R) REQ-USEPE-D31-0230 

Title   (R) 
The separation method used for separation management shall be able to 
accept emergencies information. 

Description   (R) 

Emergencies may occur during the flight. The emergencies information will 
serve as an input to establish separation in order to separate drones from 
an emergency flight. 

Service/Capability 
name   (R) 

<Operation plan preparation / optimisation>; <Operation Plan processing>; 
<Strategic Conflict Resolution>; <Procedural interface with ATC>; <Dynamic 
Capacity Management>; <Tactical Conflict Resolution>; <Collaborative 
interface with ATC>; <Emergency Management>; <Incident / Accident 
reporting>; <Citizen Reporting service> 

Category   (R) <Minimum Performance>; <Acceptability>; <Safety> 

Environment type 
(R) 

<Suburban>; <Urban> 

Additional 
information   (O) 

The airspace volume is Zu or Za, according to CORUS (depending on where 
the urban/suburban environment is controlled or uncontrolled). The flight 
is VLOS or BVLOs according to stakeholder needs and happens at VLL. 

Rationale  (O) 

This requirement is traced back to USEPE Stakeholder requirement USEPE 
REQ-STK-001, REQ-STK-003, REQ-STK-004, REQ-STK-005, REQ-STK-006, 
REQ-STK-007, REQ-STK-009, REQ-STK-010, REQ-STK-011, REQ-STK-012, 
REQ-STK-013, REQ-STK-014, REQ-STK-016, REQ-STK-017, REQ-STK-018, 
REQ-STK-021, REQ-STK-022, REQ-STK-023 and REQ-STK-024. 

Status    (R) <Defined> 

 

Identifier   (R) REQ-USEPE-D31-0240 

Title   (R) 
The separation method used for separation management shall be able to 
accept geofence restrictions. 

Description   (R) 

The environment establishes some geofence restrictions. This is a boundary 
to consider that will serve as an input to establish separation in order to 
protect drones from obstacles. 
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Identifier   (R) REQ-USEPE-D31-0240 

Service/Capability 
name   (R) 

<Operation plan preparation / optimisation>; <Operation Plan processing>; 
<Strategic Conflict Resolution>; <Procedural interface with ATC>; <Dynamic 
Capacity Management>; <Tactical Conflict Resolution>; <Collaborative 
interface with ATC>; <Geo-awareness>; <Geo-Fence provision (includes 
Dynamic Geo-Fencing)>; <Geospatial information service>; 

Category   (R) <Minimum Performance>; <Acceptability>; <Safety> 

Environment type 
(R) 

<Suburban>; <Urban> 

Additional 
information   (O) 

The airspace volume is Zu or Za, according to CORUS (depending on where 
the urban/suburban environment is controlled or uncontrolled). The flight 
is VLOS or BVLOs according to stakeholder needs and happens at VLL. 

Rationale  (O) 
This requirement is traced back to USEPE Stakeholder requirements USEPE 
REQ-STK-006, REQ-STK-007, REQ-STK-010, REQ-STK-011 and REQ-STK-012. 

Status    (R) <Defined> 

 

Identifier   (R) REQ-USEPE-D31-0250 

Title   (R) 
The separation method used for separation management shall be able to 
accept flight restrictions. 

Description   (R) 

During a flight there may be some restrictions. This is a boundary to 
consider that will serve as an input to establish separation in order to 
protect drones from dangers and obstacles. 

Service/Capability 
name   (R) 

<Operation plan preparation / optimisation>; <Operation Plan processing>; 
<Strategic Conflict Resolution>; <Procedural interface with ATC>; <Dynamic 
Capacity Management>; <Tactical Conflict Resolution>; <Collaborative 
interface with ATC>; <Geo-awareness>; <Geospatial information service> 

Category   (R) <Minimum Performance>; <Acceptability>; <Safety> 

Environment type 
(R) 

<Suburban>; <Urban> 

Additional 
information   (O) 

The airspace volume is Zu or Za, according to CORUS (depending on where 
the urban/suburban environment is controlled or uncontrolled). The flight 
is VLOS or BVLOs according to stakeholder needs and happens at VLL. 
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Identifier   (R) REQ-USEPE-D31-0250 

Rationale  (O) 
This requirement is traced back to USEPE Stakeholder requirements USEPE 
REQ-STK-006, REQ-STK-007, REQ-STK-010, REQ-STK-011 and REQ-STK-012. 

Status    (R) <Defined> 

 

Identifier   (R) REQ-USEPE-D31-0260 

Title   (R) 
The separation method used for separation management shall be able to 
accept tracking information. 

Description   (R) 

Tracking information is essential to locate drones. This is information to 
consider that will serve as an input to establish separation in order to locate 
drones in the airspace. 

Service/Capability 
name   (R) 

<Operation plan preparation / optimisation>; <Operation Plan processing>; 
<Strategic Conflict Resolution>; <Procedural interface with ATC>; <Dynamic 
Capacity Management>; <Tactical Conflict Resolution>; <Collaborative 
interface with ATC>; <Tracking (Position report submission)> 

Category   (R) <Minimum Performance>; <Acceptability>; <Safety> 

Environment type 
(R) 

<Suburban>; <Urban> 

Additional 
information   (O) 

The airspace volume is Zu or Za, according to CORUS (depending on where 
the urban/suburban environment is controlled or uncontrolled). The flight 
is VLOS or BVLOs according to stakeholder needs and happens at VLL. 

Rationale  (O) 
This requirement is traced back to USEPE Stakeholder requirements USEPE 
REQ-STK-001, REQ-STK-006, REQ-STK-007, REQ-STK-019 and REQ-STK-020. 

Status    (R) <Defined> 

 

Identifier   (R) REQ-USEPE-D31-0270 

Title   (R) 
The separation method used for separation management shall be able to 
accept electromagnetic interference information. 

Description   (R) 

Electromagnetic interference may occur during the flight. This is a problem 
to consider that will serve as an input to establish separation in order to 
avoid conflicts due to these interferences. 
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Identifier   (R) REQ-USEPE-D31-0270 

Service/Capability 
name   (R) 

<Operation plan preparation / optimisation>; <Operation Plan processing>; 
<Strategic Conflict Resolution>; <Procedural interface with ATC>; <Dynamic 
Capacity Management>; <Tactical Conflict Resolution>; <Collaborative 
interface with ATC>; <Electromagnetic interference information> 

Category   (R) <Minimum Performance>; <Acceptability>; <Safety> 

Environment type 
(R) 

<Suburban>; <Urban> 

Additional 
information   (O) 

The airspace volume is Zu or Za, according to CORUS (depending on where 
the urban/suburban environment is controlled or uncontrolled). The flight 
is VLOS or BVLOs according to stakeholder needs and happens at VLL. 

Rationale  (O) 

This requirement is traced back to USEPE Stakeholder requirements USEPE 
REQ-STK-001, REQ-STK-006, REQ-STK-007, REQ-STK-010, REQ-STK-013, 
REQ-STK-014, REQ-STK-016, REQ-STK-017, REQ-STK-018 and REQ-STK-020. 

Status    (R) <Defined> 

 

Identifier   (R) REQ-USEPE-D31-0280 

Title   (R) 
The separation method used for separation management shall be able to 
accept the authorization of the operation plan.  

Description   (R) 

Authorization is needed in order to process the operation plan. This 
authorization will serve as an input to establish separation in order to be 
able to process all the operation plans. 

Service/Capability 
name   (R) 

<Operation plan preparation / optimisation>; <Operation Plan processing>; 
<Strategic Conflict Resolution>; <Procedural interface with ATC>; <Dynamic 
Capacity Management>; <Tactical Conflict Resolution>; <Collaborative 
interface with ATC> 

Category   (R) <Minimum Performance>; <Acceptability>; <Safety> 

Environment type 
(R) 

<Suburban>; <Urban> 

Additional 
information   (O) 

The airspace volume is Zu or Za, according to CORUS (depending on where 
the urban/suburban environment is controlled or uncontrolled). The flight 
is VLOS or BVLOs according to stakeholder needs and happens at VLL. 
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Identifier   (R) REQ-USEPE-D31-0280 

Rationale  (O) 

This requirement is traced back to USEPE Stakeholder requirements USEPE 
REQ-STK-001, REQ-STK-006, REQ-STK-007, REQ-STK-016, REQ-STK-017 and 
REQ-STK-018. 

Status    (R) <Defined> 

 

Identifier   (R) REQ-USEPE-D31-0290 

Title   (R) 
The separation method used for separation management shall be able to 
accept conformance monitoring alerts. 

Description   (R) 

Conformance monitoring alerts may occur during the flight. This is 
information to consider that will serve as an input to establish separation in 
order to avoid conflicts due to unexpected issues or emergencies. 

Service/Capability 
name   (R) 

<Operation plan preparation / optimisation>; <Operation Plan processing>; 
<Strategic Conflict Resolution>; <Procedural interface with ATC>; <Dynamic 
Capacity Management>; <Tactical Conflict Resolution>; <Collaborative 
interface with ATC>;  

Category   (R) <Minimum Performance>; <Acceptability>; <Safety> 

Environment type 
(R) 

<Suburban>; <Urban> 

Additional 
information   (O) 

The airspace volume is Zu or Za, according to CORUS (depending on where 
the urban/suburban environment is controlled or uncontrolled). The flight 
is VLOS or BVLOs according to stakeholder needs and happens at VLL. 

Rationale  (O) 

This requirement is traced back to USEPE Stakeholder requirements USEPE 
REQ-STK-001, REQ-STK-010, REQ-STK-012, REQ-STK-013, REQ-STK-014, 
REQ-STK-016, REQ-STK-017, REQ-STK-018 and REQ-STK-020. 

Status    (R) <Defined> 

 

Identifier   (R) REQ-USEPE-D31-0300 

Title   (R) 
The separation method used for separation management shall be able to 
accept weather monitoring alerts. 
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Identifier   (R) REQ-USEPE-D31-0300 

Description   (R) 

Weather monitoring alerts may occur during the flight. This is information 
to consider that will serve as an input to establish separation in order to 
avoid conflicts due to adverse weather conditions. 

Service/Capability 
name   (R) 

<Operation plan preparation / optimisation>; <Operation Plan processing>; 
<Strategic Conflict Resolution>; <Procedural interface with ATC>; <Dynamic 
Capacity Management>; <Tactical Conflict Resolution>; <Collaborative 
interface with ATC>; <Weather Information> 

Category   (R) <Minimum Performance>; <Acceptability>; <Safety> 

Environment type 
(R) 

<Suburban>; <Urban> 

Additional 
information   (O) 

The airspace volume is Zu or Za, according to CORUS (depending on where 
the urban/suburban environment is controlled or uncontrolled). The flight 
is VLOS or BVLOs according to stakeholder needs and happens at VLL. 

Rationale  (O) 

This requirement is traced back to USEPE Stakeholder requirements USEPE 
REQ-STK-001, REQ-STK-002, REQ-STK-003, REQ-STK-016, REQ-STK-017 and 
REQ-STK-018. 

Status    (R) <Defined> 

 

Identifier   (R) REQ-USEPE-D31-0310 

Title   (R) 
The separation method used for separation management shall be able to 
accept ground risk alerts. 

Description   (R) 

Ground risk alerts may occur during the flight. This is information to 
consider that will serve as an input to establish separation in order to avoid 
dangerous situations with citizens or buildings. 

Service/Capability 
name   (R) 

<Operation plan preparation / optimisation>; <Operation Plan processing>; 
<Strategic Conflict Resolution>; <Procedural interface with ATC>; <Dynamic 
Capacity Management>; <Tactical Conflict Resolution>; <Collaborative 
interface with ATC>; <Geo-awareness>; <Geo-Fence provision (includes 
Dynamic Geo-Fencing)> 

Category   (R) <Minimum Performance>; <Acceptability>; <Safety> 

Environment type 
(R) 

<Suburban>; <Urban> 
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Identifier   (R) REQ-USEPE-D31-0310 

Additional 
information   (O) 

The airspace volume is Zu or Za, according to CORUS (depending on where 
the urban/suburban environment is controlled or uncontrolled). The flight 
is VLOS or BVLOs according to stakeholder needs and happens at VLL. 

Rationale  (O) 

This requirement is traced back to USEPE Stakeholder requirements USEPE 
REQ-STK-001, REQ-STK-006, REQ-STK-007, REQ-STK-010, REQ-STK-016, 
REQ-STK-017 and REQ-STK-018. 

Status    (R) <Defined> 

 

Identifier   (R) REQ-USEPE-D31-0320 

Title   (R) 
The separation method used for separation management shall be able to 
accept traffic information. 

Description   (R) 

Traffic information is essential for the operation safety. This information will 
serve as an input to establish separation in order to be aware of the traffic 
situation at all times. 

Service/Capability 
name   (R) 

<Operation plan preparation / optimisation>; <Operation Plan processing>; 
<Strategic Conflict Resolution>; <Procedural interface with ATC>; <Dynamic 
Capacity Management>; <Tactical Conflict Resolution>; <Collaborative 
interface with ATC>; <Traffic Information> 

Category   (R) <Minimum Performance>; <Acceptability>; <Safety> 

Environment type 
(R) 

<Suburban>; <Urban> 

Additional 
information   (O) 

The airspace volume is Zu or Za, according to CORUS (depending on where 
the urban/suburban environment is controlled or uncontrolled). The flight 
is VLOS or BVLOs according to stakeholder needs and happens at VLL. 

Rationale  (O) 

This requirement is traced back to USEPE Stakeholder requirements USEPE 
REQ-STK-001, REQ-STK-006, REQ-STK-007, REQ-STK-012, REQ-STK-013, 
REQ-STK-014, REQ-STK-016, REQ-STK-017, REQ-STK-018 and REQ-STK-019. 

Status    (R) <Defined> 
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Identifier   (R) REQ-USEPE-D31-0330 

Title   (R) 
The separation method used for separation management shall be able to 
accept drone aeronautical information. 

Description   (R) 

Drone aeronautical information provides data to the geo-fencing services 
as well as operational planning preparation service. This information will 
serve as an input to establish separation in order to be aware of the drone 
situation at all times. 

Service/Capability 
name   (R) 

<Operation plan preparation / optimisation>; <Operation Plan processing>; 
<Strategic Conflict Resolution>; <Procedural interface with ATC>; <Dynamic 
Capacity Management>; <Tactical Conflict Resolution>; <Collaborative 
interface with ATC>; <Traffic Information> 

Category   (R) <Minimum Performance>; <Acceptability>; <Safety> 

Environment type 
(R) 

<Suburban>; <Urban> 

Additional 
information   (O) 

The airspace volume is Zu or Za, according to CORUS (depending on where 
the urban/suburban environment is controlled or uncontrolled). The flight 
is VLOS or BVLOs according to stakeholder needs and happens at VLL. 

Rationale  (O) 

This requirement is traced back to USEPE Stakeholder requirements USEPE 
REQ-STK-001, REQ-STK-006, REQ-STK-007, REQ-STK-016, REQ-STK-017, 
REQ-STK-018 and REQ-STK-019. 

Status    (R) <Defined> 

 

Identifier   (R) REQ-USEPE-D31-0340 

Title   (R) 
The separation method used for separation management shall be able to 
accept geospatial information. 

Description   (R) 

Geospatial information gives awareness of the environment. This 
information will serve as an input to establish separation in order to be 
aware of the obstacles and dangers in the urban and suburban 
environment. 

Service/Capability 
name   (R) 

<Operation plan preparation / optimisation>; <Operation Plan processing>; 
<Strategic Conflict Resolution>; <Procedural interface with ATC>; <Dynamic 
Capacity Management>; <Tactical Conflict Resolution>; <Collaborative 
interface with ATC>; <Geospatial information service> 

Category   (R) <Minimum Performance>; <Acceptability>; <Safety> 
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Identifier   (R) REQ-USEPE-D31-0340 

Environment type 
(R) 

<Suburban>; <Urban> 

Additional 
information   (O) 

The airspace volume is Zu or Za, according to CORUS (depending on where 
the urban/suburban environment is controlled or uncontrolled). The flight 
is VLOS or BVLOs according to stakeholder needs and happens at VLL. 

Rationale  (O) 

This requirement is traced back to USEPE Stakeholder requirements USEPE 
REQ-STK-013, REQ-STK-006, REQ-STK-007, REQ-STK-016, REQ-STK-017 and 
REQ-STK-018. 

Status    (R) <Defined> 

 

Identifier   (R) REQ-USEPE-D31-0350 

Title   (R) 
The separation method used for separation management shall be able to 
accept the population density. 

Description   (R) 

Population density gives awareness of the number of people in each surface 
unit. This information will serve as an input to establish separation in order 
to be aware of the danger they can cause to people. 

Service/Capability 
name   (R) 

<Operation plan preparation / optimisation>; <Operation Plan processing>; 
<Strategic Conflict Resolution>; <Procedural interface with ATC>; <Dynamic 
Capacity Management>; <Tactical Conflict Resolution>; <Collaborative 
interface with ATC>; <Population density map> 

Category   (R) <Minimum Performance>; <Acceptability>; <Safety> 

Environment type 
(R) 

<Suburban>; <Urban> 

Additional 
information   (O) 

The airspace volume is Zu or Za, according to CORUS (depending on where 
the urban/suburban environment is controlled or uncontrolled). The flight 
is VLOS or BVLOs according to stakeholder needs and happens at VLL. 

Rationale  (O) 
This requirement is traced back to USEPE Stakeholder requirements USEPE 
REQ-STK-006, REQ-STK-007, REQ-STK-010, REQ-STK-012 and REQ-STK-027. 

Status    (R) <Defined> 
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Identifier   (R) REQ-USEPE-D31-0360 

Title   (R) 
The separation method used for separation management shall be able to 
accept the navigation coverage information. 

Description   (R) 

Navigation coverage may not be good throughout the flight. This 
information will serve as an input to establish separation in order to be 
aware of whether there is a loss of navigation coverage. 

Service/Capability 
name   (R) 

<Operation plan preparation / optimisation>; <Operation Plan processing>; 
<Strategic Conflict Resolution>; <Procedural interface with ATC>; <Dynamic 
Capacity Management>; <Tactical Conflict Resolution>; <Collaborative 
interface with ATC>; <Navigation Coverage information> 

Category   (R) <Minimum Performance>; <Acceptability>; <Safety> 

Environment type 
(R) 

<Suburban>; <Urban> 

Additional 
information   (O) 

The airspace volume is Zu or Za, according to CORUS (depending on where 
the urban/suburban environment is controlled or uncontrolled). The flight 
is VLOS or BVLOs according to stakeholder needs and happens at VLL. 

Rationale  (O) 
This requirement is traced back to USEPE Stakeholder requirements USEPE 
REQ-STK-001, REQ-STK-006, REQ-STK-007 and REQ-STK-020. 

Status    (R) <Defined> 

 

Identifier   (R) REQ-USEPE-D31-0370 

Title   (R) 
The separation method used for separation management shall be able to 
accept the communication coverage information. 

Description   (R) 

Communication coverage may not be good throughout the flight. This 
information will serve as an input to establish separation in order to be 
aware of whether there is a loss of communication coverage. 

Service/Capability 
name   (R) 

<Operation plan preparation / optimisation>; <Operation Plan processing>; 
<Strategic Conflict Resolution>; <Procedural interface with ATC>; <Dynamic 
Capacity Management>; <Tactical Conflict Resolution>; <Collaborative 
interface with ATC>; <Communication Coverage information> 

Category   (R) <Minimum Performance>; <Acceptability>; <Safety> 

Environment type 
(R) 

<Suburban>; <Urban> 
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Identifier   (R) REQ-USEPE-D31-0370 

Additional 
information   (O) 

The airspace volume is Zu or Za, according to CORUS (depending on where 
the urban/suburban environment is controlled or uncontrolled). The flight 
is VLOS or BVLOs according to stakeholder needs and happens at VLL. 

Rationale  (O) 
This requirement is traced back to USEPE Stakeholder requirements USEPE 
REQ-STK-001, REQ-STK-006, REQ-STK-007 and REQ-STK-020. 

Status    (R) <Defined> 

 

Identifier   (R) REQ-USEPE-D31-0380 

Title   (R) 
The separation method used for separation management shall be able to 
accept surveillance data. 

Description   (R) 

Surveillance data will be provided during the flight. This information will 
serve as an input to establish separation in order to be aware of whether 
there is an unexpected danger or some unforeseen. 

Service/Capability 
name   (R) 

<Operation plan preparation / optimisation>; <Operation Plan processing>; 
<Strategic Conflict Resolution>; <Procedural interface with ATC>; <Dynamic 
Capacity Management>; <Tactical Conflict Resolution>; <Collaborative 
interface with ATC>; <Surveillance Data Exchange> 

Category   (R) <Minimum Performance>; <Acceptability>; <Safety> 

Environment type 
(R) 

<Suburban>; <Urban> 

Additional 
information   (O) 

The airspace volume is Zu or Za, according to CORUS (depending on where 
the urban/suburban environment is controlled or uncontrolled). The flight 
is VLOS or BVLOs according to stakeholder needs and happens at VLL. 

Rationale  (O) 
This requirement is traced back to USEPE Stakeholder requirements USEPE 
REQ-STK-001, REQ-STK-013, REQ-STK-020 and REQ-STK-023. 

Status    (R) <Defined> 

 

Identifier   (R) REQ-USEPE-D31-0390 

Title   (R) 
The separation method used for separation management shall be able to 
accept a limit in safety levels. 
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Identifier   (R) REQ-USEPE-D31-0390 

Description   (R) 

Acceptable safety levels are necessary for the integration of drones into the 
airspace. These boundaries shall be published and will serve as an input to 
establish separation in order to have a limit in the levels of safety. 

Service/Capability 
name   (R) 

<Operation plan preparation / optimisation>; <Operation Plan processing>; 
<Strategic Conflict Resolution>; <Procedural interface with ATC>; <Dynamic 
Capacity Management>; <Tactical Conflict Resolution>; <Collaborative 
interface with ATC>; <Surveillance Data Exchange> 

Category   (R) <Minimum Performance>; <Acceptability>; <Safety> 

Environment type 
(R) 

<Suburban>; <Urban> 

Additional 
information   (O) 

The airspace volume is Zu or Za, according to CORUS (depending on where 
the urban/suburban environment is controlled or uncontrolled). The flight 
is VLOS or BVLOs according to stakeholder needs and happens at VLL. 

Rationale  (O) 

This requirement is traced back to USEPE Stakeholder requirements USEPE 
REQ-STK-010, REQ-STK-011, REQ-STK-013, REQ-STK-015, REQ-STK-019 and 
REQ-STK-020. 

Status    (R) <Defined> 

 

Identifier   (R) REQ-USEPE-D31-0400 

Title   (R) 
The separation method used for separation management shall be able to 
accept drones’ speed. 

Description   (R) 

Drone speed depends on its performance and capabilities. This information 
will serve as an input to establish separation in order to ensure that drones 
can carry out the operation. 

Service/Capability 
name   (R) 

<Operation plan preparation / optimisation>; <Operation Plan processing>; 
<Strategic Conflict Resolution>; <Procedural interface with ATC>; <Dynamic 
Capacity Management>; <Tactical Conflict Resolution>; <Collaborative 
interface with ATC>;  

Category   (R) <Minimum Performance>; <Acceptability>; <Safety> 

Environment type 
(R) 

<Suburban>; <Urban> 
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Identifier   (R) REQ-USEPE-D31-0400 

Additional 
information   (O) 

The airspace volume is Zu or Za, according to CORUS (depending on where 
the urban/suburban environment is controlled or uncontrolled). The flight 
is VLOS or BVLOs according to stakeholder needs and happens at VLL. 

Rationale  (O) 

This requirement is traced back to USEPE Stakeholder requirements USEPE 
REQ-STK-001, REQ-STK-006, REQ-STK-007, REQ-STK-014, REQ-STK-018 and 
REQ-STK-023. 

Status    (R) <Defined> 

 

Identifier   (R) REQ-USEPE-D31-0410 

Title   (R) 
The separation method used for separation management shall be able to 
accept drones’ volume. 

Description   (R) 

Drone volume depends on its geometry and size. This information will serve 
as an input to establish separation in order to ensure that drones will not 
collide with other users. 

Service/Capability 
name   (R) 

<Operation plan preparation / optimisation>; <Operation Plan processing>; 
<Strategic Conflict Resolution>; <Procedural interface with ATC>; <Dynamic 
Capacity Management>; <Tactical Conflict Resolution>; <Collaborative 
interface with ATC>;  

Category   (R) <Minimum Performance>; <Acceptability>; <Safety> 

Environment type 
(R) 

<Suburban>; <Urban> 

Additional 
information   (O) 

The airspace volume is Zu or Za, according to CORUS (depending on where 
the urban/suburban environment is controlled or uncontrolled). The flight 
is VLOS or BVLOs according to stakeholder needs and happens at VLL. 

Rationale  (O) 

This requirement is traced back to USEPE Stakeholder requirements USEPE 
REQ-STK-001, REQ-STK-006, REQ-STK-007, REQ-STK-014, REQ-STK-018 and 
REQ-STK-023. 

Status    (R) <Defined> 
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Identifier   (R) REQ-USEPE-D31-0420 

Title   (R) 
The separation method used for separation management shall be able to 
accept drones’ climb rate. 

Description   (R) 

Drone climb rate is the positive rate of altitude change with respect to time. 
This information will serve as an input to establish separation in order to 
ensure that drones will be able to meet the performance requirements. 

Service/Capability 
name   (R) 

<Operation plan preparation / optimisation>; <Operation Plan processing>; 
<Strategic Conflict Resolution>; <Procedural interface with ATC>; <Dynamic 
Capacity Management>; <Tactical Conflict Resolution>; <Collaborative 
interface with ATC> 

Category   (R) <Minimum Performance>; <Acceptability>; <Safety> 

Environment type 
(R) 

<Suburban>; <Urban> 

Additional 
information   (O) 

The airspace volume is Zu or Za, according to CORUS (depending on where 
the urban/suburban environment is controlled or uncontrolled). The flight 
is VLOS or BVLOs according to stakeholder needs and happens at VLL. 

Rationale  (O) 

This requirement is traced back to USEPE Stakeholder requirements USEPE 
REQ-STK-001, REQ-STK-006, REQ-STK-007, REQ-STK-014, REQ-STK-018 and 
REQ-STK-023. 

Status    (R) <Defined> 

 

Identifier   (R) REQ-USEPE-D31-0430 

Title   (R) 
The separation method used for separation management shall be able to 
accept drones descend rate. 

Description   (R) 

Drone descend rate is the negative rate of altitude change with respect to 
time. This information will serve as an input to establish separation in order 
to ensure that drones will be able to meet the performance requirements. 

Service/Capability 
name   (R) 

<Operation plan preparation / optimisation>; <Operation Plan processing>; 
<Strategic Conflict Resolution>; <Procedural interface with ATC>; <Dynamic 
Capacity Management>; <Tactical Conflict Resolution>; <Collaborative 
interface with ATC>;  

Category   (R) <Minimum Performance>; <Acceptability>; <Safety> 
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Identifier   (R) REQ-USEPE-D31-0430 

Environment type 
(R) 

<Suburban>; <Urban> 

Additional 
information   (O) 

The airspace volume is Zu or Za, according to CORUS (depending on where 
the urban/suburban environment is controlled or uncontrolled). The flight 
is VLOS or BVLOs according to stakeholder needs and happens at VLL. 

Rationale  (O) 

This requirement is traced back to USEPE Stakeholder requirements USEPE 
REQ-STK-001, REQ-STK-006, REQ-STK-007, REQ-STK-014, REQ-STK-018 and 
REQ-STK-023. 

Status    (R) <Defined> 

 

Identifier   (R) REQ-USEPE-D31-0440 

Title   (R) 
The separation method used for separation management shall be able to 
accept drones manoeuvrability. 

Description   (R) 

Drone manoeuvrability is the quality of being easy to move or steer while in 
motion. This information will serve as an input to establish separation in 
order to ensure that drones will be able to meet the performance 
requirements. 

Service/Capability 
name   (R) 

<Operation plan preparation / optimisation>; <Operation Plan processing>; 
<Strategic Conflict Resolution>; <Procedural interface with ATC>; <Dynamic 
Capacity Management>; <Tactical Conflict Resolution>; <Collaborative 
interface with ATC>;  

Category   (R) <Minimum Performance>; <Acceptability>; <Safety> 

Environment type 
(R) 

<Suburban>; <Urban> 

Additional 
information   (O) 

The airspace volume is Zu or Za, according to CORUS (depending on where 
the urban/suburban environment is controlled or uncontrolled). The flight 
is VLOS or BVLOs according to stakeholder needs and happens at VLL. 

Rationale  (O) 

This requirement is traced back to USEPE Stakeholder requirements USEPE 
REQ-STK-001, REQ-STK-006, REQ-STK-007, REQ-STK-014, REQ-STK-018 and 
REQ-STK-023. 

Status    (R) <Defined> 
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Identifier   (R) REQ-USEPE-D31-0450 

Title   (R) 
The separation method used for separation management shall be able to 
accept drones’ navigation performance. 

Description   (R) 

Drone navigation performance depends on the drone’s equipment. This 
information will serve as an input to establish separation in order to ensure 
that drones will be able to meet the performance requirements. 

Service/Capability 
name   (R) 

<Operation plan preparation / optimisation>; <Operation Plan processing>; 
<Strategic Conflict Resolution>; <Procedural interface with ATC>; <Dynamic 
Capacity Management>; <Tactical Conflict Resolution>; <Collaborative 
interface with ATC> 

Category   (R) <Minimum Performance>; <Acceptability>; <Safety> 

Environment type 
(R) 

<Suburban>; <Urban> 

Additional 
information   (O) 

The airspace volume is Zu or Za, according to CORUS (depending on where 
the urban/suburban environment is controlled or uncontrolled). The flight 
is VLOS or BVLOs according to stakeholder needs and happens at VLL. 

Rationale  (O) 

This requirement is traced back to USEPE Stakeholder requirements USEPE 
REQ-STK-001, REQ-STK-006, REQ-STK-007, REQ-STK-014, REQ-STK-018 and 
REQ-STK-023. 

Status    (R) <Defined> 

 

Identifier   (R) REQ-USEPE-D31-0460 

Title   (R) 
The separation method used for separation management shall be able to 
accept the number of existing corridors. 

Description   (R) 

In order to separate drones with different capabilities there will be different 
corridors. This number of corridors will serve as an input to establish 
separation in order to ensure that drones will fly in those that suit their 
capabilities. 

Service/Capability 
name   (R) 

<Operation plan preparation / optimisation>; <Operation Plan processing>; 
<Strategic Conflict Resolution>; <Procedural interface with ATC>; <Dynamic 
Capacity Management>; <Tactical Conflict Resolution>; <Collaborative 
interface with ATC> 

Category   (R) <Minimum Performance>; <Acceptability>; <Safety> 
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Identifier   (R) REQ-USEPE-D31-0460 

Environment type 
(R) 

<Suburban>; <Urban> 

Additional 
information   (O) 

The airspace volume is Zu or Za, according to CORUS (depending on where 
the urban/suburban environment is controlled or uncontrolled). The flight 
is VLOS or BVLOs according to stakeholder needs and happens at VLL. 

Rationale  (O) 

This requirement is traced back to USEPE Stakeholder requirements USEPE 
REQ-STK-001, REQ-STK-004, REQ-STK-005, REQ-STK-006, REQ-STK-007, 
REQ-STK-010, REQ-STK-011, REQ-STK-013, REQ-STK-014, REQ-STK-016, 
REQ-STK-017, REQ-STK-018 and REQ-STK-023. 

Status    (R) <Defined> 

 

Identifier   (R) REQ-USEPE-D31-0470 

Title   (R) 
The separation method used for separation management shall be able to 
accept the corridors altitude. 

Description   (R) 

In order to separate drones with different capabilities the altitude of the 
corridors will change. The corridors altitude will serve as an input to 
establish separation in order to ensure that drones will fly in those that suit 
their capabilities. 

Service/Capability 
name   (R) 

<Operation plan preparation / optimisation>; <Operation Plan processing>; 
<Strategic Conflict Resolution>; <Procedural interface with ATC>; <Dynamic 
Capacity Management>; <Tactical Conflict Resolution>; <Collaborative 
interface with ATC> 

Category   (R) <Minimum Performance>; <Acceptability>; <Safety> 

Environment type 
(R) 

<Suburban>; <Urban> 

Additional 
information   (O) 

The airspace volume is Zu or Za, according to CORUS (depending on where 
the urban/suburban environment is controlled or uncontrolled). The flight 
is VLOS or BVLOs according to stakeholder needs and happens at VLL. 

Rationale  (O) 

This requirement is traced back to USEPE Stakeholder requirements USEPE 
REQ-STK-001, REQ-STK-004, REQ-STK-005, REQ-STK-006, REQ-STK-007, 
REQ-STK-010, REQ-STK-011, REQ-STK-013, REQ-STK-014, REQ-STK-016, 
REQ-STK-017, REQ-STK-018 and REQ-STK-023. 

Status    (R) <Defined> 
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Identifier   (R) REQ-USEPE-D31-0480 

Title   (R) 
The separation method used for separation management shall be able to 
accept the corridors maximum speed. 

Description   (R) 

In order to separate drones with different capabilities the corridors 
maximum speed will change. The corridors maximum speed will serve as an 
input to establish separation in order to ensure that drones will fly in those 
that suit their capabilities. 

Service/Capability 
name   (R) 

<Operation plan preparation / optimisation>; <Operation Plan processing>; 
<Strategic Conflict Resolution>; <Procedural interface with ATC>; <Dynamic 
Capacity Management>; <Tactical Conflict Resolution>; <Collaborative 
interface with ATC> 

Category   (R) <Minimum Performance>; <Acceptability>; <Safety> 

Environment type 
(R) 

<Suburban>; <Urban> 

Additional 
information   (O) 

The airspace volume is Zu or Za, according to CORUS (depending on where 
the urban/suburban environment is controlled or uncontrolled). The flight 
is VLOS or BVLOs according to stakeholder needs and happens at VLL. 

Rationale  (O) 

This requirement is traced back to USEPE Stakeholder requirements USEPE 
REQ-STK-001, REQ-STK-004, REQ-STK-005, REQ-STK-006, REQ-STK-007, 
REQ-STK-010, REQ-STK-011, REQ-STK-013, REQ-STK-014, REQ-STK-016, 
REQ-STK-017, REQ-STK-018 and REQ-STK-023. 

Status    (R) <Defined> 

 

Identifier   (R) REQ-USEPE-D31-0490 

Title   (R) 
The separation method used for separation management shall be able to 
accept the corridors minimum speed. 

Description   (R) 

In order to separate drones with different capabilities the corridors 
minimum speed will change. The corridors minimum speed will serve as an 
input to establish separation in order to ensure that drones will fly in those 
that suit their capabilities. 

Service/Capability 
name   (R) 

<Operation plan preparation / optimisation>; <Operation Plan processing>; 
<Strategic Conflict Resolution>; <Procedural interface with ATC>; <Dynamic 
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Identifier   (R) REQ-USEPE-D31-0490 

Capacity Management>; <Tactical Conflict Resolution>; <Collaborative 
interface with ATC> 

Category   (R) <Minimum Performance>; <Acceptability>; <Safety> 

Environment type 
(R) 

<Suburban>; <Urban> 

Additional 
information   (O) 

The airspace volume is Zu or Za, according to CORUS (depending on where 
the urban/suburban environment is controlled or uncontrolled). The flight 
is VLOS or BVLOs according to stakeholder needs and happens at VLL. 

Rationale  (O) 

This requirement is traced back to USEPE Stakeholder requirements USEPE 
REQ-STK-001, REQ-STK-004, REQ-STK-005, REQ-STK-006, REQ-STK-007, 
REQ-STK-010, REQ-STK-011, REQ-STK-013, REQ-STK-014, REQ-STK-016, 
REQ-STK-017, REQ-STK-018 and REQ-STK-023. 

Status    (R) <Defined> 

 

Identifier   (R) REQ-USEPE-D31-0500 

Title   (R) 
The separation method used for separation management shall be able to 
accept the corridors heading. 

Description   (R) 

In order to separate drones with different capabilities the corridors heading 
will change. The corridors heading will serve as an input to establish 
separation in order to ensure that drones will fly in those that suit their 
capabilities. 

Service/Capability 
name   (R) 

<Operation plan preparation / optimisation>; <Operation Plan processing>; 
<Strategic Conflict Resolution>; <Procedural interface with ATC>; <Dynamic 
Capacity Management>; <Tactical Conflict Resolution>; <Collaborative 
interface with ATC> 

Category   (R) <Minimum Performance>; <Acceptability>; <Safety> 

Environment type 
(R) 

<Suburban>; <Urban> 

Additional 
information   (O) 

The airspace volume is Zu or Za, according to CORUS (depending on where 
the urban/suburban environment is controlled or uncontrolled). The flight 
is VLOS or BVLOs according to stakeholder needs and happens at VLL. 

Rationale  (O) 
This requirement is traced back to USEPE Stakeholder requirements USEPE 
REQ-STK-001, REQ-STK-004, REQ-STK-005, REQ-STK-006, REQ-STK-007, 
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Identifier   (R) REQ-USEPE-D31-0500 

REQ-STK-010, REQ-STK-011, REQ-STK-013, REQ-STK-014, REQ-STK-016, 
REQ-STK-017, REQ-STK-018 and REQ-STK-023. 

Status    (R) <Defined> 

 

Identifier   (R) REQ-USEPE-D31-0510 

Title   (R) 
The separation method used for separation management shall be able to 
accept the vertical separation of the corridors. 

Description   (R) 

Depending on the corridor characteristics its vertical separation will change. 
The vertical separation of the corridors will serve as an input to establish 
separation in order to avoid conflicts between drones with different 
performances. 

Service/Capability 
name   (R) 

<Operation plan preparation / optimisation>; <Operation Plan processing>; 
<Strategic Conflict Resolution>; <Procedural interface with ATC>; <Dynamic 
Capacity Management>; <Tactical Conflict Resolution>; <Collaborative 
interface with ATC> 

Category   (R) <Minimum Performance>; <Acceptability>; <Safety> 

Environment type 
(R) 

<Suburban>; <Urban> 

Additional 
information   (O) 

The airspace volume is Zu or Za, according to CORUS (depending on where 
the urban/suburban environment is controlled or uncontrolled). The flight 
is VLOS or BVLOs according to stakeholder needs and happens at VLL. 

Rationale  (O) 

This requirement is traced back to USEPE Stakeholder requirements USEPE 
REQ-STK-001, REQ-STK-004, REQ-STK-005, REQ-STK-006, REQ-STK-007, 
REQ-STK-010, REQ-STK-011, REQ-STK-013, REQ-STK-014, REQ-STK-016, 
REQ-STK-017, REQ-STK-018 and REQ-STK-023. 

Status    (R) <Defined> 

 

Identifier   (R) REQ-USEPE-D31-0520 

Title   (R) 
The separation method used for separation management shall be able to 
accept the lateral separation of the corridors. 

Description   (R) 
Depending on the corridor characteristics its lateral separation will change. 
The lateral separation of the corridors will serve as an input to establish 
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Identifier   (R) REQ-USEPE-D31-0520 

separation in order to avoid conflicts between drones with different 
performances. 

Service/Capability 
name   (R) 

<Operation plan preparation / optimisation>; <Operation Plan processing>; 
<Strategic Conflict Resolution>; <Procedural interface with ATC>; <Dynamic 
Capacity Management>; <Tactical Conflict Resolution>; <Collaborative 
interface with ATC> 

Category   (R) <Minimum Performance>; <Acceptability>; <Safety> 

Environment type 
(R) 

<Suburban>; <Urban> 

Additional 
information   (O) 

The airspace volume is Zu or Za, according to CORUS (depending on where 
the urban/suburban environment is controlled or uncontrolled). The flight 
is VLOS or BVLOs according to stakeholder needs and happens at VLL. 

Rationale  (O) 

This requirement is traced back to USEPE Stakeholder requirements USEPE 
REQ-STK-001, REQ-STK-004, REQ-STK-005, REQ-STK-006, REQ-STK-007, 
REQ-STK-010, REQ-STK-011, REQ-STK-013, REQ-STK-014, REQ-STK-016, 
REQ-STK-017, REQ-STK-018 and REQ-STK-023. 

Status    (R) <Defined> 

 

Identifier   (R) REQ-USEPE-D31-0530 

Title   (R) 
The separation method used for separation management shall be able to 
accept the number of layers. 

Description   (R) 

In order to separate drones with different capabilities there will be different 
layers. The number of layers will serve as an input to establish separation in 
order to ensure that drones will fly in those that suit their capabilities. 

Service/Capability 
name   (R) 

<Operation plan preparation / optimisation>; <Operation Plan processing>; 
<Strategic Conflict Resolution>; <Procedural interface with ATC>; <Dynamic 
Capacity Management>; <Tactical Conflict Resolution>; <Collaborative 
interface with ATC> 

Category   (R) <Minimum Performance>; <Acceptability>; <Safety> 

Environment type 
(R) 

<Suburban>; <Urban> 
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Identifier   (R) REQ-USEPE-D31-0530 

Additional 
information   (O) 

The airspace volume is Zu or Za, according to CORUS (depending on where 
the urban/suburban environment is controlled or uncontrolled). The flight 
is VLOS or BVLOs according to stakeholder needs and happens at VLL. 

Rationale  (O) 

This requirement is traced back to USEPE Stakeholder requirements USEPE 
REQ-STK-001, REQ-STK-004, REQ-STK-005, REQ-STK-006, REQ-STK-007, 
REQ-STK-010, REQ-STK-011, REQ-STK-013, REQ-STK-014, REQ-STK-016, 
REQ-STK-017, REQ-STK-018 and REQ-STK-023. 

Status    (R) <Defined> 

 

Identifier   (R) REQ-USEPE-D31-0540 

Title   (R) 
The separation method used for separation management shall be able to 
accept the layers’ altitude. 

Description   (R) 

In order to separate drones with different capabilities there will be different 
layers. The layers’ altitude will serve as an input to establish separation in 
order to ensure that drones will fly in those that suit their capabilities. 

Service/Capability 
name   (R) 

<Operation plan preparation / optimisation>; <Operation Plan processing>; 
<Strategic Conflict Resolution>; <Procedural interface with ATC>; <Dynamic 
Capacity Management>; <Tactical Conflict Resolution>; <Collaborative 
interface with ATC> 

Category   (R) <Minimum Performance>; <Acceptability>; <Safety> 

Environment type 
(R) 

<Suburban>; <Urban> 

Additional 
information   (O) 

The airspace volume is Zu or Za, according to CORUS (depending on where 
the urban/suburban environment is controlled or uncontrolled). The flight 
is VLOS or BVLOs according to stakeholder needs and happens at VLL. 

Rationale  (O) 

This requirement is traced back to USEPE Stakeholder requirements USEPE 
REQ-STK-001, REQ-STK-004, REQ-STK-005, REQ-STK-006, REQ-STK-007, 
REQ-STK-010, REQ-STK-011, REQ-STK-013, REQ-STK-014, REQ-STK-016, 
REQ-STK-017, REQ-STK-018 and REQ-STK-023. 

Status    (R) <Defined> 
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Identifier   (R) REQ-USEPE-D31-0550 

Title   (R) 
The separation method used for separation management shall be able to 
accept the layers’ maximum speed. 

Description   (R) 

In order to separate drones with different capabilities layers’ maximum 
speed will change. The layers’ maximum speed will serve as an input to 
establish separation in order to ensure that drones will fly in those that suit 
their capabilities. 

Service/Capability 
name   (R) 

<Operation plan preparation / optimisation>; <Operation Plan processing>; 
<Strategic Conflict Resolution>; <Procedural interface with ATC>; <Dynamic 
Capacity Management>; <Tactical Conflict Resolution>; <Collaborative 
interface with ATC> 

Category   (R) <Minimum Performance>; <Acceptability>; <Safety> 

Environment type 
(R) 

<Suburban>; <Urban> 

Additional 
information   (O) 

The airspace volume is Zu or Za, according to CORUS (depending on where 
the urban/suburban environment is controlled or uncontrolled). The flight 
is VLOS or BVLOs according to stakeholder needs and happens at VLL. 

Rationale  (O) 

This requirement is traced back to USEPE Stakeholder requirements USEPE 
REQ-STK-001, REQ-STK-004, REQ-STK-005, REQ-STK-006, REQ-STK-007, 
REQ-STK-010, REQ-STK-011, REQ-STK-013, REQ-STK-014, REQ-STK-016, 
REQ-STK-017, REQ-STK-018 and REQ-STK-023. 

Status    (R) <Defined> 

  

Identifier   (R) REQ-USEPE-D31-0560 

Title   (R) 
The separation method used for separation management shall be able to 
accept the layers’ minimum speed. 

Description   (R) 

In order to separate drones with different capabilities layers minimum 
speed will change. The layers’ minimum speed will serve as an input to 
establish separation in order to ensure that drones will fly in those that suit 
their capabilities. 

Service/Capability 
name   (R) 

<Operation plan preparation / optimisation>; <Operation Plan processing>; 
<Strategic Conflict Resolution>; <Procedural interface with ATC>; <Dynamic 
Capacity Management>; <Tactical Conflict Resolution>; <Collaborative 
interface with ATC> 
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Identifier   (R) REQ-USEPE-D31-0560 

Category   (R) <Minimum Performance>; <Acceptability>; <Safety> 

Environment type 
(R) 

<Suburban>; <Urban> 

Additional 
information   (O) 

The airspace volume is Zu or Za, according to CORUS (depending on where 
the urban/suburban environment is controlled or uncontrolled). The flight 
is VLOS or BVLOs according to stakeholder needs and happens at VLL. 

Rationale  (O) 

This requirement is traced back to USEPE Stakeholder requirements USEPE 
REQ-STK-001, REQ-STK-004, REQ-STK-005, REQ-STK-006, REQ-STK-007, 
REQ-STK-010, REQ-STK-011, REQ-STK-013, REQ-STK-014, REQ-STK-016, 
REQ-STK-017, REQ-STK-018 and REQ-STK-023. 

Status    (R) <Defined> 

 

Identifier   (R) REQ-USEPE-D31-0570 

Title   (R) 
The separation method used for separation management shall be able to 
accept the layers’ heading. 

Description   (R) 

In order to separate drones with different capabilities the layers heading 
will change. The layers’ heading will serve as an input to establish separation 
in order to ensure that drones will fly in those that suit their capabilities. 

Service/Capability 
name   (R) 

<Operation plan preparation / optimisation>; <Operation Plan processing>; 
<Strategic Conflict Resolution>; <Procedural interface with ATC>; <Dynamic 
Capacity Management>; <Tactical Conflict Resolution>; <Collaborative 
interface with ATC> 

Category   (R) <Minimum Performance>; <Acceptability>; <Safety> 

Environment type 
(R) 

<Suburban>; <Urban> 

Additional 
information   (O) 

The airspace volume is Zu or Za, according to CORUS (depending on where 
the urban/suburban environment is controlled or uncontrolled). The flight 
is VLOS or BVLOs according to stakeholder needs and happens at VLL. 

Rationale  (O) 

This requirement is traced back to USEPE Stakeholder requirements USEPE 
REQ-STK-001, REQ-STK-004, REQ-STK-005, REQ-STK-006, REQ-STK-007, 
REQ-STK-010, REQ-STK-011, REQ-STK-013, REQ-STK-014, REQ-STK-016, 
REQ-STK-017, REQ-STK-018 and REQ-STK-023. 
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Identifier   (R) REQ-USEPE-D31-0570 

Status    (R) <Defined> 

 

Identifier   (R) REQ-USEPE-D31-0580 

Title   (R) 
The separation method used for separation management shall be able to 
accept the vertical separation of the layers. 

Description   (R) 

Depending on the layer characteristics its vertical separation will change. 
The vertical separation of the layers will serve as an input to establish 
separation in order to avoid conflicts between drones with different 
performances. 

Service/Capability 
name   (R) 

<Operation plan preparation / optimisation>; <Operation Plan processing>; 
<Strategic Conflict Resolution>; <Procedural interface with ATC>; <Dynamic 
Capacity Management>; <Tactical Conflict Resolution>; <Collaborative 
interface with ATC> 

Category   (R) <Minimum Performance>; <Acceptability>; <Safety> 

Environment type 
(R) 

<Suburban>; <Urban> 

Additional 
information   (O) 

The airspace volume is Zu or Za, according to CORUS (depending on where 
the urban/suburban environment is controlled or uncontrolled). The flight 
is VLOS or BVLOs according to stakeholder needs and happens at VLL. 

Rationale  (O) 

This requirement is traced back to USEPE Stakeholder requirements USEPE 
REQ-STK-001, REQ-STK-004, REQ-STK-005, REQ-STK-006, REQ-STK-007, 
REQ-STK-010, REQ-STK-011, REQ-STK-013, REQ-STK-014, REQ-STK-016, 
REQ-STK-017, REQ-STK-018 and REQ-STK-023. 

Status    (R) <Defined> 

 

Identifier   (R) REQ-USEPE-D31-0590 

Title   (R) 
The separation method used for separation management shall be able to 
accept the lateral separation of the layers. 

Description   (R) 

Depending on the layer characteristics its lateral separation will change. The 
lateral separation of the layers will serve as an input to establish separation 
in order to avoid conflicts between drones with different performances. 
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Identifier   (R) REQ-USEPE-D31-0590 

Service/Capability 
name   (R) 

<Operation plan preparation / optimisation>; <Operation Plan processing>; 
<Strategic Conflict Resolution>; <Procedural interface with ATC>; <Dynamic 
Capacity Management>; <Tactical Conflict Resolution>; <Collaborative 
interface with ATC> 

Category   (R) <Minimum Performance>; <Acceptability>; <Safety> 

Environment type 
(R) 

<Suburban>; <Urban> 

Additional 
information   (O) 

The airspace volume is Zu or Za, according to CORUS (depending on where 
the urban/suburban environment is controlled or uncontrolled). The flight 
is VLOS or BVLOs according to stakeholder needs and happens at VLL. 

Rationale  (O) 

This requirement is traced back to USEPE Stakeholder requirements USEPE 
REQ-STK-001, REQ-STK-004, REQ-STK-005, REQ-STK-006, REQ-STK-007, 
REQ-STK-010, REQ-STK-011, REQ-STK-013, REQ-STK-014, REQ-STK-016, 
REQ-STK-017, REQ-STK-018 and REQ-STK-023. 

Status    (R) <Defined> 

 

 

Identifier   (R) REQ-USEPE-D31-0600 

Title   (R) 
The separation method used for separation management shall be able to 
provide drone separation instruction. 

Description   (R) 

Once drones are separated an instruction will be provided. The drone 
separation instruction will serve as an output to establish separation in 
order to avoid conflicts between users flying in the airspace. 

Service/Capability 
name   (R) 

<Operation plan preparation / optimisation>; <Operation Plan processing>; 
<Strategic Conflict Resolution>; <Procedural interface with ATC>; <Dynamic 
Capacity Management>; <Tactical Conflict Resolution>; <Collaborative 
interface with ATC> 

Category   (R) <Minimum Performance>; <Acceptability>; <Safety> 

Environment type 
(R) 

<Suburban>; <Urban> 
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Identifier   (R) REQ-USEPE-D31-0600 

Additional 
information   (O) 

The airspace volume is Zu or Za, according to CORUS (depending on where 
the urban/suburban environment is controlled or uncontrolled). The flight 
is VLOS or BVLOs according to stakeholder needs and happens at VLL. 

Rationale  (O) 

This requirement is traced back to USEPE Stakeholder requirements USEPE 
REQ-STK-001, REQ-STK-004, REQ-STK-005, REQ-STK-007, REQ-STK-006, 
REQ-STK-010, REQ-STK-011, REQ-STK-012, REQ-STK-013, REQ-STK-014, 
REQ-STK-015, REQ-STK-016, REQ-STK-017, REQ-STK-018, REQ-STK-021, 
REQ-STK-022, REQ-STK-023, REQ-STK-024 and REQ-STK-027. 

Status    (R) <Defined> 

 

Identifier   (R) REQ-USEPE-D31-0610 

Title   (R) 
The separation method used for separation management shall be able to 
provide the resulting airspace capacity calculated after the conflict is solved. 

Description   (R) 

Once drones are separated the resulting airspace capacity will be provided. 
The airspace capacity will serve as an output to establish separation in order 
to know the number of users that can flight in a safe manner. 

Service/Capability 
name   (R) 

<Operation plan preparation / optimisation>; <Operation Plan processing>; 
<Strategic Conflict Resolution>; <Procedural interface with ATC>; <Dynamic 
Capacity Management>; <Tactical Conflict Resolution>; <Collaborative 
interface with ATC> 

Category   (R) <Minimum Performance>; <Acceptability>; <Safety> 

Environment type 
(R) 

<Suburban>; <Urban> 

Additional 
information   (O) 

The airspace volume is Zu or Za, according to CORUS (depending on where 
the urban/suburban environment is controlled or uncontrolled). The flight 
is VLOS or BVLOs according to stakeholder needs and happens at VLL. 

Rationale  (O) 
This requirement is traced back to USEPE Stakeholder requirements USEPE 
REQ-STK-006, REQ-STK-007 and REQ-STK-010. 

Status    (R) <Defined> 
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Identifier   (R) REQ-USEPE-D31-0620 

Title   (R) 
The separation method used for separation management shall be able to 
provide confirmation that no additional conflicts are created. 

Description   (R) 

Once drones are separated the method shall have solved every additional 
conflict. The additional conflict avoidance will serve as an output to 
establish separation in order to solve all the issues and emergencies during 
a flight. 

Service/Capability 
name   (R) 

<Operation plan preparation / optimisation>; <Operation Plan processing>; 
<Strategic Conflict Resolution>; <Procedural interface with ATC>; <Dynamic 
Capacity Management>; <Tactical Conflict Resolution>; <Collaborative 
interface with ATC> 

Category   (R) <Minimum Performance>; <Acceptability>; <Safety> 

Environment type 
(R) 

<Suburban>; <Urban> 

Additional 
information   (O) 

The airspace volume is Zu or Za, according to CORUS (depending on where 
the urban/suburban environment is controlled or uncontrolled). The flight 
is VLOS or BVLOs according to stakeholder needs and happens at VLL. 

Rationale  (O) 

This requirement is traced back to USEPE Stakeholder requirements USEPE 
REQ-STK-001, REQ-STK-006, REQ-STK-007, REQ-STK-009, REQ-STK-010, 
REQ-STK-011, REQ-STK-023 and REQ-STK-024. 

Status    (R) <Defined> 

 

Identifier   (R) REQ-USEPE-D31-0630 

Title   (R) 
The separation method used for separation management shall be able to 
provide the adapted airspace structure. 

Description   (R) 

Once drones are separated the method shall provide an adapted airspace 
structure where conflicts are solved. The airspace structure will serve as an 
output to establish separation in order to maintain the distance enough 
between all the airspace users and reduce the conflicts to a minimum.  

Service/Capability 
name   (R) 

<Operation plan preparation / optimisation>; <Operation Plan processing>; 
<Strategic Conflict Resolution>; <Procedural interface with ATC>; <Dynamic 
Capacity Management>; <Tactical Conflict Resolution>; <Collaborative 
interface with ATC> 

Category   (R) <Minimum Performance>; <Acceptability>; <Safety> 
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Identifier   (R) REQ-USEPE-D31-0630 

Environment type 
(R) 

<Suburban>; <Urban> 

Additional 
information   (O) 

The airspace volume is Zu or Za, according to CORUS (depending on where 
the urban/suburban environment is controlled or uncontrolled). The flight 
is VLOS or BVLOs according to stakeholder needs and happens at VLL. 

Rationale  (O) 
This requirement is traced back to USEPE Stakeholder requirements USEPE 
REQ-STK-006, REQ-STK-007 and REQ-STK-010. 

Status    (R) <Defined> 
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Appendix C Analytic Hierarchy Process – Mathematical 
description 

 

In this appendix, the mathematical description of how to use the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) is 
presented to allow the reader to understand the calculations shown in 3.6.3. 

Relating to Figure 21, to conduct step 2, first, it is needed to compute the weights for the different 
criteria by creating a 𝑚 𝑥 𝑚 pairwise comparison matrix (A), where 𝑚 is the number of criteria 
considered. Each element 𝑎𝑗𝑘 of the matrix represent the importance of the 𝑗𝑡ℎ criterion relative to 

the 𝑘𝑡ℎ (if 𝑎𝑗𝑘  > 1 the 𝑗𝑡ℎ criterion is more important than the 𝑘𝑡ℎ. If 𝑎𝑗𝑘  < 1 the 𝑗𝑡ℎ criterion is less 

important than the 𝑘𝑡ℎ). These elements satisfy the constraint 𝑎𝑗𝑘 ∙  𝑎𝑘𝑗 = 1 , being 𝑎𝑗𝑗 = 1 for all 𝑗. 

The relative importance is measured according to a numerical scale represented in Table 25. 

Intensity of 
importance 

Definition Explanation 

1 Equal importance Two criteria contribute equally to the 
objective 

2 Weak or slight  

3 Moderate importance. Experience and judgment slightly favour one 
criterion over another. 

4 Moderate plus.  

5 Strong importance. Experience and judgment strongly favour 
one criterion over another. 

6 Strong plus.  

7 Very strong or demonstrated 
importance. 

A criterion is favoured very strongly over 
another; its dominance demonstrated in 
practice. 

8 Very, very strong.  

9 Extreme importance. The evidence favouring one criterion over 
another is of the highest possible order of 
affirmation. 

1.1-1.9 When the evaluation is very 
close a decimal is added to 1 
to show their difference as 
appropriate. 

A better alternative way to assigning the 
small decimals is to compare two close 
evaluations with other widely contrasting 
ones, favouring the larger one a little over 
the smaller one when using the 1–9 values. 
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Intensity of 
importance 

Definition Explanation 

Reciprocals of the 
above 

If evaluation j has one of the 
above nonzero numbers 
assigned to it when compared 
with evaluation k, then k has 
the reciprocal value when 
compared with j. 

A logical assumption. 

Measurement 
from ration scales 

 When it is desired to use such numbers in 
physical applications. Alternatively, often 
one estimates the ratios of such magnitudes 
by using judgment 

Table 25: Fundamental scale of absolute numbers (adapted from [39]) 

The weights for the different criteria are calculated as follows: 

𝑤𝑗 =  
∑ �̅�𝑗𝑙

𝑚
𝑙=1

𝑚
                                                             (Equation 3) 

where 

�̅�𝑗𝑘  =  
𝑎𝑗𝑘

∑ 𝑎𝑙𝑘
𝑚
𝑙=1

                                                            (Equation 4) 

 

The comparison of design options process is similar to the above process. The elements 𝑠𝑖𝑗  of the 

matrix S, represent the score of the 𝑖𝑡ℎ design option related to the 𝑗𝑡ℎ criterion. To calculate these 

elements first is needed to derive the scores in a pairwise 𝑛 𝑥 𝑛 comparison matrix 𝑩(𝑗) for each of the 

m criteria 𝑗 = 1, … , 𝑚.  Elements 𝑏𝑖ℎ
(𝑗)

 are the evaluation of the 𝑖𝑡ℎ option compared to the ℎ𝑡ℎ option 

with respect to the 𝑗𝑡ℎ criterion. These elements satisfy the same properties as the 𝑎𝑗𝑘 elements 

above. The evaluation scale is the same as in Table 25. 

The process is repeated as in Equation 3 to each matrix 𝑩(𝑗), obtaining the score vector 𝒔𝑗 for 𝑗 =
1, … , 𝑚. 

The score matrix S is then 𝑺 =  [𝒔(1) … 𝒔(𝑚)].   

Finally, to conduct step 4 of the process, the AHP obtains a vector v of global scores by multiplying S 
and w which is the overall weight of each criteria against others.  

𝒗 = 𝑺 ∙ 𝒘                                                                (Equation 5) 

The hierarchical organisation is made by ordering the global scores in decreasing order. 

In addition, it has been mentioned that AHP includes a technique for checking the consistency of the 
evaluation to reduce the bias in the decision-making process. This is made by calculating the 
consistency index for each matrix A and B, which is the result of computing the 𝜆𝑚𝑎𝑥 as the average 
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of the elements of the vector whose 𝑗𝑡ℎ element is the ratio of the 𝑗𝑡ℎ element of the vector 𝑨 ∙ 𝒘 (in 
the case of the A matrix. For the B matrix, the calculation is similar) to the corresponding element of 
the vector 𝒘. 

Then, the consistency index is 

𝐶𝐼 =  
𝜆𝑚𝑎𝑥−𝑚

𝑚− 1
                                                            (Equation 5) 

Where m is the number of criteria, in the case of matrix A. For matrix B, m is replaced by the number 
of alternatives n. 

If every comparison is consistent, 𝐶𝐼 = 0. As this is not always possible, small values of inconsistency 
are tolerated. This is true when 

𝐶𝐼

𝑅𝐼
 < 0.1                                                             (Equation 6) 

Where 𝑅𝐼 is the random index, or in other words, the consistency index when the elements of the 
matrixes are completely random. These values were calculated by Saaty for small problems (m or n 
smaller than 10) and are presented in Table 26. 

m or n 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

RI 0 0.58 0.90 1.12 1.24 1.32 1.41 1.45 1.51 

Table 26: Random index values 

 


